Fourh Session
Friday, December 14, 2012 at 1:00 P.M.
Lots 2087-2762
Collections and Accumulations, Plus Philatelic Literature
In Our Offices in Danbury, Connecticut

$34,000; this lot should garner plenty of interest. Scott
$34,000 plus (photo on web site). Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

Collections and Accumulations
U.S. General Collections
2067 HHHm U.S. Eclectic Collection, 1847-1975. Incredible lot, filled with unusual material, used starts with #1 with
red grid faulty, 72, 78, 121, 138, mint includes 267 plate
number block of six, 327, Kansas Nebraska complete, 391
guideline strip of 3, E3, O16 imprint and plate number of
five, RW19, RW22, RW23, RW25 and even a souvenir card
#1, and this is but a small part of the lot, a very useful group,
please inspect for full appreciation, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2068 Hm
U.S. Mint & Used Collection, 1850s-1980s.
Mounted in Minuteman album, starting with some banknotes & bureau issues, followed by 1901 Pan American Exposition issue, 1917-19 Washington-Franklin issue (506-16
mint) & 518, 1922-25 Definitives (551-73), 1929 Kansas-Nebraska overprints, 1918 (C1-6 mint) & 1933 50¢
baby zeppelin (C18 mint), plus some special delivery, postage dues & official examples, condition is F-VF. Scott
$1,199.
Estimate $500 - 750
2069 m
U.S. Quality Used Collection, 1851 onwards
(9/C15). Nice quality used collection neatly mounted on
Scott National album pages, a very comprehensive collection with many complete “key” sets; early classics include
#’s 9, 30A, 36, and 38; 1861 regular issue includes 68-72,
and 75-78; the 1867 grills include a nice group of F grills,
92-99; the 1869 Pictorials are complete 112-122, including
pretty top values of the set; the 1870’s Banknote issues include 145-153, 156-163, 182-190, and 219-229;
Columbians complete to the 30c value, some decent
1895-98 Bureau issues, and a wonderful complete set of
the 1898 Trans-Mississippi exposition issue 285-293; 1901
Pan Americans are complete, along with the 1902-03 regular issue complete to the $1.00 Farragut; Washington-Franklins are quite impressive, including 331-342
complete, 343-347 imperfs complete, 374-382 complete,
397-404 complete, 414-423 complete, 424-440 complete,
468-480, nice 523-524 examples, 551-573 complete, 1929
Kansas-Nebraskas complete 658-679; Airmail issues complete include a gorgeous well centered set of Zeppelins
C13-C15; Special Deliveries are complete E1-E16; a most
impressive Fine to Very collection with many better centered stamps found throughout; a couple minor flaws here
or there on the earlier issues are few and far between; a remarkable used collection with a catalog value in excess of
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2070 Hm
U.S. Desirable Collection, 1851-1966 (7/Q12).
Impressive mostly used U.S. collection nicely presented in
Scott’s hingeless album with many select quality stamps up
to about 1966; choice used stamps include 7, 9, 15, 17, 18,
28, 29-30, 30A, 33, 36, 38 (unused), 68-70, 75-78, 88-91,
92, 96-98, nice 1869 Pictorials 112-18, 120-22, 138, 141,
145-155, 156-63, 165-66, 192-191, 212-18, 219-29,
230-39, 246-61, 264-78, 285-91, 294-99 (unused), 300-11,
choice Washington Franklin including some better coils,
523-24, 551-573, 630 never hinged White Plains sheet, and
658-79 complete; Back of book include C1-C6, C18, Postage Dues, Q1-12 mostly mint, nice Revenues and even
some Duck stamps; A choice collection loaded with value.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2071 Hm
U.S. Collection, 1851 Onwards (10/C6). Extremely attractive United States neatly housed on National
album pages, with many attractive well centered stamps, including 10, 17, 28, 35, 71-73, 76-78, 89, 92, 112, 116, 248,
250, 253, 257, 268, 270, 274, 282-84, 288-90, 296-7,
300-9, 311 (used), 323-327, 328-330, some decent Washington Franklins including 405-7, 414-20, 424-28, 431-35,
446-7, 468-70, 472-74, 501-514, 548-550, 552-568, 570-1,
592-591, 658-679, and C1-C6; much nicer quality than normally found, definitely worth a look.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2072 Hm)
U.S. Old Time Collection, 1851-1945. Exciting
collection with many extras, better used includes 39, 118,
119, 153, Kansas Nebraska complete, excellent Washington Franklins, with many individual stamp cancel studies,
dozens of covers, mint booklet panes, multiples, positional
pieces, in short there are hundreds of items that would
make individual lots for resale, plan on spending sufficient
time with this lot to ascertain its true value, a sure fire money
maker, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2073 m
U.S. Decent Collection on Homemade
Pages, 1851 onwards (9/Q12). Nice U.S. collection of
mostly used stamps; includes #’s 9, 14-15, 35-36, 68-72,
86-88, 91, 112-19, 121, 145-54, 189-91, 219-29, 230-38,
285-90, 294-99, some better Washington Franklin issues
and a 404; Back of the Book include C1-C4, some Postage
Due issues, and Parcel Post complete Q1-12; substantial
value, with a Scott catalog value over $10,000., worth careful consideration.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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U.S. General Collections
2074 Hm
U.S. Mint & Used Collection, 1851-1950. Presented in three stockbooks, better used includes 15 with
red cancel, 69(x3), 71, 76(x6), 113(x5), 115(x3), 116(x2),
117, 119, useful Banknotes, 276, excellent postage dues,
O85 with fancy geometric cancel, better mint includes O3,
O16, O18(x3), O83(x2), O84, O85, O86(x2), O90, O91,
O92, should be enough retail to insure profitability, please
examine, o.g. or without gum, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2075 HHHm U.S. Mint & Used Collection, 1851-1982. Useful collection in one album and three stockbooks, better
mint includes material such as 189, 227 and 228, used has
many Banknotes, Washington Franklins, page of CSA with
1, 6, 7, 8, 11 & 12, nice officials and postage dues, a collection that can be used as a foundation for an advanced collection or broken up into many individual lots, please
evaluate, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,503
2076 HHHm U.S. Collection, 1851-1950. A quality selection
in three stockbooks, with plenty of Banknotes, nice group of
coils including private perfs, excellent postage dues, used
parcel posts, nice section of mint material, with hundreds of
items that should be individual lots for the internet or retail
this lot should be a slam dunk, examination is encouraged,
o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2077 Hm)
U.S. Mint & Used Collection, 1851 Onwards.
In red American Scott album, tested-and-true, the old
standby, chocked full of particularly fresh issues, unused/mint includes: #230-39; 287 block; 294-99; 300-309;
323-27 (two sets); plus other issues both mint and used,
some very nice BOB with Officials: O15-22; O36; O59-60;
O62; O64; Treasury 1¢-15¢ & War 1¢-90¢ (papers unchecked); used includes #15, 17, 68-9, 71 plus others, envelope cut squares, revenues including some $10 1st
issues, Battleships, etc., some of the quality is well above
average and one can pluck some nice plums from this one,
ocasional fault as one would expect but useful, a handful of
covers included, generally F.-V.F. Estimate $750 - 1,000
2078 Hm)
U.S. Mint & Used Collection, 1851-1978. Several hundred stamps in three Scott National albums, with
some very useful material, better used includes #11 pair,
several Blackjacks, 117, 150, 211, 524 pair, better mint includes 548-550, 614-616, Kansas 658-661, 663, 667, Nebraska 669-671, 674, 677, nice Farleys, C4, K2, K3 and
WS2, with plenty of postage, a strong bid should be rewarded, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate
$750 - 1,000
2079 Hm
U.S. Mint & Used Collection, 1851-1898. Interesting lot with dozens of better items, with mint that includes 230-238, 285-290, better used includes 116, 149,
152, 153, 154, 155, 217, 218, useful officials, some faults,
please review, o.g. or without gum, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
2080 Hm
U.S. Collection on White Ace Pages, 1857
Onwards (35/RW14). Mint or used collection neatly presented on White Ace pages; used up to #524, unused
thereafter; includes #’s 35, 70-71, 112-120, 548-550, 555,
557, 561-562, 568-570, 614-621, 658-679 complete,
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803-834 complete, Back of book include C1-C6 complete
used and unused sets, e5, E7, E11, F1, J1, J3, J15-J16,
J22-23, J25, J38-J42, Q1-Q12 complete (except for Q8),
Jq1-5 complete, and a couple Confederate States, 1-4, 6-8,
and 11-14; some nice stamps here and there that could be
single saleable items, overall a pretty collection.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2081 Hm
U.S. Collection, 1860s-1970s.
In two
Schaubek hingeless albums, starting with 1861-62 (63
used), 1879-82 Banknotes, and then by 1916-22 Washington coil stamps in pairs (486-90, 492 & 494-97 mint), 1918
Washington offset printing (525-30 mint), 1933 (C18 mint),
and some special delivery & postage dues such as J25 with
violet straight-line cancel, and accompanied with PSE certificate, condition is mostly Very Fine. Estimate $500 - 750
2082 Hm
U.S. Overflowing Collection, 1861 Onwards
(71/C18). A loaded U.S. collection in Scott National album
so full that the album cover is now detached; mostly used
throughout including #’s 71, 76-78, 115, 117, 119, 153-54,
166, 219-229, 230-39, 261, 261A, 294-99; from 1927 on the
collection is mostly unused, including 834, C13-C14, and
C18; Back of the book include Postage Dues, Parcel Post,
some Postal Stationary and Revenue stamps; lots of value,
although the condition isn’t the greatest.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2083 Hm)
U.S. Mint & Used Collection, 1863-1990. Hundreds of stamps in counter books and on stock pages,
better mint includes 550, 620-621, 704-715(x4), Famous
Americans set(x2), E6(x2), Farleys and mint booklet panes,
a excellent lot for the internet dealer, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2084 Hm
U.S. Mint & Used Collection, 1870s-1935.
Nicely mounted in two Lindner hingeless albums, starting
with 1870s used Banknotes, followed by some 1893
Columbians 1¢ to 10¢ used examples, 1898 Trans-Mississippi 1¢, 2¢, 4¢, 8¢ & 10¢ examples, also 1902 1¢ to 8¢ &
13¢ (300-306 & 308 mint), 1904 (323-27 mint), 1907
(328-30), 1916-22 Washington-Franklins perforated 10
horizontally or vertically, 1926 White Plains sheet, 1933
baby zeppelin (C18 never hinged), plus booklet panes issued in the 1960s-90s period, condition is mostly Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2085 Hm
U.S. Mostly Mint Collection, 1870s-1960s.
Mounted in a Scott album, and starting with Banknotes, followed by 1893 Columbians (232-37 mint) and several Bureau examples 1894 (246-47 & 250-52 mint), 1901 (296-97
mint) and then by 1922-25 (551-73) & 1938 Prexies, also
1919 (C1-2 & C4-5 mint). 1930-37 (C12-22), plus special
delivery and some parcel post stamps, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2086 Hm
U.S. Mint & Used Collection, 1887-1916. Collection of mint & used definitives, better used includes 217,
228(x3), 260(x5), 275(x2), with some better cancels, better
mint includes 212, 213(x2), 222, 223, 224, 226, 246, 247,
254, 268, 269, 270, a few NH, some faults, excellent lot for
the specialist, o.g. or without gum, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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U.S. General Collections
2087 H
U.S. Outstanding Singles & Plate Blocks
Collection, 1893 Onwards (232/C18). Handsome collection housed in a White Ace album with singles and plate
blocks; choice singles include #’s 232, 234, 238, 285-88,
294-99, 330, 550 block of 4, C1, C4 and C18; the nice group
of plate blocks include #’s 614-616, 617-619, nice 2c Red
plates, C7-C10, and C12; there’s also a select 630 White
Plains sheet that’s in N.H. condition; a wonderful group for
any quality conscious collector or dealer.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2088 Hm
U.S. Collection, 1893-1954 (230/1053). On
Lindner pages, mostly used and mint from 1921 on; used
stamps include 230-40, 285-90, 300-08, and some Washington-Franklins; unused stamps include 803-834 complete plus 839-51 coil pairs, and 1030-53 complete; some
better items here and there.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2089 HHHm U.S. Mint & Used Collection 1893-1960. Nice
clean collection with many select items, better mint includes
230 NH, 285 NH, 328-330, 550 NH, Washington Bicentennial complete, useful Farleys, C4 NH, better used includes
241, 299, inspection is suggested, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $3,000 (Owner’s). Estimate $500 750
2090 HH/H
U.S. Mint Collection, 1893-1971. Housed in
two Lindner hingeless albums, with many modestly priced
saleable items, better includes 230, 231, 294, 295, 367,
372, 397, 398, 548-550, Washington Bicentennial complete, nice Farleys, then from 1939 onward mint with a Legends of the West recalled sheet in original envelope, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F., please inspect.
Estimate $400 - 600
2091 HHHm U.S. Mint & Used Collection, 1895-1950. Collection presented in a Scott National album, better mint includes 268, 297, then strong Washington Franklins with
335, 336, 378, 379, 415, 416, 447, 457, 483, 515, 517, 518,
Prexies complete, C4, a few postage dues, with better used
throughout, some mixed condition, lots of useful and saleable material, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$8,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2092 H/(H)
U.S. Mostly Mint Collection, 1898-1940. Delightful group of mint stamps, includes many 2¢ reds, 1922
series, 1926 rotaries, and an excellent lot of Farleys, please
take some time to inspect, o.g. or without gum, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2093 HH/H
U.S. Mint Collection, 1900-1950. Nice group
of mint material, includes 20+ sets of Famous Americans,
11 C24 NH and two plate blocks of six, and plenty of full
sheets, excellent for break up or for postage, please examine, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2094 HH/H
U.S. Mint Collection, 1902-1967. Useful mint
collection mounted in a Harris Liberty Album, includes
298-299, 323-327, 328-330, 397-400, 480, 551-573, White
Plains S/S, Kansas-Nebraska complete, 692-701, with
plenty of postage up to 1967, BOB is scattered, should
prove worthwhile at our low estimate, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2095 HH/H
U.S. Plate Block Collection, 1909-45. Collection with dozens of premium items, better (plate blocks of
six unless noted) includes 314, 369, 504, 510, 528(x2), 535,
513, 537, 575, Pilgrim complete, 1922 series includes 559,
560, 564, 565, 568, 570, Lexington Concord complete,
Norse American complete, 622, 623, 648 block of four,
Kansas blocks of four 664, 665, 667 and 668, Nebraska
blocks of four 669, 670, 672, 673, 674, 677 and 679, airmails include C7, C11, C12, be sure to inspect this one, well
worth consideration, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2096 HH
U.S. Mostly Plate Number Collection,
1912-1944 (405//751). A comprehensive specialty collection including definitives and commemoratives neatly
mounted in an album, of over 450 items including marginal
singles and some multiples, the vast majority with plate
numbers, o.g., many never hinged; few faults, F.-V.F./ Extremely Fine. Scott $2,280.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2097 HH/H
U.S. Plate Number Block Collection,
1919-1957. Excellent collection starts with #537, 548-550,
612, 614-616, 617-619, 620-621, 647-648, Washington Bicentennial complete, Prexies complete, Famous Americans complete, and Liberty Issue complete, airmails start
with singles of C1-C6, then plate blocks C7-C9, C10, C11,
C12, C25-C31, then a group of booklet panes with C10a,
viewing advised for full appreciation of the scope and profitable opportunity afforded here, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2098 HH/H
U.S. Mint Collection 1916-1954. Fresh mint
collection with much NH material, includes 581-591, 634A,
692-701, 723 joint line pair, Prexies complete with plate
blocks of four up to the $2, plenty of sale able material for
the retail dealer, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2099 H
U.S. Plate Block Collection, 1923 Onwards
(561/Q1). Nice quality collection of decent plate blocks with
many better plates, including #’s 561 N.H., 566 L.H., 575,
584 L.H., 692-701 complete, 704-715 complete, 756-765
complete, 1938 Presidentials complete to the 50c
value,833 plate block of 6, 859-893 complete, 909-921
complete, C7 and C7 plates, an E5 imprint and plate #
strip/3 L.H., J64 plate, J88-J101 complete, a E13 wide top
o.g. N.H. with oxidation, and a Q1 plate; nice quality
throughout with plenty of value. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2100 HH/H
U.S. Mint Collection 1923-1938. Mounted mint
collection with many NH, better includes 578, 579, 581-591,
597-606(no 599A) joint line pairs, 656 joint line pair, Kansas
Nebraska complete, Prexies complete, some useful
Farleys, please examine, o.g., hinged or never hinged,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
2101 HH/H
U.S. Mint Collection 1923-1938. Fresh clean
material, includes useful Farleys, complete Prexies with
coils, Famous Americans complete, 692-701, much of the
material is NH, please inspect, o.g., hinged or never hinged,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
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U.S. General Collections
2102 H
U.S. Gutter Snipe Collection, 1950s & 1960s.
In three volumes and with several hundred items, a comprehensive collection with mostly items in blocks— some
large and includes some vertical gutter snipes, it would take
one quite a while to summon up a holding such as this and
the overall value selling one-at-a-time would be immense,
includes a lessor volume of used that is along for the ride,
plan to review this as it is a delight and quite out of the ordinary, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2103 Hm
U.S. Airmail Gutter Snipe Collection, 1930 to
1960s. Mostly mint in one volume and with over a hundred
items, a comprehensive collection with mostly items in
blocks— some large and includes some vertical gutter
snipes, beginning with #C19 and a nice selection from
there, a wonderful group and most difficult to duplicate,
large individual retail / sales value, invaluable to the specialist, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2104 H
U.S. Postage Due Block Collection (J1/J82).
Nice group of better Postage Due blocks, plus a few singles, including J1 block/10 with 4 never hinged stamps,
J22-J24 blocks/4, J48 block/4, J53b vermillion shade
block/4, J61-J64 multiples blocks including better shades,
and some of the 1930’s rotary press blocks; a handsome
and valuable group with a Scott catalog value in excess of
$7500; worthy of careful evaluation.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2105 HHHm U.S. Postage Dues, Mint & Used Collection,
1879-1978. Useful collection of postage dues, with better
used J1-J4 with duplication, J15-J16, J18-J19 with duplication, J22-J26, and continues to J104, some better cancels,
a few faults, may be some misidentification, please investigate, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
2106 H/(H)
U.S. Officials, 1873 Issues Nearly Complete
(O1-O126). Extremely attractive nearly complete of Official
stamps, missing only 14 stamps for completeness (missing
O10, 27, 33, 43, 46, 68-71, 94, 96, 103, and 112-13), plus
there’s a complete set of Postal Note stamps, PN1-18, although there are regums or no gum stamps present
throughout this valuable collection, there are numerous
nice o.g. sound stamps with significant value, including O6
XF-o.g. (Sc. $450), O8 XF-dist. o.g. (Sc. $425), O13
F-VF-o.g. (Sc. $900), O22 XF-o.g. (Sc. $180), O32
F-VF-o.g. (Sc. $1,250), O67 VF-o.g. (Sc. $1,050) and O79
VF-o.g. (Sc. $300) to name a few, while there are a few
faults or reperfs present, this is an impressive offering of
these scarce 1870’s issues, correctly cataloged, valuing
any regummed or no gum stamps at the lower catalog value
as indicated in Scott, an impressive offering, some with
o.g., F.-V.F. Scott $20,241.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2107 H/(H)
U.S. Parcel Post, Parcel Post Dues & Special
Handling Collection. Mint and used collection, with duplication of used values, also mint and used singles and sets
of parcel post dues and special handlings, mixed condition,
o.g. or without gum, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
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2108 HH/H
U.S. Booklet Pane Collection, 1910-1972.
Delightful lot that includes 375a with plate #5450, 405b,
501b, 502b, 583b with plate #18697, and 720b with plate
number, many NH, inspection invited, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
2109 Hm
U.S. Revenue & Back-of-the-Book Collection. Collection includes excellent run of revenues with
multiples, positional pieces and cancels, with R66c, R76c,
R77c, nice group of Battleships, reds & greens, with some
on documents, newspaper stamps, telegraphs, private
dies, labels, carriers, wines, tobacco and liquor tax paids,
state revenues, just about anything philatelic and collectable is present, condition is mixed, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2110 m
U.S. Revenue Perforated First Issue Collection. Choice collection of revenues, many chosen for the
hand cancels, better includes R2c, R14c, R18c, R21c,
R51c, R73c, R77c, R79c, R80c, R83c, R97c, R98c, R100c,
R101c, great lot to build upon or break up for retail, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
2111 HHHm U.S. Duck Stamps, Mint & Used Collection,
1934-1986.
Delightful collection includes mint
RW15-RW20, RW22-RW26, used includes RW1, RW7-10,
much material would make individual lots for sale or auction, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2112 HH
U.S. State Duck Hunting Stamps, 1990-1994.
In five volumes with hundreds of stamps, Face Value exceeds $1250.00, excellent array and selection,
one-of-a-kind collection with most or all States represented,
o.g., apparently all never hinged, generally Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
2113 Hm)
U.S. Back-of-the-Book Collection. Collection
in two volumes, includes excellent officials, official seals,
CSA, mint & used federal & state ducks, Special Deliveries
& postage dues, a wonderful opportunity to acquire a large
group of this popular material, can be an excellent foundation for expansion or broken up for retail, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
2114 HHHm U.S. Back-Of-The-Book Collection. Scattered until the ducks which includes used RW1, RW7, RW9,
RW14, mint includes RW6, RW10-RW15 and onwards to
RW58, revenues include R65c, R84c, useful reds and
greens and a nice selection of wines, with a stock of used
US, should yield plenty of sale able material, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2115 HHHm U.S. Back-of-the-Book and Possessions
Collection. Useful collection of BOB and possessions, includes material such as Guam mint 3, 4, 6, 7 and Hawaii
mint 34, 36, 46, 49, plenty of Canal Zone and Philippines
items, excellent mint & used duck collection in stockbook,
nice airmails along with some revenues, with many items
that would make individual lots, this should prove to be a
worthwhile group, inspection invited, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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U.S. Assortments
2116 m
U.S. Precancel Collection. Thousands of
stamps offered intact, starts with a few small Bureaus and
continues onwards with definitives, commemoratives, airmails, special deliveries and postage dues, a few blocks of
four, includes copy of Precancel Stamp Society Town &
Type Catalog, excellent lot to build upon, please take time
to examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2117 HHHm U.S. Great Old Time Collection, 1851-1945.
Lovely old time collection with many extras, better used
starts with 69 with red grid cancel, 70, 71, 76-78, 116-117,
165, 189-190, 238-240, 260, 311, 327, Washington Bicentennial blocks of four, C1, C3 & C5, better mint where many
of the extras are includes CSA #13 strip of three, 230-233,
235-236, 254 pair, 279B imprint & plate number of strip of
three, 294-296, 303, 306, 308, useful Washington Franklins, 611 side arrow block of sixteen, 551-571, 621 bottom
arrow block of four, Kansas to the nine cent, Nebraska with
nine cent precancelled, 656 joint line pair, Prexies complete, C4, C6, C10a, C18, and there is plenty more, a collection that’s well worth spending time on, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $15,500 (Owner’s).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2118 HHHm U.S. Mint & Used Collection, 1851 Onwards.
Housed in a Scott National album, several hundred stamps,
the bulk of the value is used, better includes 71, 190,
Columbians to 238, Pan Americans complete, C1-C6,
E1-E3, nice postage dues, parcel post complete, with some
better cancels among the Banknotes, better mint includes
Famous Americans complete, condition is mixed on the
early material, plenty of material to make individuals lots for
retail, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2119 HHHm U.S. Mint & Used Collection, 1869-1954. Useful collection in a Minkus album, with many stamps having
two or three examples, often with mint & used, Banknotes
are good, Columbians go to 240 used, Trans Miss to 291
used, Pan American are complete mint & used, Louisiana
Purchase complete mint & used, excellent Washington
Franklins, two mint sets each of 614-616, 617-619 and
620-621, Kansas Nebraska complete mixed mint & used,
and some decent postage dues, inspection invited, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2120 HHHm U.S. Mint & Used Collection, 1869 Onwards.
A few thousand stamps housed in a Scott National album,
better includes 112-115, 230-234, 236-237, C5-C6, Q1-Q6,
Q8-Q9, better mint includes 235, 286, 299, Washington Bicentennials, and 3¢ plate number blocks, no rarities just
solid stock, please review, o.g., hinged or never hinged,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S. Assortments
2121 H
U.S. Selection of Better Items (7/RW31).
Wonderful group of over 100 better items that would enhance any dealers inventory, mint and used including #’s 9,
116-117, 133, 154, 208a o.g., 238 o.g. N.H., 239, 259, 269
o.g. N.H., 276A, 296 o.g. N.H., 371 o.g. N.H. pair, 383 plate
block with star, 399 o.g., 407 o.g., 430 o.g., 438 o.g., 446
used, 454 o.g., 571 o.g. N.H., 579 o.g. N.H. with P.F. certificate, 599A o.g. N.H. coil single, and a o.g. pair, plus a
scarce o.g. N.H. combination types I and II joint line strip of
4, a choice 612 with P.F. certificate graded XF-90, 1053 x
(3), GrandMa Moses 1380b corner margin single with engraved black and Prussian blue omitted, C3 o.g. N.H., J1
o.g., some Officials, Q6 and Q7 o.g. N.H. QE1-QE4 plate
blocks, and choice Duck Stamps, RW8 x (2) o.g. N.H.,
RW31 o.g. N.H. pair, and GEM quality RW33 o.g. N.H. plate
number single; a terrific selection with many top quality
stamps; with a Scott catalog value in excess of $9,500+,
this handsome lot should realize in excess of our
conservative estimate.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2122 H
U.S. Error Selection. Desirable collection of
90+ better errors, mostly imperforate coil pairs, and imperf
plate number strips, all in immaculate never hinged condition; a great lot for any show dealer, with a Scott catalog
value of over $4,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2123 H
U.S. Assortment With Some Better Items
(9/JQ4). Desirable group of 130+ stamps, and plate blocks
with a nice group of better items, including Scott #’s 9 x (4),
14, 220c og. Never Hinged with P.F. certificate, 229
regummed, 311 o.g., 482 with P.S.E. certificate graded
GEM-100, C1 block of four, C9 with P.S.E. certificate
graded XF-SUP-95, and JQ4, a select group for any dealer
looking for better items to resell. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2124 H
U.S. Packrat Assortment of Mostly 20th Century. In albums, on pages, loose and all contained in one
carton, this buyer didn’t mind having multiple examples of
anything, singles, blocks, plate blocks, we espied two sets
of Famous American plate blocks, C25-31 plates, 834
plate, 18¢ block of four and so many other highlights there
just isn’t enough time to finish providing a detailed listing as
this one came in under the wire, viewing strongly recommended and useful, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2125 H
U.S. Famous American Set of Complete
Sheets (859-893). Outstanding top quality set of complete
sheets/70 in wonderfully fresh condition, a gorgeous set
neatly housed in two mint sheet files, Extremely Fine. Scott
$2,437.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2126 Hm
U.S. Selection of Choice Items (228/Q12).
Nice collection on stock pages including a nice group of imprint and plate # strips, including #’s 250, 264, 267-68, 270
and 273; plus some nice mint singles, including 228,
238-39, 284, 465, 551-68, C18 x (2), and Q7; better used include #’s C6, C18, Q10 (2), and Q12 (2); better quality than
usually found in a balance lot.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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U.S. Accumulations
2127 H
U.S. Mint Assortment, 1901-43 (294//921). Arranged by Scott number, and housed in glassines with duplication,
including
a
good
section
of
Washington-Franklins, Washington Bicentennial, plus
some Farley & Famous Americans issues, F.-V.F. Scott
$5,700.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2128 H
U.S. Error Selection (1519a/2464b). Attractive
collection of 29 modern U.S. errors neatly assembled on
stock pages, each error accompanied by the normal variety
of each stamp of imperforate pair; a wonderful group for the
eBay dealer.
Estimate $500 - 750
2129 H
U.S. Miscellaneous Assortment. Interesting
group of U.S. stamps and plate blocks including a choice
50c Columbian, and some better 2c Red plates.
Estimate $200 - 300
2130 H
U.S. Slabbed & Graded National Parks Issues (740/749). Nice group of 10 examples of the National
Parks issue, all slabbed and graded XF-SUP-95 by P.S.E.;
includes 740 x (2), 741 x (2), 742, 747, 748 x (3), and 749;
extremely fresh and choice examples. Scott $17.
Estimate $100 - 150
2131 Hm
U.S. & C.S.A. Fakes, Facsimiles and Fantasies. 200+ stamps, labels and envelopes, many are of rare
stamps, but there are also many Springer listed including
Central Post Office, Florida Express(x7), Roadman’s
Penny Post, Warwick City Dispatch and Winan’s City Post,
and a few S. Allan Taylor creations including Barr’s Penny
Express, Bowery Post Office, Franklin City Dispatch, New
Haven & NY Express Post and Stringer & Morton, with the
possibility of some genuine examples this should be inspected, o.g. or without gum, F.-V.F. Estimate $300 - 400
2132 (H)a
U.S. Assortment, 1908-1917 (334, 377-9,
428(2), 502). Seven plate blocks of 6 with plate number
and imprints and stars if appropriate, without gum; few
minor faults, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $2,575.
Estimate $400 - 600

U.S. Accumulations
2133 H
U.S. Valuable Accumulation of R684a Unexploded Booklets (R684a). Wonderful offering of 50 complete unexploded booklets of Scott #R684a, each booklet
containing a single pane of 4 stamps; no gum as issued, this
remarkable holding is in Post Office fresh condition. Scott
$60,000.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
2134 H
U.S. Mint and Used Accumulation (156/893).
Neatly assembled accumulation of mint and used from
Scott #’s 156 to 893, all presented on #107 cards in a small
box; quantities of modestly valued material worth a good
look.
Estimate $500 - 750

2136 HH/H
U.S. Valuable Accumulation. Mint and used
group consisting of two collections, a dealer stock on pages
and an airmail dealer stock in two stockbooks, some mixed
condition should be expected, o.g., hinged or never hinged,
with most F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2137 Hm)
U.S. Caboose Lot. Filling a few large cartons
with a bit of everything from album balance lots, sorted
used, FDCs, face material & just about anything else, leave
a bit of time to evaluate, there must be something here! o.g.,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2138 Hm)
U.S. Mint & Used Accumulation 1857-2000.
In a few cartons, large group of stamps and covers, includes first day covers, first flight covers, picture postcards,
mint & used US, Transportation Coil Collection of mint
stamps & FDC’s, BOB, generally modestly priced items,
please investigate, o.g., F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2139 Hm)
U.S. Collection of Collections. Two cartons
brimming with material, includes small precancel collection,
small perfin collection, lots of BOB with telegraphs, airmails, special deliveries, officials, small group of philatelic
show stamps, and a used US collection with Pan Am complete, Louisiana Purchase and Jamestown complete and
Pan Pacific complete all used, some FDC’s, with quite a bit
of postage in lower values, should be something for everyone, please investigate, o.g., hinged or never hinged,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2140 Hm)
U.S. Helter Skelter Lot. Few thousand stamps
in albums, stockbooks and loose, better mint includes #294
NH block of four, 305, 306 NH, 550 NH(x2), 616 NH, 619
NH, 621 NH(x2), and C4-C5, lots of used material, plenty of
postage, revenues on documents, a little elbow grease
should yield plenty of sale able material, please inspect,
o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
2141 m
U.S. Massive Stamp Accumulation. Tens,
possibly hundreds of thousand of stamps on and off paper
in twelve cartons weighing 270 pounds that were a dealer’s
lifetime accumulation, at first glance it may appear to be all
common material, but a more careful examination will reveal pockets of better material, 95% US, this is a job for
someone with plenty of time of their hands, a lot that should
command great interest, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
2142 Hm
U.S. Christmas Seal Plus Accumulation.
What started out as a Xmas seal lot turned into a carton of
every seal imaginable, thousands of seals in singles,
blocks, part sheets and sheets, includes Canada and Mexico seals, also Boy’s Ranch, Boy’s Town, Easter Seals,
Fight Fire, St Judes and VFW seals, propaganda seals, patriotic seals, advertising seals, World’s Fair and philatelic
show seals and souvenir sheets, needs work to make it presentable for sale, but should reward some intrepid bidder
many times over, o.g. or without gum, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

2135 m
U.S. Precancel Accumulation. Holding of
many hundreds as accumulated, on pages, loose, in envelopes, completely unchecked/unsorted, mostly Bureau’s
but certainly could contain anything, worth a peek and
VERY cheap at our estimate, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
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U.S. Dealers’ Stocks
2143 HHHm U.S. Exceptional Dealer Stock, 1851-1960.
Deep stock with thousands of lots already identified and
priced, a small sample of the better mint material would include #26 block of four, 179, 205, 219D, 222-226, 230(x 9),
232, 235(x 6), 236(x 3), 237(x2), 239, 246 block of four, 285,
288,289, 294, 295, 297(x 2), 298, 299(x 2), 327, 330(x 2),
369, 494 line pair, 524, 656 line pair, Kansas complete(x2),
Nebraska complete(x 2), C1(x 4), C2(x 3), C6, C18(x 4),
with special delivery, postage dues and officials, better
used includes 10(x2), 30A, 32, 33, 36(x 2), 67a, and 71,
most faults are noted on the card, there may be a few identification issues, but the above is a small portion of the total
lot, inspection is required, o.g., hinged or never hinged,
F.-V.F. Scott $100,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
2144 H
U.S. Dealer’s Stock (230//1035). In a black box
filled with presentation cards with duplication, including
1893 Columbians, 1901 Pan-Americans, Washington-Franklins, airmails, special deliveries and duck stamps,
F.-V.F., definitely worth a careful look. Scott $17,000.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2145 m
U.S. Dealer’s Stock (10A//868). In two black
boxes filled with presentation cards with duplication, including 1893 Columbians, 1901 Pan-Americans, 1902 issue,
Washington-Franklins, airmails, special deliveries, parcel
post, postage dues and some revenues, condition is a little
mixed but plenty of Fine to Very Fine, a useful stock that deserves to be inspected carefully. Scott $23,000.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2146 HHHm U.S. Mint & Used Dealer’s Stock. Neatly arranged in seven stockbooks and identified, this huge stock
is a dealer’s dream, starts with Providence provisional reprints, then jumps to #11s and continues to the late 20th
century, with particular strength in Bureaus, Washington
Franklins, also includes early commemoratives, Banknotes, and possessions, huge retail value present, this is a
lot you will have to spend some time with to properly evaluate, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
2147 HHHm U.S. Huge Old Time Dealer’s Stock. Thousands of stamps on stock pages, stockcards and in glassines, there is an abundance of saleable material, the
Washington Franklins are exceptional, good Banknotes
and Farleys, excellent plate number blocks, some better
back-of-the-book, this lot was a would-be dealer’s who kept
buying and sorting but never got around to selling, his loss
will be your gain, plan on devoting some time with this holding, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2148 HH/H
U.S. Mint & Used Dealer’s Stock. Presented
in two stockbooks, high catalog value, used starts with 1851
3¢, with plenty of Banknotes, Bureaus, Columbians, Trans
Miss and Washington Franklins, the mint book has National
Parks, imperf Park blocks of four, Prexies, and plate number blocks, lot includes plenty of postage, please examine,
o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. Estimate $400 - 600
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2149 Hm
U.S. Mint & Used Postal Stationery & Cut
Square Dealer’s Stock. Impressive lot of thousands of
mint & used postal entires and cut squares in several
boxes, many identified as to die and knife, better used includes advertising, uprated, fancy cancels, special delivery, variations and errors, with a few specialized items such
as U71 specimen and five Thorpe essay cut squares, there
are also excellent selection of air post stamped envelopes
and official mail entires, with plenty of mint postage, all
neatly arranged in several boxes, enormous catalog value
present, plan on spending some quality time with this
offering, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2150 Hm
U.S. Mint & Used Holding 1875-1950. Presented in two stockbooks, hundreds of stamps, mostly
used, with better used featuring 228(x3), 235(x7), 238(x4),
275(x6), 287(x6), 289(x3), excellent Washington Franklins,
Parcel Posts, and Postage Dues, mint material starts in the
20th Century with nice airmails, huge catalog value, please
investigate, o.g., F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2151 Hm)
U.S. Diverse Dealer’s Stock. Thousands of
stamp in two cartons on stock pages, includes mint such as
#230, 330(x2), 833 pair and 834, a binder of used BOB with
excellent airmails, a stockbook with used commemoratives
with Columbians and Trans Miss up to the 10¢ value, binder
of souvenir cards, with plenty of postage there should be
enough sale able material to make this lot a sure winner,
please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2152 Hm
U.S. Mint & Used Paid Reply Postal Card
Dealer’s Stock. Hundreds of unsevered and severed paid
reply cards, arranged by catalog numbers in two boxes, includes mint, preprinted and used, with multiples including
UY1, UY2, UY5, UY6, includes variations and a card study
of UY7, huge catalog value, offered absolutely intact,
please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2153 H
U.S. Mint Aerogram Dealer’s Stock. Several
hundred aerograms in four stuffed sheet files, start with
UC16a and UC16d and continues until present, all mint and
in multiples, there is also a sheet file of uncut postal cards
and a sheet file of souvenir cards, a lot sure to please, examination is a must, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2154 m
U.S. Used Dealer’s Stock. Tens of thousands
of used US stamps, 1952-190, all identified and arranged
by Scott number in glassines, heavy duplication, includes
airmails, perfect lot for the year set or packet maker, examination invited, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2155 H
U.S. Comprehensive Booklet Cover, Coil Labels & P.O. Labels Dealer’s Stock 1968-2000. Thousands of booklet covers and labels, neatly arranged in
numerical order from stamp booklets to self adhesives, unchecked for any varieties and offered intact, and hundreds
of coil labels with sizes up to 10,000 stamps, dealer’s retail
value would run easily into high five figures if not six, there
are also tags, routing labels, express mail and airmail etiquettes, along with some Looney Toons refrigerator magnets in the form of a mailbox, basically anything and
everything ephemeral to the philatelic industry, truly a once
in a lifetime opportunity, please plan on spending sufficient
time to ascertain this lots true value, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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U.S. Face Value Lots
2156 HH/H
U.S. Face Value Lot Plus. Face value lot with
values 3¢ to 8¢, includes plate number blocks, singles, coils
and souvenir sheets, with some better mint from the 1930’s,
set aside sometime to properly evaluate this group, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2157 HH
U.S. Valuable Face Value Lot. Massive holding of face value, with the bulk of value in the 29¢ and higher
values, includes singles, sheets, souvenir sheets, part
sheets, coils, sheetlets, booklets, ect., total face value
4,000.00 +, should ease the winning bidders postage costs,
inspection invited, Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2158 HH
U.S. Booklet & Coil Line Pair Face Value Lot.
Consisting of complete booklets and #1338A coil line pairs,
face is $750.00+, many of the booklets are higher values,
an excellent way to ease your postage costs, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $350 - 500
2159 HHa
U.S. 2002 (37¢) Flag, Perf’d, Unopened Pad
(3620). Unusual offering, unopened pad of the 37¢ Flag
stamp, with a face value of $3,700., quite literally Post Office fresh, full sheets of 100 in unopened pad of 10,000
stamps, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $16,000
(photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

U.S. Cover Collections
2160 )
U.S. 1898 Spanish-American War Patriotic
Collection. Lovely group of 17 covers with patriotic labels
(6 very rare), 3 patriotic envelopes, 18 stamps and 6 pieces
of other ephemera, inspect, Very Fine.
Estimate $600 - 800
2161 )
U.S. Covers Sealed With Wafers, c. 1850-60.
32 covers, each with a different wafer seal affixed to the reverse, sealing the envelope, a nice variety of postal history
on the fronts, inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
2162 )
U.S. Goodyear Blimp Covers, 1929-90. 42
covers + 4 postcards showing a number of the different
blimps made and used by Goodyear, a fascinating group,
Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
2163 )
U.S. Postal History Lot 1840-1890. 50+ US
covers, includes eleven stampless, a few 1851-1857’s,
1869’s and a nice selection of Banknotes with 5¢ rate to
Saxony, 5¢ rate to Austria, with some advertising covers
this should make a nice lot to break up for retail, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
2164 )
U.S. 1932 Washington Bicentennial Group.
97 large-size covers franked with stamps, and showing
commemorative oval and circular cachets, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
2165 )
U.S. First Day Covers and Souvenir Pages,
1930s-90s. Many hundreds, including addressed covers,
cacheted and special events, plus several binders with souvenir pages with stamps issued in the 1970s-90s period,
mostly Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2166 )
U.S. Mostly 20th Century With Mainly First
Days. Maybe 1000 plus and includes C23 Barry, Space Issues, Collins hand painted and a few others, $9.35 Express
Mail, #1229a (retail $60), $5 Lantern, a small selection of
PNCs, joint issues, a big handful of 3¢ purples with better
retail value, some stationery, overall a useful and high retail
/ sales potential, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2167 )
U.S. Cover Accumulation, 1840-2000. Thousands of covers packed in boxes, albums and loose, includes but not limited to first flights, first day covers,
cacheted events, stampless, special deliveries and ad covers, from every time period, a couple of handfuls reveals a
1861 Portage City WI cds on cover(S/R 7), and a 1876 illustrated centennial cover, there should be plenty more gems
to be mined, take some to evaluate this holding, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2168 )
U.S. Antebellum Letter Collection. Twenty
six letters, some with cover, from same correspondence, interesting reading about social conditions in the pre-Civil
War South, includes a few locks of hair, please investigate,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2169 )
U.S. Postal History Lot 1840-1900. Thirty two
covers, includes stampless, postal stationery, 1851,185
and 1861 3¢ franked covers, fresh clean holding, F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500
2170 )
U.S. Postal History Lot, 1851-1920. 80+ covers and cards, includes four stampless, ten 1851’s 3¢,
twenty two 1857’s 3¢, and two CSA, better includes #550 on
registered cover to KS, various Washington Franklins to
Denmark, Sweden and Norway, picture postcard to New
Zealand with postage due stamp and picture postcard to
Australia, mixed condition, please investigate.
Estimate $500 - 750
2171 )
U.S. Cover & Picture Postcard Dealer’s
Stock. Thousands of US covers in three cartons, covers include first day covers, cacheted special events, RPO’s, ad
covers, and commercial mail, should be perfect for the retail
or internet dealer, please investigate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
2172 )
U.S. Consulate Tegucigalpa Honduras. Seventeen covers, all with purple illustrated Consulate
handstamp, all franked with 2¢ Columbian or small bureau,
carried to Washington DC and placed in the mail there, addressed to Mabel Brown, many with original enclosures, the
letters are very detailed descriptions of life at the consulate
and Honduras, interesting reading, please examine,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2173 )
U.S. Flag Cancel Holding 1898-1925. Thousands of flag cancels on picture postcards and covers filling
four cartons, offered intact, most are separated by state, includes involutes, RPO’s, slogans, dies, stations and expositions, with copy of Flag Cancel Encyclopedia by Langford,
huge value, please set aside sufficient time to determine
this lots true worth, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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U.S. Cover Collections - U.S. & Foreign Collections
2174 )
U.S. First Day Cover Holding 1926-1978.
Thousands of FDC’s neatly arranged by number in nine
stock boxes, starts in the mid 1920’s and picks up in the late
1930’s, many pre-1936 are cacheted, with different cachet
makers represented, then continues to 1978 with many
better sets and singles, airmails start with a C8, skips to C19
and goes on to 1971, special deliveries include E15 electric
eye plate, E17, E18, then Philippine and Ryukyu FDC’s, an
excellent chance to load up on some sweet material, huge
catalog/retail value, unchecked for better cachets, please
inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2175 )
U.S. Submarine Covers, 1932-40. 28 covers
mostly from the U.S. Argonaut (A-1) /I with various cachets
and locations in and around Hawaii, some air mail, inspect,
Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350
2176 )
U.S. Naval Ship Cover Collection. 100+ covers and cards, generally from the early 1930s, better includes USS Lexington(x7) sunk during Battle of Coral Sea,
USS Maryland(x4) damaged at Pearl Harbor, USS Mississippi(x3), USS Oklahoma(x2) sunk at Pearl Harbor, and
USS Pennsylvania(x15) damaged at Pearl Harbor, many
with different cachets and frankings, a delightful lot sure to
please, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
2177 )
U.S. Pacific Clipper Mail Exhibition Collection, 1935-1941. Over 75 covers, including many better including Pan Am Survey Flight Alameda, Ca to Guam,
signed by the crew of seven including Capt Sullivan, China
Clippers include #C20-22 FDCs with better cachets including seven Crosby photo cachets, Singer advertising cover,
Philippines, Hawaii, Singapore and Guam all part of the
originations, transits and/or destinations, one addressed to
Clara Adams famous aviation ingenue, an excellent exhibit
showing the progression of the Clipper flights, its routes,
transits and returns, worthy of expansion or for dispersal,
overall Very Fine.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

cellent opportunity to acquire a large stock of these difficult
items, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2181 Hm
U.S. Mint & Used Postal Card Dealer’s Stock.
Hundreds of cards neatly arranged in six stock boxes, starts
with UX28 and continues to present, with varieties, shades
and paper colors, many in duplication from two to two
dozen, with air post, official and post office business cards,
inspection is suggested, plan on an aggressive bid, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

U.S. and Foreign Collections
2182 m
U.S. and Foreign, Massive on and Off Paper
Accumulation. Composed of about 167 pounds of on paper and off paper in 8 boxes, F.-V.F. Estimate $500 - 750
2183 Hm
U.S. and Foreign, Mostly Used Collection.
Mounted on old-time pages, and including some U.S.
earlies such as 1861 (63 x2 & 68 x2), 1869 (113 x2, 114,
115 x2 & 116 x2), followed by Banknotes with interesting
cancels, and then by Bureau issues, including $1 Perry,
plus Washington-Franklins, XX Century representation, officials and some postage dues. We also noted Belgium
1849 (1-2, used), 1851-54 (8, used), 1861 (12, used),
1865-66 (22b-c, used) & 1915 (121, used), Greece Hermes
Heads grouping printed in Athens in the 1860s-70s period,
also Latvia, Lithuania, Hungary, Italy postage dues issued
in the 1870-1904 period, Portugal newspaper stamps &
Nyassa Company, condition is slightly mixed on some but
generally F-VF, highly recommended to be broken down
into saleable lots.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2184 m
U.S. and Foreign, Used Mixture. Literally
thousands upon thousands of stamps in four cartons, including bundled stamps and kiloware on paper, condition is
mixed but overall Fine, recommended for packet dealer or
bargain hunter, if you like adventure, this is were you will
find it!
Estimate $750 - 1,000

U.S. Postal Stationery Collections
2178 H
U.S. Mint Cut Square Collection 1853-1976.
Excellent cut square collection mounted in a Scott Specialty
Albums, starts with used U1 & U2, but is mint otherwise,
better includes U36, U38, U39, U40, U41, U42(full corner),
U58-U65, U69, U72, U73, U88, U91, U92, U94, U96, U102,
U207, U209, U211, UO6, UO20, WO50, nice fresh material, a wonderful opportunity to acquire a large lot to build
upon or break up for retail, F.-V.F. Scott $9,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2179 Hm
U.S. Postal Stationery Mint & Used Accumulation. Thousands of postal cards, postal entires and cut
squares, mint with some duplication, some interesting
used, needs organization to maximize its value, please investigate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2180 m
U.S. First Day Postal Stationery Holding. A
few thousand postal entires and postal cards with first day
cancels, includes different cachets, some uprated, with entires starting with U522, air post with UC14, postal cards
starting with UX38 and paid reply cards with UY13, an ex-
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2185 Hm)
U.S. and Foreign, Miscellaneous Collection.
Presented in several binders and loose, with lots of mint
postal stationery, a FDR collection, and a souvenir card collection, nothing rare but should be worth a bid from some
enterprising dealer, examination is suggested, o.g., hinged
or never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
2186 Hm
U.S. and Foreign, Mint & Used Collection.
Never before offered, a fresh collection of United States,
Canada and Newfoundland, starts with a used four margin
copy of #1 with red grid, unused 24 with partial captured imprint, 26 mint o.g., 36, 76, 77, used, mint 113 and 114 o.g.,
115-117 and 119 used, 1922 series mint complete, Kansas
Nebraska mint, mint Washington Franklin coils, White
Plains souvenir sheet mint, then mint Canada 149-159 less
151, 195-201, C2, C4, J1-J5, and finally Newfoundland with
212-225, C6-C8, C9-C11, C13-C17, all mint, some moisture issues but overall bight and fresh, sure to please the
most meticulous collector or dealer, please review, o.g.,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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U.S. & Foreign Collections - U.S. Possessions Collections
2187 )
U.S. and Foreign, Postal History Selection.
Intriguing and valuable lot of postal history of a hundred or
so items, better includes #1 with red grid on folded letter
sheet to Philadelphia, CSA #2 with beautiful margins tied on
cover to Buckingham VA, registered 1908 cover to Ecuador, 1929 Swiss package damaged with several Official
Postal seals, #65 on 1863 cover with “1" in circle cancellation, 1793 stampless Amsterdam to Philadelphia, U10 from
Columbia TX to Upper Gilmanton Tex, lot also includes
some foreign covers, a fractional currency, and several
early stamp and coin catalogs, well worth spending some
time with, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
2188 Hm)
U.S. and Foreign, Large Assortment. Presented in several stockbooks and albums, along with loose,
includes early US with a few better cancels, Prominent
Americans mint complete, plate number blocks from 1940’s
to 1980’s, with lots of postage, two albums with scattered
sets, and mint & used Germany, enough material to make
this lot worthwhile, please examine, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
2189 Hm)
U.S. and Foreign, Mint and Used Collection.
A collection with a little bit of everything, starts with a Scott
National Album, starts with used 86 and 98, with scattered
Banknotes and Bureaus, better mint includes 230 pair, 234,
238, mint NH 231 Broken Hat, 271, 285 inscription and
plate number pair, 294-299, 416, 548-550, loads of two cent
reds and Farleys, C1(x 2), C4, sheet file with mostly 4¢
sheets, two celluloid advertising stamp holders, two autographed HOFer Bob Feller photos, and finally a box of foreign, please evaluate, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2190 )
U.S. and Foreign, Collection of Mixed Postal
History, 1920-1990. Several hundred covers, mostly US,
with first flights, naval covers, first days and postal stationery mint & used, many of these items could be lotted as individual lots for the internet, set aside some time to explore
this holding, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
2191 )
U.S. and Foreign, Air Mail Covers Group.
Seven covers, includes five 1938-1974 US first flights and
first day, also includes 1932 London to Australia Xmas first
flight and 1963 Poland first flight, excellent lot for the specialist, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

Confederate Collections
2192 )
Confederacy, Southern Correspondence
During the Civil War, 1860-1863. Fifty plus letters, all to
the same family, a few with covers, a peek into the South
during the Rebellion, detailed descriptions of social and
economic issues, some war news, includes a small ledger
book of purchases 1859-1861 with prices, should prove
worthy of an aggressive bid, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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U.S. Possessions Collections
2193 H
U.S. Possessions, Valuable & Diverse Postal
Stationery Holding. An exciting lot with many sale able
items including some rare, includes mint unless noted Canal Zone U4 used, U6(x2), U8(x2), UX8(x2), DWI UY3
used, UY6 used, UY12 used, Hawaii UX1(x10), UX7, Philippines UX6, UX7, UX18 used, Puerto Rico UX2 & UX3,
spend some time admiring this lot, a sure winner, F.-V.F.
Scott $2,000.
Estimate $400 - 600
2194 HHHm Canal Zone and Hawaii, Mint and Used Collection. Useful lot of these two popular possessions, better
mint Canal Zone includes 4-8, 70-80, 84-93, 120-135,
C1-C5a, better mint Hawaii includes 45, 66, 67, 68, with
loads of used material from both areas this should be worth
a strong bid, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2195 Hm
Cuba, Pleasant Collection, 1855-1961.
Mostly mint, and mounted in Scott album, better (mint unless denoted) include 1855 (1-2), 1855-56 (5 &8, used),
1866-67 (23-26 & 27-30, unused, no gum), 1878 imperforate pairs (78b, 79a & 81a, latter unused, no gum), 1880
(88-93), 1890-97 (132-55, mint or unused, no gum), 1898
(156-75), 1902 (232, 232a-c), 1910 inverted center (239a,
shallow thin), 1914 (253-62). Also semipostals, airmails,
special delivery & newspaper stamps, plus many souvenir
sheets, condition is mostly Very Fine, recommended as a
basis to build upon.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2196 m
Philippines, Airmail Collection, 1926-61
(C1//87). 64 used stamps, better noted incl. 1926 Madrid-Manila Overprints 2c to 12c (C1-6), 16c to 10p (C9-15)
& 1p (C17), plus some other sets in the modest range,
F.-V.F. Scott $2,200 (photo on web site). Estimate $500 750
2197 Hm
Philippines, Mint & Used Collection,
1880s-2000s. About 2,500 stamps mounted in a thick
three-ring binder with some earlies issued under Spanish
rule, followed by a nice section of stamps issued under U.S.
administration, and then followed by many sets up to the
2000s, including airmails, postage dues, officials and some
issued under Japanese Occupation, overall condition is
F-VF.
Estimate $500 - 750
2198 )
U.S. Possessions in the Pacific, Midway
Commercial Covers, 1935-51. 17 covers, commercial or
commemorative with various cachets, some with photos,
some ship cancels, a useful lot, Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
2199 )
U.S. Possessions in the Pacific, Wake Island
Commercial Covers, 1936-47. 11 covers to or from Wake
some with cachets, some ship cancels, inspect, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
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U.N. - British Commonwealth Collections
fancy censor geprueft cancels all of their own, such as the
heart largest of Stalag 38. Nevertheless the content as well
as all the philatelic significance makes this equally special.
If these were offered individually on Ebay, many should sell
at $30 - $50++ each, especially with the contents translated. However it would be such a shame to split this up, it is
therefore offered intact as received and hopefully will be
kept that way. A wonderful opportunity for the postal
historian and historian.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

United Nations Collections
2200 HH/H) United Nations, Huge Mint Collection. Comprehensive 1950s/1980s mint singles, MI blocks, postal
stationery and FDCs in 16 binders, a sheet file and loose, a
wealth of material that should provide a profitable opportunity for a internet dealer or a collector who wishes to augment his current collection, please inspect for maximum
pleasure, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2201 H
United Nations, Mint Collection. Including
collection mounted in two Harris albums and some pages
with stamps issued in the 1951-89 period, also blocks of
four, multiples & some sheets, condition is Fine to Very
Fine, please explore.
Estimate $300 - 400

British Commonwealth Cover Collections
2202 m)
Bermuda, Cover & Used Block and Singles
Collection. Fresh clean specialized collection includes
blocks of four of #18, 19, 22, and 25(x2), 26, with excellent
group of postal history including picture postcards, uprated
postal car, censored including POW, paquebot, and registered, inspection invited, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2203 )
British Commonwealth, Postal History Assortment. Approximately 250 covers & cards used in the
period between the reigns of Queen Victoria & Queen Elizabeth II. We also noted a fair number of censored and
fieldpost items sent during WWII, plus 50 unused postal
stationary items, overall condition F-VF, must be seen in order to appreciate the potential offered here.
Estimate $400 - 600
2204 )
British & French Pacific, Air Covers, 1931-85.
33 covers from various places in the South Seas inc;
Swain’s Island, Christmas Island (with label), Tahiti, etc., a
most interesting lot, inspect.
Estimate $400 - 600
2205 )
Canada, WWII Prisoner of War Correspondence. An original correspondence that just surfaced after
60 years. When this was given to us from our colleagues in
Quebec, we asked whether they had time to read this or
part of it. They reminded us that there are about up to 1000
covers written in French and we understood it would be a
mammoth task. The overwhelming majority have made the
most of the space available on the letter writing side of the
Kriegsgefangenenpost from the various Stalags. It would
take weeks for even a fluent French speaker and historian
to assimilate all the information here. There are mainly 5
family names in this correspondence, Madame V Branly,
Henri Brochart, Mme Prissette-Florentin, Madame Cotrez
and Raymond Leroy. Clearly this deserves to be researched as primary sources of WWII. On the postal history
side we have noticed unusual palm tree cancels, similarly
insect cancels, various other fancy cancels such as rabbits,
fruit, obscure symbols presumably of Aryan significance
and every cover has numerous strikes, each telling its own
story. The years covered are primarily through the occupation period from 1940 and from what we can see, comes to
an abrupt halt in mid 1944. Often the covers are juxtaposed
with blue, red and black cancels, some of the Stalags have
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2206 )
Canada, WWI Postal History. Including patriotic, propaganda and a huge variety of postmarks often
written from the Front. Although this arrived in a large battered album and we had to jettison the front binder, it was
quite clear that this was an unusual and important holding.
There are no prices anywhere as this represents one mans
collection with its own history of the events of WWI. There
are over 100 pages with approximately 5 to each page, ie
more than 500 items in total. We noticed fancy labels for the
Allies designed to create funds for the wounded tied to the
postmark, as well as postcards with the call to go forward Le
Chants du Soldat and various different camps, including
colored from the camp from Creuse. There are many different kinds of postcards, romantic postcards, color postcards
with soldiers with children defending their homeland, various regiment cancels, all kinds of war scenes including horrific war dead, as well as postcards of horses dying in the
street. Perhaps the most potent is the colored postcards of
the Kaisers soldiers shooting two 15 year old French children for obstruction etc. There are censor strikes galore including unusual such as double concentric and oval from
the union of women in France, Le Capitaine etc. Further
propaganda also includes cards with the Kaiser of the target practice on the Kaiser and much much more. An extraordinary range with many items here that should sell at
$20++ each on Ebay. An opportunity to buy one mans
collection.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2207 )
Canada, Postal History Group. Fifty covers,
includes advertising, first days, first flights, registered and
censored, with better such as #27 on railroad ad cover,
1934 cover to Costa Rica, five covers with 15, 268-273
FDCs, with many other better items, a lovely lot with a few
mixed condition, should prove rewarding to collector or
dealer alike, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2208 Hm)
Canada and Newfoundland, Small Grouping. On dealer’s retail pages, most all unused, but does include a few early used singles, includes Canada 51 & 53
NH; 136 pair, 218b, MR3a hinged, Newfoundland includes
two corner margin blocks of 10 of Scott 238 each with double transfer varieties, dealers retail $700, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
2209 )
Great Britain, Covers Sealed With Wafers,
1840’s. 16 covers dating from as early as 1844, each with a
different wafer seals on the reverse, mostly franked with
penny reds, one from India + 3 later covers to 1895, various
businesses, inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
2210 )
India,
Postal
History
Assortment,
1890s-1940s. About 250 items, including postal cards and
regular envelopes used in the period between the reigns of
Queen Victoria & King George VI, overall condition is F-VF,
excellent for collector or dealer.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2211 )
Tristan da Cunha, Postal History Group, six
covers, including three franked individually with Great Britain KGVI & QEII 1-1/2d (Scott 234), other with Great
Britain1-1/2d KGV, followed by one with St. Helena KEVII
2-1/2d & stampless first day cover taxed on arrival to the
U.S., Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

British Commonwealth Country Collections
2212 HH/H
Ascension, Lovely All Mint Mostly Never
Hinged Collection, 1938-1981. Composed of almost 300
items on stock cards loaded with complete sets including
nice 1938-1953 George VI issue, 62-74, then appears complete including souvenir sheets never hinged to 288, very
clean, o.g., hinged or never hinged, Very Fine. Estimate
$150 - 200
2213 Hm
Australia, Mint & Used Collection,
1913-2005. Nearly 3,500 stamps in two thick binders,
better that we noticed include 1913 issue up to 2s (Scott 11,
used), 1913-14 (17-18 mint), 1914-24 KGV issue up to
1s4d, and showing some distinctive shades, 1915-24 Kangaroo issue up to 2s (52-53 used), followed by several sets,
part sets, covers, first day covers, blocks of four and some
modern souvenir sheets, plus airmails, postage dues, officials and some aerogrammes, condition varies a little but
for the most part is F-VF, well worth the time to inspect.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2214 Hm
Bahamas, Mint & Used Collection,
1860s-1990s. About 700 stamps in a three-ring binder with
value concentrated in the XX Century, including sets, part
sets, postcards, blocks of four & souvenir sheets, plus
some semipostals & postal tax stamps, overall condition
F-VF.
Estimate $250 - 350
2215 Hm
Bermuda, Mint & Used Collection,
1860s-1990s. Approximately 1,000 stamps in a binder with
some XIX Century issues, followed by sets, part sets,
blocks of four, covers, gutter pairs & blocks of four, condition is F-VF.
Estimate $300 - 400
2216 Hm
Bermuda, Mint & Used Assortment,
1880s-1980s. In stock book, better 1938-51 KGVI (118-28
mint, including three high values on chalky paper), plus several better sets & part sets in the modest range, condition
slightly mixed but generally F-VF.
Estimate $200 - 300
2217 HH
British Antarctic Territory, Never Hinged
Collection. In a Lindner album, better include 1963 (1-15),
1969 (24) & 1971 (25-38), plus many other sets, including
Australian Antarctic Territory sets & singles, also British
Antarctic Territory, Tristan da Cunha, South Georgia &
Falkland Islands Dependencies first day covers issued in
the 1972-80, condition is mostly Very Fine., o.g., never
hinged.
Estimate $400 - 600
2218 Hm)
Canadian Provinces, Mint and Used Collection. Approximately. 500 mint & used stamps in a
three-ring binder with some duplication, including New
Brunswick 1860-63 (6 x5, 7 x7 & 8 x7), Newfoundland 15A
mint, 28 used & 29 mint, plus a representation of stamps to
1940s and several covers, Nova Scotia 1851-57 (3 x3
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used), also some Prince Edward Island & British Columbia
examples, condition is F-VF, interesting holding.
Estimate $500 - 750
2219 Hm
Canada, Mint & Used Collection, 1857-2005.
Approximately 5,500 stamps in five binders with some duplication, starting with 1859 (14-17 used), 1864 (20 used),
followed by large Queens representation, and then by a
large group of small Queens, including 1888-97 (35 x13, 36
x15 & 41 x100, used), also several 1897 Jubilee examples
with town cancels and 1897-98 QV (66-73, used), 1898
map issue (85-86, used), 1908 1/2¢ irregular multiple of 24
(96, mint), 1911-25 Admirals, incl. three covers & some
1924 imperforates, 1928-29 50¢ Bluenose (158, mint), plus
nice airmail section, postage dues, revenues, coil stamps,
booklets issued in 1970s and many modern covers, overall
condition is F-VF but the variety of material, make this one
well worth spending time to view. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2220 H
Canada, Delightful Mostly Never Hinged Assortment. Mounted in stock pages, better (never hinged
unless denoted) include Canada 1897-98 blocks of four
(67-69), 1928-29 (158 x2, mint), 1930-31 (176-77, mint),
1935 singles & blocks of four (217-27), 1938 singles &
blocks of four (241-45), 1942-43 singles & blocks of four
(249-62), 1951 (302 x3), plus 1949-50 officials (O1-O4 &
O6-10), condition is Very Fine and fresh, to put it simple;
very nice lot!
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2221 Hm
Canada, Mint & Used Assortment,
1859-1950. Mounted in presentation cards, and identified
with Scott numbers, we noted the following (mint unless denoted) better 1897 (50-52), 1897 (66-68), 1898 (79), 1898
(85-86), 1911-22 (107, 111-13, 119), 1927 (141-45 &
146-48), 1927 (E3, never hinged), 1929 (156, 157 x2), 1930
(C2 x2), 1930-31 (162-75), 1932 (C4), 1932 (195-201, including 4¢ used), 1935 (211-16), plus 1875 (F1) & 1915-16
(MR1, 3-4), small faults on some but overall F-VF. Scott
$6,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2222 Hm
Canada, Mostly Used Collection, 1859-1929.
Mounted on Yvert & Tellier album pages with some duplication, better (used unless noted) include 1859 (15 & 18-19),
1868-76 (27-30), 1877 (40 x2), 1893 (46-47), 1897-98
(66-73), 1903-08 (89-95), 1897 (56), followed by 1911-25
Admiral issue, and then by 1926 (139-40 mint), 1928
(158-59) & 1928 (C1 vertical pair never hinged), plus postage dues & special delivery stamps, condition is slightly
mixed on some but overall F-VF.
Estimate $500 - 750
2223 m
Canada, Mostly Used Assortment.
In
glassine envelopes and housed in small box, including
some early issues, followed by a XX Century regulars representation, plus airmails, special delivery & officials examples, condition is slightly mixed on some but overall Fine.
Scott $7,600.
Estimate $500 - 750
2224 H
Canada, Fresh Assortment. Mostly never
hinged, and comprising 1915 (MR2 x12, including pair),
1916 (MR3 x7 & MR4 x12), 1932 (C4 x8), condition is Very
Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2225 m
Canada, Pre-Cancels Galore. An interesting
range of 1500 to 2000 of pre-cancels KGV to QEII, housed
in one well filled volume on stock cards and album leaves
with much stacked stamp on stamp with duplication. This is
an interesting if not challenging viewing. The best way to
determine what is here is for a specialist to study it with a
calculator, allowing sufficient time, as anything could be
here.
Estimate $250 - 350
2226 HH
Canada, Plate Blocks Assortment, 1949-69
(284//492). Including 1949 (284), 1952 (316 x4), 1952 (317
x8, incl. plates 1 & 2), 1953 (321 plate 1 & 321 x4 plate 2),
1953 (334 x2), 1954 (343 x8), 1956 (362 x2), 1963 (411 x4),
1969 (492 x4), plus 1952 (O31 x4 plate 1 & O31 x4 plate 2),
condition Very Fine, ideal for dealer, catalogue value
$1,200, o.g., never hinged.
Estimate $200 - 300
2227 HHHm Canada, Nice Accumulation. Housed in four
albums or stockbooks, includes some better earlier issues,
but bulk of value and coverage lies in mint KG VI to QE II
material, including coils, blocks, plate blocks, etc., some
nice surprises here and there, take a look, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
2228 Hm)
Canada, Collection, 1898-1970. Wonderful
collection mounted on pages, most of the stamps in the collection are represented by mint & used singles, blocks,
plate number blocks and FDC’s, some of the better items include 85 & 86 with mint and used examples, 96 mint block of
four NH, 97 mint block of six with three NH, 261 mint block of
four NH, 273 mint block of four with two NH, 302 mint block
of four with two NH(x2) plus two singles and O27, and C1
mint block of four NH, also includes stockbook of used
definitives, a collection sure to please the most meticulous
collector or dealer, plan on spending time with this lot, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2229 Hm
Canada & Provinces, Chiefly Mint Assortment. In three stock books and some three-ring binders.
We noted many better (Scott numbers and mint unless denoted) such as Canada 1928-46 (C1 x3, C2 x3, C3-8 x2, C9
x5), 1935 singles & blocks of four (211-16, never hinged),
1938 block of four (244, never hinged). We also noted several booklet panes (104a, 217b, 218b, 219a, 249a-b &
250a-b), plus air post semi-officials (Unitrade CL11, CL40,
CL44, CL46, CL50-51) & revenues (Van Dam FEG3-11,
FW60-71 x2 & several Federal unemployment used examples), Newfoundland 1910 King James 1¢ three blocks of
four with “NFW” errors (87var, two mint, other used), 1897
(69-74), 1897-1901 (78-85), 1910 block of four (91) 1911
(104-14 x2, incl. peacock blue varieties), 1919 airmail (C2),
1921 airmail (C3 x3), 1923-24 (131-44), 1928 (145-59),
1932-37 (183-99), 1932-37 imperforate pair (193a), Nova
Scotia 1860-63 QV 1¢ block of four on yellow paper & block
of twelve on white paper (8 & 8a), 2¢ block of four (9), condition is mostly Very Fine, well worth bidding at our estimate.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2230 Hm)
Canada & Provinces, Diverse Mint and Used
Collection. Composed of 3 well filled albums of almost all
mint to 1983 with better like, mint unless noted, Scott
195-201, 217b NH, 278-81 pairs, J11-14 all but 4¢ NH, plus
an excellent range of officials etc, another album of Canada
and Provinces mostly used to about 1970 then mint to 1975
with and number of better including, used unless noted, 28,
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149-59, Newfoundland 37-40, 131-44 mint, and finishes
with two cover albums of approximately 400 unaddressed
first day covers, overall clean and F-VF, viewing invited.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2231 Hm
Canada & Provinces, Stamps, Postal History
and Back of the Book. An interesting range of material
mint and used, from the classics onwards, housed in a Scott
National album with additional pages placed for some
postal history. The latter has philatelically inspired Newfoundland, commercial OHMS WWII censor strikes, ‘V
mail’ sent via Whitehorse Yukon Territory in a cross border
cover to US, interesting registered and special delivery covers, Canadian patriotic etc. The Canadian stamps have a
good range of back of the book with much QV including
widow heads to $2, followed by attractive large and small
Manitoba law stamps, similarly with Ontario and Quebec
with ‘scales of justice’ to various dollar values and much
more. Also seen New Brunswick 1860 to 17cts, Canada
proper with 2 beavers, lots of small heads, window heads
with 10cts, a reasonable range of 20th century, KGV mint
through to KGV I, QEII etc. A good collection with much
more here than described.
Estimate $400 - 600
2232 HHHm Canada & Provinces, Mint & Used Stock. An
excellent stock in glassines and counter cards, better mint
includes Nova Scotia #8(x5), 9(x11), Canada 60(x2), 99,
294(x6), 302, with many mint blocks of four and plate number blocks, nice BOB including mint OX3 and revenues and
a nice selection of Newfoundland, please examine, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2233 Hm
Canada & Provinces, Better Mint & Used Collection. A group of better stamps in stock cards and on approval books, includes mint Newfoundland #11, 24, 43, 59,
212-225, used includes 27, 34, 52, used Canada includes
18, 19, 24, 28, 46, condition is mixed on some, but with
plenty of stamps and block of four that would make individual lots this will prove to be a sure winner, o.g. or without
gum, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2234 Hm)
Cook Islands, Nice Mostly Mint Collection.
Composed of about 600 stamps with nice range of souvenir
sheets and miniature sheets, overall clean, F.-V.F. and attractive, viewing invited.
Estimate $250 - 350
2235 HH
Falkland Islands Dependencies & South
Georgia, Never Hinged Collection. In a Lindner hingeless album and several stock pages, better include
Falkland Islands Dependencies 1954 (1L19-33), South
Georgia 1963-69 (1-16, including. extra £1 slate green),
plus several other useful sets such as Falkland Islands Dependencies 1944 (3L1-8 x3), plus several address panels,
South Georgia 1971-72 (17-30 x3), condition is Very Fine to
Extremely Fine., o.g., never hinged. Estimate $500 - 750
2236 HH)
Ghana, Comprehensive Mint Collection,
1957-1989. Neatly assembled in three binders, the first two
being White Ace albums which include a complete mint NH
collection for the era, the third binder includes FDCs, blocks
of four and duplicated sets, lovely lot, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2237 Hm)
Great Britain and Channel Islands, Massive
Collection. Composed of many thousands with a nice
showing of covers, mostly FDC’s. Begins with three used
VG-F Penny Blacks and a single used F-VF Scott 2 and
continues with a large number of used classics with some
cancel interest as well as better like Scott 5 (2), 57, 96, 139
(2), 140 and a excellent group of “Britannia Rules the
Waves” issues then continues on through a high percentage of Queen Elizabeth II mint issues. You will find numerous multiples, se-tenant, gutter pairs, good amount of face
etc., overall F.-V.F., viewing suggested.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2238 H
Great Britain, Extensive Collection of Gerald
King Lundy Fantasies, 1980s. Many hundreds of stamps,
postal stationery and satirical postal history from the reigning master of fantasy stamp creation, incl. imperf., varieties,
multiples, an ideal collection for a Cinderella exhibit, must
see to appreciate, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2239 Hm
Great Britain, Mint & Used Collection,
1840s-1980s. In two albums with many better (used unless
noted) such as 1840 (2), 1841 (3-4), 1862-65 (42-44),
1867-80 (49-51 & 54-55), 1873 (62 single & pair), 1875
(66-68), 1880-81 (87), 1883-84 (96 & 108), 1887-92
(111-22), 1912-13 (159-72 mint), 1919 (179-80), 1924
(187-200), 1934-36 (210-20 mint), 1937-39 (235-48 mint),
1951 (286-89 mint), 1955 (309-12 mint) & 1957-59 (320c),
plus many modern sets up to 1980, condition is slightly
mixed among some earlies but otherwise F-VF.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2240 Hm
Great Britain, Collection and Assortment,
1840-1966. Mostly used in two Scott albums, two stock
books and several loose pages, better noted (used unless
denoted) in stock book include 1840 (1), 1841 (3 x27), 1847
(5), 1856-57 (26-28), 1858-69 (29-31, 34, 40, 42-45, 49-51,
53, 53a, 54-55), 1872-73 (59, 59a & 60), 1873-80 (61 x2,
62), 1880-81 (78-81), 1883-84 (95, 96 x2, 102-05 & 107),
1884 (108 with private perfins), followed by QV examples
(111-22) issued in the 1887-92 period, including some officials, the other stock book with KEVII & KGV issues, including 1902-11 (139-40) & 1934 (180 & 223). We also noted a
representation of Great Britain offices in Morocco & Turkish
Empire, plus some Machine Regional issues and Channel
Islands sets, condition is slightly mixed on some but overall
F-VF, viewing suggested for full appreciation of this
opportunity.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2241 Hm
Great Britain, Mostly Used Collection,
1840s-1950s. Mounted on album pages, better (used unless noted) include with 1840 penny black (1-2), 1841 (3-4),
1847 (5), 1854 (7), followed by many XIX Century stamps
such as 1855 (22 used), 1873 (60) & 1881 (87 plate 13),
also 1884 (108), plus QV 9d, 10d & 1s (120-22), 1902-11
KEVII (139-40), 1948 (267-68 mint), 1951 (286-89 mint) &
1952-54 (292-308 mint), condition Fine-VF, recommended
for dealer or collector.
Estimate $500 - 750
2242 Hm
Great Britain, Mint & Used Collection,
1840-1955. Mounted on album pages, better (used unless
noted) include 1840 (4), 1867 (53 & 55 plates 1), 1870 (58
x8; incl. plates 8-9), 1887-92 (111-20 mint), 1902-11
(127//138 mint, incl. 9d, 10d & 1s), 1934 (223 mint), plus
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some others such as 1948 (268 never hinged), plus some
postage dues, condition appears Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
2243 m
Great Britain, Dealer’s Stock, 1855-1902.
Group of 42 used stamps, each individually presented and
identified in presentation card. We noted (Stanley Gibbons
numbers used) 1862 (80), 1865-67 (94 & 97), 1867-70 (103
x4, plates 5, 6 & 7, 105, 117 & 125), 1873 (144 x3, plates 12,
14 & 15), 1874 (147), 1881-83 (159 x2, 163), 1880-81
(168-69 & 168a), 1883 (179, 181 & 187-196), 1883 (O63
x2), 1902 (O24), small faults on some but overall F-VF,
ideal for dealer. SG £7,000 plus ($11,130).
Estimate $500 - 750
2244 Hm)
Great Britain, Lundy Covers and Stamps,
1938-1970. A group of basic Lundy stamps + 23 commercial covers to and from various countries, one postage due
in Austria, an interesting lot, Very Fine.
Estimate $350 - 500
2245 m)
Great Britain, Specialized Accumulation.
The perfect lot for the Great Britain specialist, includes hundreds of one pence lilacs, half pence blue green Army Officials and other issues in heavy duplication, also include
binder with intriguing lot of British Railway Stamps, and an a
cover album of mostly 19th Century British covers, sure to
please, examination suggested, F.-V.F. Estimate $400 600
2246 Hm
Grenada,
Mint
&
Used
Collection,
18802-1990s. Approximately 1,100 stamps in binder with
strength in the XX Century, including sets, part sets, blocks
of four, first day covers and souvenir sheets, plus Grenada-Grenadines section with stamps issued in the
1975-81 period, condition appears F-VF throughout, many
Disney topical stamps.
Estimate $300 - 400
2247 Hm
Hong Kong, Useful Neatly Arranged Mostly
Used Collection. Filling four large stock books, few hundred with good mid-range value thru about 1977, including
a number of multiples and FDC’s, Overall clean and F-VF.
Viewing suggested.
Estimate $400 - 600
2248 Hm
India, Powerful Duplicated Parallel Mint and
Used Collection, 1855-1946. An extensive, outstanding
old-time specialized collection of many, many hundreds,
neatly assembled and keenly annotated on album leaves,
from the 1855 blue paper issues through KG VI. In addition
to shade, watermark varieties etc, there is a wealth of premium material throughout such as mint Scott 20 (4), 23 (4),
26 (2), 28 (3), 32 (3), 35 (2), 33-46 (3 VF sets), 48-49 (4),
50-52 (2), 55-59 (2), 60-71, 73 (2), 74-75, with lots of mint or
used duplicates of these, 96, 106-27 plus used 9 (5), 10 (7),
29-30, 50-52 (2), 1903 Coronation pages from the Durbar
booklet, 93-98 (2), 120-25 (4), 150-67, outstanding mint or
used Officials, IEF and CEF issues, Postal Service issues,
local overprints and much more. A wonderful collection and
specialists delight, F-VF, inspection invited. Be sure to view
scans on the web.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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2249 Hm
India, Outstanding Specialized First Issue
Collection. Mostly used, beautifully centered and extremely well annotated by Gibbons numbers, arranged by
shades, die types etc, with further annotation as respects
retouches, marginal markings, multiples, etc. A breakdown
shows (used unless noted) Gibbons 2 (5), 3 (13 including a
pair), 4 an XF marginal mint copy, plus 5 used examples, 5
six indigo shade types, 6 (3), 7, 8 (3), 8a (2), 10, then onto
the 1a study, which includes 11 (3), 12 (2), 13 (3),14 (3) and
15. We also note 4a number 24, plus scarce cut-to-shape
examples of 18, 21b (2), wonderful coverage of the 2a
green, including a choice mint copy, used pair, a Rare single with full lines, etc. An exceptional specialist lot of the fascinating first issues; be sure to note full scans on the web.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2250 Hm
India, Powerful, Mostly All Mint Collection,
1854-1943. A wonderful, overall very clean mostly mint collection neatly assembled on a lovely set of Palo hingeless
pages from the first issues through the KG VI years. We
note many highlights such as used Scott 2-6, 7, 24-25,
29-30, 76 (fiscal cancel), plus mint 10 (nice copy), 11, 19,
20-23, 26, 28, 31-35, 36-46, 50-52, 80-96, 124-25, 168-79,
great officials like mint O15, O22-26, O27-32, O34-36,
O37-44, O50-51, O78-92, O97-103, C1-6, IEF issues and
lots more. Fresh and largely F-VF. A solid collection of this
popular country.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2251 H
India, Magnificent Comprehensive Collection, 1946-1990. A splendid, clean, all mint, never hinged
collection keenly assembled in a pristine Palo hingeless album. Less only the 1948 Gandhi issue (Scott 203-06), the
collection is complete for the period. Beautiful, keep sake
collection of this popular country and period, routinely Very
Fine, inspection invited.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2252 Hm
India, British and Portuguese, an Extensive
Accumulation. A very well filled and diverse holding of
many thousands of stamps, specifically focusing in these 2
areas of India, there is duplication, sometimes up to a
dozen or so of each, often however that is uniform for complete series with much focus on commemoratives. British
India starts from the first issues imperfs onwards with a
good range of Queen Victoria and King Edward VII, with virtually everything stacked “stamp on stamp”, making an interesting and challenging value. A similar pattern with King
George V and King George VI through to back of the book,
as well as useful mint modern, apparently very desirable in
today’s hot market for India. Portuguese India also strong
with much from the 1950s again in complete series from
late 1940s with our lady Fatima issues, Jose Vaz, ruins of
Sancoale Church as well as Map of Damao and Nagar and
Arms of Vasco da Gama through to 1959 Coin Manual, etc.
This description is only the tip of the iceberg, must be
viewed, completely uncatalogued.
Estimate $600 - 800
2253 Hm
India, Mostly Used Collection, 1860s-1990s.
Approximately 1,900 stamps in two binders with some
Queen Victoria examples, followed by some better such as
KEVII 1902-09 (73 used), KGV 1910s-20s (93-96 & 120-22
used) & KGVI examples, plus many sets, parts sets, blocks
of four and censored covers. We also noted officials, “Azad
Hind” imperforate & perforated examples, aerogrammes
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and some Convention & Feudatory States representation,
condition is a little bit mixed but generally F-VF.
Estimate $500 - 750
2254 Hm
Indian Native States, an Important, If Not
Unique Collection of Revenues. Housed in 11 substantial albums, well written up and highly specialized. Definitely
the best and most specialized collections of the area that
we have ever seen. It is no exaggeration to say that it is
beautiful and would be virtually impossible to replace.
There are 11 large albums, chronologically organized State
by State, representing a lifetime’s work of the hunt and collating such, all one of a kind, denomination by denomination, there are about 1350 examples, occasionally with
revenue stamps applied to the documents in multiple format with extensive revenue papers, all well researched and
written up. This is a very difficult collection to value, some of
these are so attractive and scarce that if offered individually
on the net could easily fetch $50 to $100 each+++. Some of
the Indian Natives States here, for example, include Alwar,
Aundh, Baghal, Baroda, Benares, Bhajji (particularly attractive fancy cancels), Bhopal, Bikaner, Bundi, Chhata pur,
Dhami, Dhar, Dholpur, Gwalior Indore, Idar, Indaragh,
Jaipur (Jeypoor), Jaisalmer-Jubbal, Jodhpur, Jhind,
Jhalawar, Kotah, Kishangarh, Lakhtar-Mysore, Melar
Kotla, Miraj, Mewar, Nawanager, Pudukkottai, Patiala,
Partabgarh,
Rajgarh,
Shapura,
Sangli,
Travancore-Cochin, Tonk, etc etc. Many of these have colorful Maharajahs, coats of arms, very ornate designs, each
and every one a collectable item in its own right. A once in a
lifetime opportunity for a dealer or collector, especially at
our valuation range of about $5 each. (Ex-Cardinal
Spellman Philatelic Museum deaccessioned).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2255 Hm
Indian Native States, an Old Time Collection.
Several 100s of stampss, mint and used, even a little postal
history. We have had no time to go through this carefully,
however a quick inspection revealed this collection has a
good showing from States such as Alwar, Bamra, Bhopal
including officials, Bhor, Bundi, Bussahir, Chamba,
Charkhari, Cochin all the way through to Wadhwan, well
worth further inspection. The Convention States also has
interesting material but not as challenging and certainly
more obvious from QV onwards. The collection overall is
loaded with distinct possibilities especially in the 19th century and is ideal for the specialist of Native States to enjoy a
good viewing.
Estimate $500 - 750
2256 Hm
Indian Native States, an Old Fashioned Collection. Copiously drawn up with appropriate squares and
descriptions to accommodate all the different permutations
this collector was trying to achieve. The collection has mint
and used from the 19th century onwards and probably the
most interesting parts are Travancore and Cochin. The latter particularly from 1882 onwards with an extensive study
of the various different definitives, as well as the overprints,
with as far as we can see over 100 different stamps here including various errors for the specialist to research. Other
interesting States include Charkhiri, Hyderabad (well worth
spending time on) Idar, Indore, Jaipur, Jhind with various
19th century imperfs, Kishangarh, interesting Poonch
imperfs, etc with much non-Scott listed. A recommended
viewing for the specialist, many finds likely.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2257 H
Indian Convention States: Chamba, Outstanding Mint Collection. Keenly assembled in mounts
on pristine Palo hingeless pages, loaded with highlights like
Scott 1-11, 15, 15B, 16-19, 20-29, 30-31, 32-43, 44, 45-49,
50-59, 60-69, 70-73, 74-85, 89-100, 107, strong officials
like O1-10, O11-14, O15-21, O22-25, O26, O27-34,
O36-45C, O46-49, etc. Fresh and routinely Very Fine, a
wonderful lot. SG cat. value approximately. £1,725.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2258 H
Indian Convention States: Faridkot, Comprehensive Complete. A beautiful, all mint high quality
collection on a pair of Palo hingeless pages comprised of
Scott 4-14 and O1-9 complete. Fresh and generally Very
Fine o.g., nice lot. SG £382.
Estimate $200 - 300
2259 H
Indian Convention States: Gwalior, Excellent Mint Collection. Neatly assembled on pristine Palo
hingeless pages, loaded with premium items such as Scott
1-6, 8, 9-11, 13-23, 24-28, 29, 30-34, 35-48, 49-50, 51-63,
64, 66-70, 71-81, 83, 85-89, 90-96, 100-15, great Officials
including O1-6, O7-10, O12-18, O21-27, O29, O30-36,
O38-39, O48-51, O52-61, etc. Fresh and largely Very Fine,
a wonderful lot. SG cat. value approximately. £2,125.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2260 H
Indian Convention States: Jind, Lovely Mint
Collection. Carefully assembled on a series of Palo hingeless pages with an excellent range of better items such as
Scott 33-35, 38, 49-59, 62, 64-66, 67-76, 77-85, 88-97,
98-103, 104-07, 122-24, 126-32, 165-77 good Officials like
O1-3, O16-22, O25-32, O36-48, O49-54, O55-60, O62-74
etc. Fresh and mostly Very Fine og, nice lot. SG cat. value
approx. £1,900.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2261 H
Indian Convention States: Nabha, Outstanding Mint Collection. Carefully assembled on a clean series of Palo hingeless pages loaded with better values such
as Scott 1-6 (4 a reprint), 7-10, 27-36, 37-38, 40-49, 50,
51-59, 63-68, 87-90, 100-12, complete Officials O1-51 etc.
Fresh and generally Very Fine og, be sure to note the scans
on the web. SG cat. value approx. £2,100.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2262 H
Indian Convention States: Patiala, Splendid
Mint Collection. A clean and lovely all mint collection
keenly assembled on Palo hingeless pages, including an
excellent variety of better items such as Scott 1-3, 5-6, 7-12,
13-24, 26, 27-29, 31-40, 41-42, 43-52, 53-57, 60-71, 75-79,
102-15, O8-16, O19-26, O29-37, O40-50, O55-57,
O58-59, O60-62, O63-76 etc. Fresh and mostly Very Fine
o.g., nice lot. SG cat. value approximately £1,425.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2263 Hm
Indian Feudatory States, Outstanding Collection. A wonderful mint or used collection of many hundreds, very well represented throughout, neatly assembled
in a Scott Specialty album. There are literally dozens of
better sets and singles throughout, including Barwani 17,
26-30, 35-36, 37, extensive Bhopal with regular issues, Officials like O37-41, O55-57, Bijawar 1-10, lovely Bundi including 15-30, 34-35, 43-49, O1-9, O11, Charkhari 9-16,
21A, 28-36, 39, 41, extensive Cochin and Duttia,
Hyderabad 20-27, 39-46, Idar 1-6 complete, Indore 1D-22,
lovely Jaipur with 24-35, 44A, 45, 46-48, O12-16, O23-29.
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nice Jammu and Kashmir, Kishangarh 27-35, Morvi 1-4,
5-9, Nandgaow 1-2 and much, much more. An excellent lot
brimming with material you just don’t find often, F-VF,
inspection invited.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2264 Hm
Ireland, Mint & Used Collection, 1922-2005.
About 1,100 stamps mounted in binder, and beginning with
a few early examples, followed by many sets, part sets, first
day covers, plus airmails, postage dues and some fantasy
labels, condition is F-VF.
Estimate $300 - 400
2265 HH/H
Jamaica, Specialized Collection. An intriguing collection with many scarce items seldom seen, starts
with mint blocks of #31 & 32, 33a mint in blocks of fifteen,
Jamaica stamps used in US and US stamps used in Jamaica, railroad cancels, postal fiscals, embossed fiscals,
Red Cross war labels with two tied on cover, telegraph
stamps, street letter box postmarks, semi postals, and
scarce postmarks, the perfect collection for the specialist
who will recognize this lot’s true value, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
2266 Hm
Jordan, a Magnificent Collection of World
Class Standard. An extraordinary specialized collection
with several hundred of these elusive issues, hugely underestimated in Scott and for that matter Gibbons, given the
very low printing numbers and that good collections such as
this are hardly ever seen on the market today. This is well
written up on quadrille album leaves, mint and used,
housed in two albums, there is some minor toning so please
carefully view. Also, there are a tremendous number of varieties this collection having been formed in the 1950s. The
collection is absolutely loaded with multiples, often disclosing the different settings, even complete sheets seen and
their accompanying constant varieties, such as dropped
numerals and missing letters, reversed albino inscriptions,
overprints in different colors, overprints radically misplaced, different surcharges se-tenants, inverted as well as
narrow overprints, tete-beche, double perforations, proofs
etc. Where there is used in the collection, they are postally
used. Furthermore, there is also a small reference section
again written-up which gives very useful comparison purposes, clearly demonstrating that the overwhelming majority of this collection has been correctly annotated as
genuine. Just a few of the many examples seen are the
1924 (Jan) SG 114 reconstructed sheet of 36, the 1923
(Sept) SG 111a surcharge inverted pair mint, the 1923 issue in sheets, etc. This was given to us at the 11th hour, the
best way to appreciate how good this is would be to visit us
here and study this carefully, it is quite probably a once in a
lifetime opportunity, it is that special. If you cannot view it
personally, please study the scans on the internet in their
entirety. This is a breathtaking irreplaceable collection, the
best we have ever seen of Transjordan with a good number
of unique items.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
2267 Hm
Malay States, Useful Mint and Used Collection. Of several hundred on pages and couple stock sheets
in a binder with nice mint 1957-1963 pictorial sets, apparently complete mint 1949 UPU issues, useful group of Japanese Occupation issues plus Singapore and Straights
Settlements, etc. Overall clean and F-VF, viewing invited.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2268 Hm
Malta, Mint & Used Collection, 1880s-1980s.
About 1,600 stamps mounted in binder and starting with
some XIX Century examples, followed by a large amount of
sets, part sets & singles in the modest range with some
better such as 1935 (184-87) & 1956-57 (246-60), plus
some semipostals & airmails, overall condition F-VF, worth
viewing.
Estimate $300 - 400
2269 m
New Guinea, Valuable Airmail Collection,
1931-39 (C14//59). 66 used stamps and cover, better
noted including 1931 First Airplane Overprints 2s to £1 high
values (C10-13), 1931 Second Airplane Overprints ½d to
£1 (C14-27), 1931 Third Airplane Overprints ½d to £1
(C28-43), 1935 Plane £2 & £5 (C44-45), 1939 Plane ½d to
£1 (C46-59), plus complete set on registered cover to N.Y.,
also as a bonus Papua 1930 Airplane Overprints 2d to 1sh
(C2-4), 1938 Anniversary 2d to 1s (C5-9), 1939-41 KGVI 2d
to 1s6d (C10-15), F.-V.F. Scott $4,200 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2270 Hm
Postal Fiscals/Stamp Duty Selection. A very
attractive and unusual range of QV and postal fiscals from
2/- to £500, 32 values all in all, beginning with 2/-, 2/6d, 3/-,
4/-,5/-, 6/-,7/-, 9/-,10/-, 12/6d, 15/-, £1, 30/-, 35/-, £2,
£2.10/-, £3.10/-£4.10/-, £5,£6,£7,£8, £9,£15, £25,
£30,£40,£45,£50,£100, £200 and finally the £500. Please
note there are ½ dozen perf-ins, just as scarce with or without. A very impressive group of elusive stamps, missing
from most collections of New Zealand., generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2271 Hm)
New Zealand, Mint and Used With a Bit of
Ross Dependency To 2000. Composed of well over 2,000
stamps and covers with nice showing of a large showing of
semi-postal miniature sheets, some substantial face value
and a nice showing of blocks of 4 etc., overall F.-V.F. +,
viewing invited.
Estimate $500 - 750
2272 Hm
New Zealand, Small But Substantial Mint
and Used Collection. Composed of couple hundred on
pages in a binder starting with a few large Victoria’s, good
range of used 1898-1907 pectoralis, useful officials, life insurance, Ross Dependency, etc. Overall clean and F-VF,
viewing suggested.
Estimate $500 - 750
2273 Hm
Palestine, Mostly Mint Assortment. Mounted
in stock pages with better mint including 1918 (Scott 4-14,
plus extra 9pi, 10pi & 20pi examples), 1921 (Scott 15c-25c),
1927-42 (Stanley Gibbons 90-103), 1927 (Stanley Gibbons
93a & 97a coil strips), 1927 (Scott 79-81), plus some useful
duplicates & revenues, condition is mostly Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
2274 H
Papua New Guinea, Colorful Mint and Used
Collection To 2000. Composed of about 750 stamps with
a couple booklets and a nice little group of unused stamped
envelopes as well as a few multiples, overall clean and
fresh, F.-V.F., viewing invited.
Estimate $250 - 350
2275 HHHm St. Helena, Collection, 1856-1980. Fresh
clean collection, better used includes #1, 10 and 12, better
mint includes 8, 32-37, 40, 42-46, and continues through to
1980, perfect lot to build upon or break up for retail, examination invited, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2276 Hm
St. Vincent, Mostly Mint Collection and Assortment, 1900s-80s. Mounted on album pages, stock
pages and glassine envelopes with value concentrated in
the 1960s-80s period, and including many sets in the modest range with some better mint such as 1955 (189-97),
1965-67 (226-40) & 1970 (279-94), we also noticed several
modern sets with “Specimen” overprints, overall condition
F-VF.
Estimate $350 - 500
2277 Hm
St. Vincent & Grenadines, Mint & Used Collection. About 1,000 stamps in two binders, St. Vincent
with value concentrated in the issues from 1955 onwards,
including sets, part sets, blocks of four, first day covers,
miniature sheets and some modern stamps with “specimen” overprints, Grenadines section with sets & part sets
issued in the 1974-87 period, plus some booklets and examples with “specimen” overprints, also including. Bequia
& Union Island stamps, overall condition is mostly Very
Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
2278 Hm
Singapore and Malaysia, Modern Accumulation. Everything here post 1950s, housed in 2 volumes,
mint and used, there are certain highlights such as Singapore, Sailboats definitive series to $10 in blocks of 4 mint
never hinged, as well as singles, also the same on the Seashells and Lionfish definitive issues again to $10 in mint
blocks of 4 mint never hinged and singles. Also several
dozen commemoratives series, better premium noticed as
well. There are also occasional blocks of 4 but nothing in
heavy duplication. Malaysia has the Wild Animal definitive
high value mint to $10 and other definitives high values including block of 4 $10 Butterfly with central light cancel etc
etc, even a little KGV/KGVI Burma through to high values
mint and used. Ideal for dealer to break down for stock.
Estimate $400 - 600
2279 Hm
Sudan, Officials Assortment, 1913-48. Nice
group on stock book and album pages, former with “SG”
punctured examples, including shades and some plate
flaws, we also noted 1946 20p (O24 pair) & 1948 (O28-43,
including. 15m used), overall Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
2280 m
Swaziland, Used Assortment. In presentation
cards with duplicates, including 1933 KGV set (10-19),
1935 Silver Jubilee set on cover to Philadelphia, 1938 KGVI
issue, 1948 Silver Wedding set on registered first day cover
to Komatipoort, 1956 QEII (55-66) & 1961 surcharges, condition is Fine-Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
2281 Hm
Tristan da Cunha, A Very Pleasant Collection. Including the first QEII series to 5/-, the second QEII
complete through to the 10/- Whale and similarly with the
transition through to the rand currency complete, all never
hinged. Then the re-settlement 1963 complete on St Helena to 10/- never hinged and virtual completion thereafter
including QEII to 10/- and subsequent new currency overprints to 50p, as well as dozens of miniature sheet and commemorative series including se-tenants, all mint never
hinged, finally ending with the delightful Penguin issue
definitive to £5.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2282 HH
Tristan Da Cunha, Never Hinged Collection.
In a Lindner hingeless album and some stock pages, better
never hinged include 1952 (1-12), 1954-58 (14-27), 1960
(28-41), 1961 (42-54), 1963 (55-67), 1965 (71-84) & 1967
(113-15), condition is Very Fine to Extremely Fine., o.g.,
never hinged.
Estimate $300 - 400

British Commonwealth Area Collections
2283 Hm
British Africa, Mint & Used Dealer’s Stock. In
two red boxes filled with sets, part-sets & singles, including
Bechuanaland,
Botswana,
Gambia,
Kenya-Uganda-Tanganyika, Mauritius, followed by Natal,
Nigeria, Orange River Colony, Rhodesia, St. Helena, Sierra
Leone, and then by South Africa, South West Africa, Seychelles, Sudan, Transvaal & Zululand sections, mostly Very
Fine. Scott $20,000 or so.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
2284 Hm
British America, Mint & Used Dealer’s Stock.
In two red boxes filled with sets, part-sets & singles, including Antigua, Bahamas, Barbados, Belize, Bermuda, British
Guiana, and followed by British Honduras, Canada,
Cayman Islands, Dominica, Falkland Islands & Dependencies, Jamaica, Montserrat, St. Lucia, St. Vincent, Trinidad-Tobago & Turks-Caicos Islands sections, mostly Very
Fine. Scott $30,000 approximately.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
2285 Hm
British Asia, Mint & Used Dealer’s Stock. In
two red boxes filled with sets, part-sets & singles, including
a large section of India, plus Convention & Feudatory
States, followed by Bahrain, Brunei, Ceylon, Hong Kong &
Iran, and then by Labuan, Malaya & States, Palestine, Strait
Settlements & Yemen sections, condition is mostly Very
Fine. Scott $20,000 approximately.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2286 Hm
British Asia, Mint and Used Collection. Composed of a balanced selection of several hundred with useful value in the Middle East, Malaya, Hong Kong ect.,
overall F.-V.F., viewing suggested. Estimate $400 - 600
2287 Hm
British Commonwealth, Dealer’s Stock
Books. Mostly mint and including many never hinged sets,
we noted many saleable sets (mint unless noted) such as
Ascension 1938-53 (40//49), Cayman Islands 1974-75
(331-45) & 1977 (386-91 x2), Cook Islands, Christmas Island 1958 (1-10), Falkland Islands 1978 (260-74), Fiji
1954-56 (147-62), 1959-63 (163-75), 1968 (240-56),
1971-72 (305-20) & 1972-74 (306c-20a), Grenada
(132-42), Leeward Islands (1-8) & 1935 (96-99), Pitcairn Islands 1957 (20-30), Rhodesia 223-36, Seychelles (1-18 &
21), Sierra Leone 1903 (68-73) & 1935 (166-69), Solomon
Islands 1922-31 (43-55), 1935 (60-63 x2), 1939-51 (67-79),
1956-60 (95-105), 1963-65 (113//125), 1966-67 (149-66),
1968 (180-94 x3) & 1976 (316-31 x2), Somaliland 1935
(77-80) & 1942 (96-107), South Georgia 1963-69 (17-30) &
1977 (17b-30b), Swaziland 1938 (27-37), 1961 (80-91),
Turks & Caicos 1938-45 (78-89), 1950 (105-17) & 1957-60
(121-135), Northern Rhodesia 1935 (18-21), South West
Africa 1931-37 (108-20) & 1931 (C5-6), Zanzibar 1936
(214-17), plus three mint sheet albums with sheets & part
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sheets, condition is mostly Very Fine, recommended for
internet dealer in need of stock. Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2288 Hm
British Commonwealth, Mint & Used
Dealer’s Stock. In red box, alphabetically sorted, and including Aitutaki, Aden, Anguilla, Ascension, Bahrain,
Barbuda, Basutoland, Batum, British Central Africa, British
East Africa, British Virgin Islands, Burma, Cameroon, Cape
of Good Hope, East Africa & Uganda, Egypt, followed by
Fiji, Gold Coast, Grenada, Guernsey, Ionian Islands,
Lagos, Leeward Islands, Madagascar, Mauritius,
Montserrat, Nauru, Niger Coast, Nyasaland, Penrhyn Island, St. Christopher, Seychelles, Somaliland, Southern
Rhodesia, Tobago & some others, mostly Very Fine. Scott
$9,000 or so.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2289 Hm
British Commonwealth, Dealer’s Stock.
Housed in counterbook and several presentation pages
with many sets & singles up to $25 with several higher
(Scott numbers and mint unless otherwise denoted) such
as St. Vincent 71-79, Papua C5-9, Pitcairn Islands 1-8, St.
Helena 111-14 & 130-31, South-West Africa C1-4, Penrhyn
Islands 25-30, Papua-New Guinea O1-12, Pitcairn Islands
11-12, Western Australia 84, Gilbert & Ellice Islands 33-36,
Tanganyika 29-44, Tobago 25-30, Virgin Islands 21-28,
Mauritius 126, condition is mostly Very Fine, approximate.
Scott $9,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2290 Hm
British Commonwealth, Useful Assortment.
Mostly mint, and including several better such as British
Antarctic Territory 1963 (1-15 x2; one never hinged, other
mint), 1969 (24 never hinged) & 1971 (25-38 x2, never
hinged), Gambia 1938 -46 (132-43 mint), St. Helena
1922-27 KGV (79-91 mint, plus 88 & 91 used), 1953
(140-52 mint), South Georgia 1971-72 (17-30 x2, never
hinged), Tristan da Cunha 1961 (42-54 never hinged), condition is Fine to Very Fine, recommended for the intrepid
internet dealer.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2291 Hm
British Commonwealth, Dealer’s Stock,
1890s-1960s. Mint & used, and mounted in approximately
600 presentation cards with sets, part-sets & singles such
as (mint unless noted) British Offices in Turkish Empire
1909 (29 & 31), British Guiana (241), Burma 1945 (35-50
x2), 1948 (90-101), 1949 (116-21 x2 & O56-67), Southern
Rhodesia 1932 (31-32), 1937 (38-41) & 1940 (56-63), plus
many other in the $5 to $15 range, condition is F-VF,
viewing invited.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2292 H
British Commonwealth, 20th Century Collection. Mostly fresh, and including many issues in blocks
of four with bottom pairs never hinged such as Australia
1934 (142-44), 1936 (159-61), 1937 (163-65) & 1963-65
(374-75 & 377-78), Barbados (235-47), Fiji (161-62), New
Zealand 1953-57 (299-301), Pitcairn Islands 1940-51 (1-8)
& 1957 (20-30), St. Helena 1953 (140-52), St. Lucia
1953-54 (157-69), Seychelles 1954-56 (173-90), condition
is mostly Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2293 Hm
British Commonwealth, Accumulation of
Mint and Used. Including Canadian 1849-1946 regular
and commemorative issues, including airmails, postage
dues & special delivery stamps, 1937 Coronation issues
mounted in White Ace album, including Falkland Islands &
Hong Kong, Australia £1 & £2 (128-29) Kangaroos with
“specimen” overprints, also Australian States representation, St. Vincent with a couple of nice QEII sets, plus many
stock pages with unchecked duplicates from different countries. We also noted as a bonus a binder with a fair amount
of U.S. revenues, condition varies but overall F-VF.
Estimate $500 - 750
2294 HHHm British Commonwealth, Mixed Mint and
Used Collection L-Z. Many hundreds on album or stock
pages in a binder with nice runs of Sierra Leone and South
Africa, F-VF, viewing suggested.
Estimate $500 - 750
2295 Hm
British Commonwealth, Mint and Used Assortment. In two cartons, including Great Britain 1883 (96,
used), 1902-11 (138 block of four, used) & 1913 (175,
used), and the following never hinged sets: Ascension 1956
(72), Iraq 1948 (128-29), Ireland 1950 (142-44) & 1953
(147-48), New Hebrides 1953 (83-93), Pakistan 1950
(47-49, 51-52 & 54), plus some other useful singles & part
sets. We also noted a group of APS circuit books, Ireland
examples in dealer’s pages & Ghana sets issued in the
1957-60 period, condition is slightly mixed but overall F-VF,
dealers should see it.
Estimate $400 - 600
2296 Hm
British Commonwealth, Antigua To Zanzibar. Chaotically presented, often stuffed to the gills with
material, mint and used from the 19th century onwards.
Since its presentation is not to best advantage, the viewer
should look carefully for finds, for example Antigua KGVI to
£ used, Australia various different kangaroo to shilling values, Bahamas KGVI 2d grey, Basutoland KGV crocodiles
to shilling, British Guiana early ships mint to 24cts, Canada
diamond jubilee mint 5cts with original gum and lots more
through 20th century with many different series, Cayman,
Fiji, Gambia etc all the way through, not forgetting Hong
Kong with lots of useful commemoratives and definitives,
India, Malaya, Singapore etc. Must be seen to be
appreciated, huge potential when broken down.
Estimate $400 - 600
2297 Hm
British Commonwealth, Mostly Used Collection. Including Gold Coast, Mauritius & Sierra Leone, we
noted several better (used unless noted) such as Gold
Coast 1876 (8), 1883-91 (13-20), 1902 (46-48, former two
with perfins), 1904-07 (55 with perfins), Mauritius, 1858 (8
block of four mint), 1863-72 (34 vertical pair tied on cover
fragment), followed by 1878 surcharges (50-58), Sierra
Leona earlies with “B31" cancels, condition appears to run
F-VF, worth viewing.
Estimate $300 - 400
2298 Hm
British Commonwealth, Mint and Used Collection. Including two albums with complete set of sixty official covers issued by the British War Office
commemorating three hundred years of the British Army
1645-1945, Guernsey collection in binder with sets issued
in the 1970s to 1990s period. We also noted 1972 Royal Silver Wedding & 1977 QEII Silver Jubilee omnibus issues in
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White Ace albums, plus some Australian Antarctic Territory
& Tokelau Islands sets, mostly Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
2299 Hm
British Commonwealth, Fascinating Old
Time Collection Mint and Used. Housed on quadrille album leaves, with dozens of complete series,
KGV/KGVI/QEII, highlights include Australia with Kangaroos to 5/-, well worth checking for watermark varieties, similarly with KGV regular definitive heads, with a probable 4d
lemon yellow, again with dozens of different definitives, well
worth researching through to 1/4d accompanied by various
commemoratives of the period through to KGVI to £1 robes
complete, then GB inc high values to 10/-, postage dues to
2/6d, Canada with various useful sets to $, New Zealand to
high values KGVI, similarly with Hong Kong, through to British Europe, etc. Since this was collected several decades
ago, many varieties possible that were unappreciated at the
time. Please inspect carefully.
Estimate $300 - 400
2300 H
British Commonwealth, Mint Collection. In a
springback album, including many fresh stamps such as
Malta 1926 (116-25 & 131-40), 1965 (312-30), Grenada
1953-56 (171-83), Jamaica 1962 (185-96) & 1963-64
(208-16), Montserrat (159-75), we also noted Gibraltar &
Guyana 1960s issues, plus some Newfoundland examples,
condition is F-VF.
Estimate $250 - 350
2301 Hm
British Commonwealth, Mint and Used Accumulation. In three binders and some glassines, including some useful Australia, India & Nepal mostly used
collections, plus some useful British Africa examples, condition is mixed on some but overall F-VF.
Estimate $250 - 350
2302 Hm
British Commonwealth, Mint and Used Assortment. With strength in Canada, including 1929 Bluenose (158, used) and nine first flight covers dispatched in
the 1928-37 period, plus 1937 British Commonwealth omnibus issue, including Hong Kong & Falkland Islands sets,
condition is F-VF, ideal for the internet seller.
Estimate $200 - 300
2303 HHHm British Commonwealth, Mint and Used Collection, 1841-1990. Collection in stockbooks of British
Commonwealth, includes album of mint & used Egypt and
UAR, two stockbooks of mint and used British Commonwealth, stockbook of mint & used Great Britain and
stockbook of British Oceania, plenty of sale able material,
please examine, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2304 HHHm British Commonwealth, Meaty Holding,
1852-1980. With dozens mint sets, singles and used singles, better mint are too numerous to completely list but includes Antigua #42-57, Australia 178-179(x3), Bahamas
32, Barbados 126, Bermuda 134, British Antarctic Territory
25-38, Falkland Islands 100, Great Britain 268 and Hong
Kong 147-150 and 168-173, you won’t get many opportunities again to acquire this much select material, examination
is suggested to ascertain this lots true value, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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2305 Hm
British Commonwealth, Mint & Used,
1851-2006. Thousand of stamps in twenty one binders and
a Scott British America specialty album, countries include
Australia, Australian Antarctic, Barbados, Bermuda, Canada & Provinces, Great Britain and Channel Islands, Hong
Kong, India, New Zealand, Singapore and South Africa,
there should be more than enough gems to be mined here,
it will take a while to view but the effort will be worth it, o.g.,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2306 HHHm British Commonwealth, Extensive Holding.
Thousands of stamps housed in 27 counter books, includes
many singles and full sets, many with retail values from
50.00 to 100.00, all neatly arranged by country, identified
and priced, a quick scan reveals Great Britain #140 used,
J24 mint NH, British custom charge tag with postage dues,
1882 Great Britain cotton broker revenue(faulty), Cyprus
244-246 NH, and Pakistan 66-72 NH, condition is mixed on
earlies, an excellent opportunity for the retail dealer, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $20,960 (Owner’s).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

2312 HH
British Omnibus Issues, 1977 Silver Jubilee,
1978 Coronation Anniversary & 1981 Royal Wedding.
Both with duplicates in stock cards and souvenir packs, including souvenir sheets and complete booklets, condition
mostly Very Fine., o.g., never hinged. Scott $2,900+.
Estimate $500 - 750
2313 HH
British Omnibus Issues, 1977-1978. Housed
in seven albums, including 1977 Royal Visit, 1977 Silver Jubilee & 1978 Coronation Anniversary issues, condition Very
Fine, o.g., never hinged.
Estimate $200 - 300
2314 Hm
British Pacific, Mint & Used Dealer’s Stock.
In three red boxes filled with sets, part-sets & singles, including Aitutaki, Australia & States, Cook Islands, Fiji,
Gilbert & Ellice Islands, Nauru, New Guinea, New
Hebrides, a large section of New Zealand, followed by Niue,
Norfolk Islands & North Borneo, and then by North West
Pacific Islands, Papua & New Guinea, Samoa, Sarawak &
Solomon Islands sections, condition is mostly Very Fine.
Scott $35,000 approximately. Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

2307 Hm)
British Commonwealth, Collection With
Covers & Revenues. Diverse & valuable holding, starts
with Great Britain issues, then Guernsey issues, British
Commonwealth with many better items, a group of
Heligolands, small book of revenues, group of covers and a
group of registered envelopes, a lot with something for everyone, have some fun and take a gander, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

2315 Hm
British Pacific, Mostly Mint Modern Collection. Composed of several hundred on stock pages in a
binder with a excellent range of never hinged new issues,
stamps and souvenir sheets from Fiji, Gilbert and Ellice Islands, Nauru, New Hebrides, Norfolk Islands and Pitcairn
Islands as well as some runs of earlier issues. A clean overall VF unit with good resale value to the Internet seller.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2308 HH/H
British Commonwealth, New Issue Dealers
Stock. Thousands of mint singles, sets and souvenir
sheets housed in sheet files and glassines, generally from
the 1970s but with some sets from the 1930’s and 1940’s,
the vast majority are NH, includes St Vincent specimen set,
many sets in duplication, huge retail value, the collection is
in need of some organization, but with a little elbow grease
great rewards should result, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2316 HHHm British Pacific, Mostly Mint Collection. Of
many hundreds in a Scott Specialty album, composed of
useful runs of Aitutaki, Cook Islands, Niue and Penrhyn Island to 1984 loaded with many never hinged complete modern sets as well as useful range of earlier issues, F-VF,
viewing invited.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2309 HH/H
British Commonwealth, EFO’s With Elvis,
Marilyn and the Queen. Intriguing lot of imperfs, inverted
centers, color errors and reversed images, much of the material is from Saint Vincent, Nevis, Montserrat and Maldive
Islands, huge retail value, perfect lot for the internet dealer,
o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2310 Hm
British Europe, Mint & Used Dealer’s Stock.
In three red boxes filled with sets, part-sets & singles, including a large section of Great Britain and offices abroad,
followed by Channel Islands, and then by Cyprus, Gibraltar,
Ireland & Malta sections, condition is mostly Very Fine.
Scott $50,000 plus.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
2311 Hm
British Europe, Mint and Used Assortment.
Better include Malta 1956 QEII (246-62) & Gibraltar 1974
booklets, we also noted Channel Islands modern issues in
blocks of four & 1980 Isle of Man souvenir sheets, plus Canada 1897 (56 used) & some New Brunswick fresh examples, condition is F-VF.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2317 HH/H
British Pacific, Useful Mint Group of Collections. Including an apparently complete mint 1966-1982
Australia collection NH housed in a Lindner hingeless album, a largely complete Australian Antarctic Territory
Lindner album collection, plus a New Zealand QE II collection in a Seven Seas album which includes room for expansion, clean lot, please examine, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, generally Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

Foreign Cover Collections
2318 )
Austria, Covers Sealed With Wafers, c.
1870-95, 25 covers: 19 Austrian + 6 Hungarian, each with a
different wafer sealing the envelope, a variety of businesses and some lovely postal history, inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2319 )
Austria, Postal History Assortment, 1915-88.
Group of 80 items, including envelopes with interesting and
colorful seals on reverse, fieldpost postcards & envelopes
used during WWI, plus balloon & first day covers issued in
the 1980s-90s period, condition is mixed but overall Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2320 )
Cuba, Marvelous Wide Ranging Postal History Accumulation. Comprised of over 1000 items, mostly
1930s-1950s, plus earlier vintage picture postcards, ect.,
we note a wealth of premium items with useful flights,
FDCs, several lovely advertising covers, WWII censors,
events, etc., be sure not to miss this one, fine-very fine, a
wonderful lot, ex-Spooner.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2321 )
Estonia, First Day Covers Assortment,
1990s-2000s. Carton filled with approximately 500 covers,
condition is Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
2322 )
France,
Postal
History
Assortment,
1830s-1900s. 148 items, including 35 stampless folded letters, 48 covers with single frankings dispatched in the
1859-74 period, plus nice group of 64 Peace & Commerce
postal cards mostly used in the 1882-91 period, and addressed to Belgium & Holland, condition F-VF, great lot for
collector.
Estimate $400 - 600
2323 )
French Colonies, Outstanding French Expeditionary Forces Collection. “Corps Expeditionnaire” for
French Colonial Empire and military engagements from the
19th century onwards. Well researched and written with
considerable collateral, this great collection begins with 2
Tonkin expeditionary cancels from 1888, both military covers, the first with blue liberty allegory artillery illustrated cancel, the second with illustrated infantry cancel of the same.
Then Hanoi 30th Jan 1898 double concentric circle accompanied by “Corps Expeditionnaire Tonkin” cancel, with juxtaposed blue “Le General en Chef” for the troops of Indo
China postmark, sent to Gers. The next page is again
Tonkin, this time of a similar character yet with various differences with the size of the cancels 1900s/1901. Also seen
more French Forces in French China with covers
“Tien-Tsin” with double concentric circle “Tresor et Postes
aux Armees 5 Chine 5", sent out 20 June 1901 to the motherland. More material this time from mainland China Shang
Hai (as such), also accompanied by fancy anchor cancel
again to France. Then other parts of the Empire with French
Alexandria, Tunisia, Port Said, leading through to military
including Camp d Avort, colored postcards Bitche-Camp
with 3 different scenes including officers quarters, then
1903 Camp de Chambaran, Camp du Puchard, Camp de la
Courtine etc, again will much collateral accompanying. Further postal history through to WWI military engagements including the Grandes Manoeuvres, cavalry divisions, post
offices in Casablanca, various other infantry divisions, colored patriotic, long building block cancels from various stations inc Dijon, Caval, etc. Much more items including an
attractive military propaganda pictorial celebrating various
WWI leaders Deville, Rimailho and Deport, marine forces
strikes, various large frontier strikes in different colors including ”Bureaux-Frontieres" etc, a very diverse range of
material to explore, etc etc. There are over 150 covers and
numerous other registration docs/titulaires/collateral. The
Indo China covers are probably the best and of course are
particularly scarce and should sell for many $100s each on
Ebay. Yet many of the less obvious covers from other parts
of the empire are also good, much of this having being
bought by the collector as individual items in auctions over
many decades. You could study this collection for hours
and still be absorbed by it, a highly recommended and
enjoyable viewing and an opportunity.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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2324 )
French Colonies: Algeria, 11 First Flight and
Commercial Covers, 1924-30. Includes pair of Alger to
Tunis and Tunis to Alger covers with special labels and
early commercial covers., F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2325 )
German Area, Covers Sealed With Wafers, c.
1860-80. 44 covers all with different wafer seals sealing the
envelopes, many different types of businesses, some wonderful postal history on the fronts, inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2326 )
German Area, Postal History Assortment,
1920s-60s. Group of approximately 230 covers used during Inflation, Third Reich & Federal Republic periods, plus
several franked with Soviet zone issues, including many
addressed to the U.S., condition is F-VF, ideal for collector.
Estimate $300 - 400
2327 )
1908 Messina Earthquake postcards, 3
cards: one used from Italy to U.S.; one unused Italian & an
American Official Italian Earthquake Relief card with images of Pres. Roosevelt and others [a rare card] unused,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150
2328 )
Japan, First Day Cover Accumulation,
1949-64. About 300 covers housed in a box, including several better such as 1949 Foreign Trade Fair, 1949 UPU,
1956 Philatelic Week & 1962 National Parks, condition is
F-VF.
Estimate $150 - 200
2329 )
Judaica, Wonderful Concentration Camp &
Related Collection. A fascinating old time collection comprised of Concentration Camp mail & cards, DP cards,
camp currency, parcel forms, internment camp items, Nazi
Anti-Semitic picture post cards, etc. We noted seven items
from Buchenwald, many with enclosures, five from Dachau,
again with enclosures, three from Auschwitz, one from
Nevengame, etc. Also present are various propaganda
items, an Otto Frank signed picture post card,
Theresienstadt Camp material (souvenir sheet) & more,
mostly F-VF, be sure to view scans on the web for a good
portion of this lot.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2330 )
Luxembourg, Collection of About 500 Different Unaddressed FDC’s. From the late 1950’s to 2000
with an addition few early addressed., overall clean and
Very Fine, viewing invited.
Estimate $150 - 200
2331 m)
Mexico, Postal History Assortment, 1858-84.
Group of 24 items, including seven folded letter covers with
Hidalgo stamps issued in the 1856-61 period, six folded letter covers individually franked with 2r Coat of Arms (Scott
23), plus six folded letters with full texts and individually
franked with 25¢ blue (109), condition is F-VF, recommended for dealer or collector.
Estimate $200 - 300
2332 )
Mozambique, Air Covers, 1934-49. 28 covers:
19 with Sanabria provisional labels, all commercial, usual
condition, a specialist’s dream, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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2333 )
Netherlands, First Day Covers, 1950s-70s.
Group of approximately 140 covers with special cancels,
condition is mostly Very Fine, Michel value approaching
€700.
Estimate $200 - 300
2334 )
Netherlands & Colonies, 20th Century Covers, Namely FDCs. But includes a little bit of everything,
several hundred all together, Flights, Stationery, some
better Netherlands First Days from 1956-60s, a useful
group that could have that sleeper in it, inspection invited
but you cant go wrong at our low estimate, even Ebeneezer
would be pleased at that price! generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500
2335 )
Portugal & Colonies, Postal History Collection. 31 covers or cards, includes Cape Verde, Funchal,
Lourenco Marques, Mozambique, Portuguese Guinea,
Portuguese India, Saint Thomas & Prince Islands and two
mint Macao & Timor paid reply cards, with some interesting
usages with registered, POW, ship letter and censored, a
group of seldom seen covers, a specialists dream lot,
please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2336 )
Portuguese Colonies: Angola, Provisional
Airmail Stamps and Covers, 1945-1946. A scarce group
of 5 commercial covers and 16 stamps (San. 12-21, 23, 31,
41 + 2 duplicates.), Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
2337 )
Russia, Exceptional and Valuable Group of
Sound Covers Or Cards, 1827-1960. Composed of about
70 items with a couple unused stationary pieces the majority to about 1940. You will find a wide range of rates and
frankings with a strong showing of airmail, including many
Zeppelin covers or cards, registered as well as a interesting
1941 metered postage cover. An overall very clean group,
F-VF+, viewing invited. A great lot for the specialist. Be sure
to see the complete scans on the web. (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2338 )
Russia, Specialized Lot of About 40 Covers,
1863-1940. Composed of about 40 covers including Rare
usages, scarce Esperanto card and rate covers, well annotated. condition is a bit mixed but still a varied group with
scarce usages (photo on web site). Estimate $500 - 750
2339 )
Russia,
Postal
History
Assortment,
1878-1916. Group of 55 covers, including postal envelopes, postal cards, picture postcards and some regular envelopes. We also noted four registered envelopes and a
couple of 1916 Finland usages, overall condition F-VF.
Estimate $300 - 400
2340 )
Russia, Early Postal History Holding. Fifty
items, includes stampless, franked, picture postcards,
postal stationery, all imperial usages, includes 1787
stampless, #29 on cover, two Offices in Turkish Empire
#202 on picture postcard of Constantinople, 1868 cover
with pair 23 to Marseille France, 1877 cover with pair and
single 19 and single 22, and registered cover with six #62
and four 65, surely a profitable lot for the specialist, set
aside enough time to properly evaluate this lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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2341 )
Russia,
Postal
History
Collection,
1861-1992. An extremely interesting range of material, one
hundred covers or cards, better includes #1554 on cover,
1861 stampless to Paris, two 1920’s bank money orders,
383, 411 & 415 on cover to Belgium, 1246-1247 which was
on sale for only one day on cover to New York, 2021 on
cover to Leningrad, C39 on cover to Firenze Italy, and 504
on Alaska Line illustrated ad cover with matching
lettersheet, reads “Greetings from the Ice Pack off Wrangle
Island and East Cape Siberia, some mixed condition, viewing of this very respectable collection recommended for full
appreciation, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2342 )
Russia, Almost a 100 Years of Postal History
in a Stock Book, 1880-1976. Composed of 73 covers or
cards most through the 1940’s and well annotated with examples of postal rates, nice examples of frankings as well
as registered and a few censors, lovely group, overall F-VF
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2343 )
Ryukyu Islands, Almost All Mint Postal Stationery Collection. Composed of 22 items as well as 3
stamp sheets (Scott 72-74) with a few better items like UX4
mint and cancelled, UX4b mint and cancelled and UY9
mint., clean and overall Very Fine, an interesting and useful
group.
Estimate $300 - 400
2344 )
Spain, Postal History Selection. Twenty nine
covers and two fronts franked with classic Spain stamps,
most addressed within Spain, includes #6, 19, 50, 69, 37,
an excellent opportunity for the Spain postal history specialist, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2345 )
Cuba, Classic Era Covers & Postal History.
A lovely, interesting & diverse holding of approximately 50
covers, roughly split between circa 1819-1860’s stampless
and the balance comprised of 19th century stamped, we
note a fine range of early ship mail, straight line markings,
forwarding agent markings, bisect usage, ect., some circulars & letters included as well, largely fine to very fine,
examine, ex-Spooner.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2346 )
Switzerland, Assortment of First-Day Covers, 1960s-70s. Including several hundreds, plus a large
group of PTT (Postal, Telegraph & Telephone Agency) presentation folders with stamps, condition is mostly Very
Fine, viewing invited.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2347 )
Switzerland, Military Feldpost Covers and
Postal History, 1900-1940’s. Extensive and very diverse
holding of approximately 1,000 Swiss Feldpost cancelled
covers, picture post cards or items of postal stationery, displaying a wide variety of prepared labels, including some
used in conjunction with Swiss postage, stampless usages,
etc, with a plethora of division markings, campaign markings, etc. Presented in several cover albums. A superb and
fascinating holding to reorganize for further expansion,
F-VF, examine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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2348 Hm
Afghanistan, Collection With Many Classics.
A strong collection with 1000s of stamps, mint and used,
neatly organized in one substantial volume. Starting off with
a dozen or so large tiger heads, mint and used, followed by
more 19th century with 1875s #15a ($900) and unlisted
color variation on #17, leading on to paper varieties and
better types on the 1876 issues, the same with the 1878s
and various 1880 types often organized by Scott numbers,
all the way through to the Royal Stars #214 to #216 (cat
$825) in the 20th century, as well as many examples of the
1909-1919 types through to the mid 20th century and ending with airmails including mint blocks of #C1-#C3, etc, etc.
The above is just a broad outline of what is here, there is
much than described with plenty of classics to enjoy on
each careful inspection. This is ideal for the specialist of Afghanistan in what is still a pioneering field of philately, especially in the classics. An opportunity not to be missed for a
dealer or collector.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2349 Hm
Argentina, Mint & Used Collection,
1860s-1990s. About 2,700 stamps in two binders with
some early issues, including reprints, followed by many
sets, part sets, souvenir sheets & first day covers, followed
by some semipostals and 1967 cover deposited in Antarctic
Territory, and then by airmails & officials, latter incl. some
sheets issued in the 1960-68 period. We also noted some
official department stamps and several metered covers to
the U.S., condition is mostly F-VF. Estimate $500 - 750
2350 H
Austria, Collection of Master Engraver
Ferdinand Schirnbock, 1908-11. An extensive collection
of the Cinderellas engraved by Schirnbock, generally considered the finest engraver of the first half of the 20th century. Includes proofs and photo essays from his personal
collection and extensive holdings of the various Cinderellas
he produced in conjunction with Wiener Werkstaat artists
Josef Urban and Koloman Moser. Also some material on
the stamps he engraved as well as associated ephemera
such as postcards. Many items are used on cover. Articles
on his work are included. A rare opportunity for the advanced collector of either Austria or the history of stamp
printing, Very Fine.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2351 Hm)
Austria,
Mint
&
Used
Collection,
1850s-1990s. Nearly 4,400 stamps in two thick three-ring
binders with some duplication, starting with a nice section of
XIX Century used issues, followed by sets, part sets, postcards & covers, latter incl. one from displaced persons
camp in Feistritz, also blocks of four and plenty of modern
issues. We also noted nice semipostals, plus some better
airmails such as 1950-53 (C54 & C56-60 used) and postage dues, finally there are fieldpost, newspaper & offices
abroad examples, condition is a little bit mixed on some
earlies but overall is F-VF.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2352 Hm
Austria, Lovely and Clean Mint and Used
Collection To 2002. Couple thousand housed in three
KABE albums mostly in complete sets and often parallel
mint or used and well filled from about 1945, clean and Very
Fine, viewing suggested.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2353 Hm
Austria,
Mint
&
Used
Collection,
1850s-1970s. In two albums and binder, including many
sets & part sets in the modest range with some better such
as 1850 (4-5 used), 1929 (326-39 used), plus semipostals,
postage dues, military & newspaper stamps, condition is a
little bit mixed on some earlies but generally F-VF.
Estimate $300 - 400
2354 m)
Austria, Airmail Collection, 1918-53. 56 used
stamps & cover, incl. 1918 First Air Mail Issue in grayish &
white papers (C1-3 & C1a-3a), plus 2.50k on 3k perf. 12-1/2
x 11-1/2, 1922-24 complete set on registered cover
(C4-11), 1925-30 Air Mail Issue complete (C12-31), 1935
Air Mail Issue complete (C32-46) & 1950-53 Birds
(C54-60), F.-V.F. Scott $670 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2355 Hm
Balkan States, Primarily Yugoslavia Collection. A well packed stockbook with a very interesting range
of material with many thousands of stamps, mint and used,
notwithstanding good ranges of Batum and other Russian
Area, even Greece with several dozen imperf Hermes
heads, Portugal and Colonies etc. There is occasional minor duplication but nothing extensive with Yugoslavia from
the first transition issues of 1918 onwards, followed by
plenty of good series from the elusive 1930s to the early
1950s, etc. Also seen, much back of the book including Italian Occupation of Montenegro, Fiume as well as interesting
Croatia, Bosnia, etc. This was formed by the stripping of
many different collections and raiding of boxes/box lots
over the years. It is very diverse in scope with huge retail
potential, completely uncatalogued. Estimate $600 - 800
2356 Hm
Balkan States, 19th and Early 20th Century
Old Time Collection. Well filled used comprehensive collection consisting of Montenegro, Serbia, Bosnia
Herzegovina, Slovenia through to early years of Yugoslavia. Starting off with the first issues of Montenegro all one of
a kind inc various first definitive overprints and a study of the
different perfs, through to early 20th century virtually complete. A similar pattern continues with Serbia with the
Prince Milan issues, again virtually complete through to the
arms of Serbia overprints on head of King Alexander, followed by the King Peter definitive issues both with and without hat. Bosnia-Herzegovina in transition also strong
including 1918 definitives with as far as we can see all the
overprints, leading through to postage dues, followed by
comprehensive Slovenia and no empty space whatsoever
on Yugoslavia up to mid 1930s definitives and postage
dues. Very crusty dusty and well worth viewing.
Estimate $500 - 750
2357 Hm)
Belgium, Mint & Used Collection, 1849-1967.
Approx. 3,500 stamps in a three-ring binder with some duplication, starting with a used representation of XIX Century
issues such as 1849 (1x2 & 2 x5), 1849 (3 x2, 4 x2, 5-6, 7
x3), 1861 (10 x3, 11 x3 & 12 x2), 1865 (14 x5, 15 x5), followed by many XX Century issues, including some blocks,
multiples & covers, condition is F-VF.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2358 Hm)
Belgium, Useful Mint and Used Collection in
Two Binders To 2006. Few thousand composed of regular issues from 1968 and a strong group of back of the book
with nice runs of mostly used parcel post issues. Sometimes parallel mint and used there are to be found many
souvenir sheets, mint and used multiples, possible cancel
interest and often duplicate souvenir sheets, overall
F.-V.F., viewing suggested.
Estimate $350 - 500
2359 Hm
Belgium, Extensive Back of Back With Much
Non-Scott Listed Material. Neat collection of about 125
items, mint and used, housed on Schaubek album pages,
starting with the 1870 postage dues, complete, including
extra used on piece, mint and used copies placed stamp on
stamp and possible color varieties, same level of completion for the 1885, 1912, 1916s, 1919 with multiple inverted
overprints, 1922s, then a study of T overprint non-Scott
listed types, all the way through to 1953. A strong collection
of this area, good for dealer or collector, completely uncatalogued with no empty spaces and much outside of the box.
Estimate $250 - 350
2360 m
Bolivia,
Airmail
Collection,
1924-63
(C1//252). Approx. 150 used stamps, ten souvenir sheets &
cover, better incl. 1928 Emblem of Lloyd 15c imperforate
pair (C8a), 1930 Graf Zeppelin overprints (C11-12 &
C14-18), 1930 Surcharges (C24-26), plus 1.50b on 15c &
3b on 20c inverted surcharges (C24a & C25a), 1930 Airplane & River set (C27-34) on cover to Germany & 1951
Athletic Championship souvenir sheets, also as a bonus
many modern complete sets, F.-V.F. Scott $1,600 (photo
on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2361 Hm
Bolivia,
Mint
&
Used
Collection,
1880s-1990s. Nearly 800 stamps in a three-ring binder
with strength in the XX Century issues, including regulars,
airmails, plus some postal tax stamps, we noted several
useful sets & souvenir sheets such as 1951 (349a-b,
350a-b, 351a-b & 357a 7 358b, C147a-b, C148a-b, C155a
& C156a), overall condition is F-VF. Estimate $250 - 350
2362 m
Brazilian, Airmail Semi-Official Collection,
1927-34 (1CL1//3CLF5). 58 used stamps, incl. Condor
Syndicate 1927 First Airmail set (1CL1-7), 1930 Surcharges 50r on 700r to 750r on 1,300r (1CL10-13),
Luftschiffbau Zeppelin 1930 Surcharges 5,000r on 20,000r,
10,000r on 20,000r & 5000r on 1,300r (4CL4-6), Varig 1927
Surcharges & Overprints 700r on 1,300r to 1,300r
(3CL1-3), 1931-34 Special Delivery Surcharges (3CLE1-5)
& 1931-34 Registration Surcharges (3CLF1-5), F.-V.F.
Scott $2,355 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
2363 Hm)
Brazil, Mostly Used Collection. Composed of
couple thousand stamps and a nice range of covers, some
useful classics, as well as mint and used multiples, generally clean and F.-V.F., viewing suggested.
Estimate $400 - 600
2364 Hm
Bulgaria, Mint & Used Collection, 1879-1999.
In three binders containing approximately 3,300 stamps,
and starting with XIX Century representation, followed by
sets, part sets and some covers. We also noted airmails,
postage dues, special delivery & parcel post stamps,
condition is F-VF.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2365 Hm
Bulgaria, Nice Mostly Mint Collection To
About 1940. Composed of several hundred on album and
a few stock pages, useful group of complete sets, nearly
Very Fine, viewing invited.
Estimate $250 - 350
2366 Hm
Cambodia and Laos, Nice Collections of Almost All Mint To Mid-1970’s. With a nice range of early
mint issues, clean and F.-V.F., viewing suggested.
Estimate $300 - 400
2367 HH/H
Cambodia, Laos & Viet Nam, Lovely Mint
Collection To 1960. Fresh and missing only a few early
sets with some better like Laos 25-26 and C13, 26 sheets
from the souvenir folder, Viet Nam 1-13 and 39-50 NH.,
fresh and Very Fine, viewing invited. Estimate $400 - 600
2368 Hm
Chile, Mint & Used Collection, 1870s-2000s.
Approximately 1,200 stamps in a binder with value concentrated in the XX Century issues, including some blocks of
four and larger multiples, also airmails, postage dues, telegraph stamps & some covers, plus group of four interesting
parcel post receipts issued in 1968-69, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2369 Hm)
China, Mint & Used Collection, 1883-2001.
Approximately 2,200 stamps mounted in a dense three-ring
binder, starting with some better earlies such as 1883
Dragon (7 used) & 1897 (80 used), followed by many sets,
part sets, singles & blocks of four, and then by an abundant
amount of stamps issued by the Republic of China, including sets, part sets, first day covers, plus some airmails,
semipostals, postage dues, treaty ports and provinces, latter including Northeastern, Manchuria, Shanghai-Nanking
& Sinkiang, general condition is F-VF, sold as received,
viewing recommended for full appreciation of the
opportunity afforded.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2370 m
China, Airmail Collection, 1921-54 (C1//67).
95 used stamps mounted on pages, better noted incl. 1921
First Air Mail Issue 15c to 90c (Scott C1-5), 1929 Second
Air Mail Issue 15c to 90c (C6-10), 1948 $50,000 on $1 yellow green (C59), also Sinkiang Province 1921 First Air Mail
5c (C1), 10c tied on cover fragment (C2) & 1942 Air Post
stamps of China with handstamps: 15c to $1 (C5-12) & 25c
to $5 (C15-19), F.-V.F. Scott $1,660 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2371 Hm)
China, Accumulation, 1920s-1990s. Including singles, blocks, large multiples, souvenir sheets & covers, starting with regular stamps issued in the 1920s to
1940s period, we also noted People’s Republic of China
1979 block of eight (1478), 1982 sheet (1785) & 1997
sheets (2775 & 2775a), worth viewing, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2372 m
China, 1898-1912, Coiling Dragons grouping
(98//168), approximately 450 used stamps in stock pages
and dealer’s counter book pages, including ½¢, 1¢, 2¢, 4¢,
5¢ & 10¢ examples printed in London in 1898, plus many
other with carmine, black and blue overprints issued in
1912, a great range of circular datestamps for the cancel
collector, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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2373 HH
China (People’s Republic), Assortment,
1975-Onward. In glassines, and stored in small box with
duplication, including many singles, sets and blocks. We
noted 1980 (1626-27 x3), 1983 (1877-82 & 1890-93), 1984
(1923-28), 1984 (1944-48) & many other, also good selection of first and second cycle new year issues in multiples,
overall condition is Very Fine, good catalogue and retail
value., o.g., never hinged.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2380 Hm
Costa Rica, Mint & Used Collection,
1860s-1990s. About 1,600 stamps in a three-ring binder
with early representation, followed by many sets, part sets
& singles issued from 1930s onwards. We noticed a nice
airmail section, including some blocks of four, 1952 first day
cover and postcard, plus officials, postal tax and a few
“Guanacaste” overprints, condition is generally F-VF.
Estimate $350 - 500

2374 HH
China (People’s Republic), Dealer Stock of
Commemorative Issues, Post 1992. Including blocks of
four, pairs & singles in glassines, We also noted several
folders with souvenir sheets and a few se-tenant strips of
four, condition is Very Fine, excellent for internet seller, well
worth inspection., o.g., never hinged.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2381 Hm
Cuba, Mint & Used Collection, 1850s-1990s.
Approximately 3,000 stamps in two binders, including some
XIX Century examples issued under Spanish rule, followed
by U.S. administration examples, and a large amount of
modern sets, part sets, souvenir sheets and first day covers. Also some airmails, postal tax & revenue stamps,
condition is F-VF.
Estimate $400 - 600

2375 HH
China (People’s Republic), Mint Assortment,
1993-2010. Including a large amount of sets, singles & souvenir sheets with duplication, and housed in glassine envelopes with Scott numbers, accompanied by useful list of
contents, condition is Very Fine, internet sellers should take
a look. Scott value approximately $3,000, o.g., never
hinged.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2382 Hm
Czechoslovakia, an Extensive Range of
Stamps and Postal History. From the immediate post
WWII years, as part of a collection with much non-Scott
listed. This is a beautiful collection, extremely well displayed with extensive write up housed in 1 substantial album, mint and used with many permutations most of which
are not listed in Scott. This definitely requires the use of an
overseas specialized catalog as there is much seldom seen
material. It is specifically post 1945 in tip-top quality beginning with the April 1945 m/s for the return of Dr Benet, including a registered cover of the same to England which is
certainly scarce. Equally unusual are gutter pairs of the 2, 5
and 6k of the same again on another registered cover! The
collection continues to unfold with the 16th May special presentation sheets for the new republic including the hailed
return of the Boys Scouts movement, banned by the Third
Reich in the Protectorate. Further propaganda here promoting the short transition of democracy before the Soviets
consolidated their power. Also present unusual definitives
in blocks of 4 from the corner margins of the sheets with the
plate numbers, as well as an extensive range of airmails
with se-tenants etc, among the different types of miniature
sheets well worth researching and much more that makes
this collection special. It must be viewed to be fully
appreciated.
Estimate $600 - 800

2376 Hm)
China (People’s Republic), Useful Mint and
Used Collection To 2000. Many hundreds on mostly
handmade album pages with nice range of complete sets
and souvenir sheets from the 1990’s plus additional complete sets and souvenir sheet scattered about, overall clean
and F.-V.F., good value here to be identified by the careful
viewer.
Estimate $500 - 750
2377 HH
China (People’s Republic), Mint Assortment,
1972-76. Mounted on two stock pages, and including some
sets such as 1974 (1204 & 1205-07), plus several part sets
& singles in the $5 to $10 range, Very Fine, o.g., never
hinged.
Estimate $200 - 300
2378 m)
Colombia, Airmail Collection, 1920-65
(C12//465). Approx. 350 used stamps and cover, better
incl. 1920-21 Scadta Seaplane 10c to 50c (C12-16), 1921
Scadta Issue 5c to 5p (C25-35), 1923-28 Scadta Issue 5c to
5p (C38-50), 1923 Surcharges (C51-2), 1928 Mendez
Overprints (C53-4), 1929 Scadta Issue (C55-67), 1929
Scadta Issue International Airmail (C68-79), 1930 Surcharges 10c on 80c to 30c on 1p (C80-82) on cover to
Berlin, 1932 Colombian Government Overprints (C83-95),
plus a group of 32 Scadta stamps with Consular overprints
(A, B & EU), and many sets & souvenir sheets in the modest
range, F.-V.F. Scott $2,400 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

2383 Hm)
Czechoslovakia, Mint & Used Collection,
1918-2005. Approximately 2,000 stamps in two binders
with nice early representation, followed by a large amount
of sets, part sets, souvenir sheets, miniature sheets, multiples & first day covers. We also noted nice semipostal examples, incl. several blocks of four, plus airmails, postage
dues & newspaper stamps, condition appears F-VF
throughout, view to appreciate.
Estimate $400 - 600

2379 Hm
Colombia, Mint & Used Collection,
1880s-1980s. Approximately 1,700 stamps in two binders,
including some XIX Century examples, followed by a large
amount of sets, part sets, souvenir sheets, blocks of four
and first day covers. Also some airmails, postal tax &
Antioquia stamps, condition is F-VF, please inspect.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2384 Hm
Czechoslovakia, Neat Collection, Mint and
Used. Starting with a few hundred from Hradcany complete
perf and imperf, continuing with near completion including
extra stamps tucked onto the side of the page, as well as
miniature sheets again with perf and imperf, etc. The collection continues all the way through to the mid 1970s and then
through to back of the book and airmails with an extensive
range of “Posta Ceskoslovenska 1919" overprints with mint
and used, again with the collector tucking away examples
underneath, as well as various printing errors and inverted
overprint seen. Then more semi-postals, airmails, followed
by special delivery stamps and an impressive range of postage dues with a good number of extra issues inserted on
the album pages, as well as virtual completion of the majority of the postage dues up to 1955, followed by Officials
complete, newspaper stamps complete, good Eastern
Silesia including newspaper stamps, same with Bohemia
and Moravia, largely complete, similarly with the official
stamps, finally ending with Slovakia German Protectorate.
A very attractive and useful collection well worth spending
time on with a specialized catalogues, sleepers highly
likely.
Estimate $400 - 600
2385 Hm
Czechoslovakia, Mostly Mint Assortment,
1918-48. In a stock book with many fresh sets, we noted
the following better mint sets 1925 (B137-39 & 140-43),
1920 (C1-3), 1918 (J1-14) & Bohemia-Moravia (1-19), plus
many duplicates in the modest range, including airmails &
postage dues, condition is mostly Very Fine.
Estimate $350 - 500
2386 HH
Czechoslovakia, group of sheets of 100,
1918-20 (1,23,E1-3,J1-9,P1-6), twenty sheets, comprising
1918-19 3h &1919 1h Hradcany at Prague with plate flaws
in position 90, 1919-20 special delivery set, 1918-20 postage due set & 1918-20 newspaper stamp set, o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $685.
Estimate $300 - 400
2387 Hm
Czechoslovakia, Extensive Stock Post WWII
Only. Many thousands of stamps housed in 1 bulging substantial volume, both mint and used, with the overwhelmingly majority in complete series. One of the highlights of
this stock is that while there is occasional duplication, it is
only up to 4 of a kind and does include lots of se-tenants
with various different inscriptions, as well as the so called
leerfeld and various miniatures sheets well worth investigating. The holding is completely uncataloged and will no
doubt have a retail value running into many thousands of
dollars. An opportunity for a dealer. Estimate $250 - 350
2388 Hm
Denmark, Mint & Used Collection,
1851-2007. Approximately 2,500 stamps in a thick binder
with some Danish West Indies examples, former starting
with 1851 (2 x4, used), 1854-57 (4a x4 & 6 x2, used),
1858-62 (7 x7, used), followed by 1864-68 issue (11-15,
used), and then by 1870s-90s Arms issues, including Skilling & Ore values, also 1912 (82, used), plus many sets,
part sets, blocks of four, back-of-the-book issues, covers,
booklets and aerogrammes, condition is a little mixed but
overall F-VF.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2389 m
Denmark, Used Collection, 1851-1953.
Mounted on album pages, including 1851 (2 x2), 1854-57
(4-6), 1858-62 (7-8), 1864-68 (11-15), followed by XIX Century representation, and then by several XX Century issues,
including semipostals, officials & postage dues, condition is
mixed on some earlies but otherwise F-VF.
Estimate $200 - 300
2390 Hm
Egypt, Mint & Used Assortment. Housed in
glassines with duplication mostly issued in the XX Century,
and including many useful sets (never hinged unless otherwise denoted) such as 1927 (125—27 x5), 1927 (150-52
x10, including sets in blocks & larger multiples), 1928
(153-54 x30, including several sets in blocks & larger multiples), 1929 (155-58 x30, including blocks of four), overall
condition is F-VF, dealers should take a look.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2391 m
Egypt, Postmark Hoard, Virtually All 19th
Century. Phenomenal accumulation of sphinx and pyramid 1888 definitive types with 1000s of stamps housed in
old opaque glassine envelopes filling up a cigar box. This
hoard is absolutely loaded with potential, an original holding
just surfaced for the first time in many decades. Not only is
there the distinct possibility of unusual postmark discoveries, also there will be numerous opportunities to find inverted watermarks, chalk surface papers and other
varieties etc. Please note that the denominations go up to
10 piastres and this will keep the Egyptian specialist
occupied for many days! A wonderful opportunity.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2392 Hm
Egypt, Mint & Used Collection, 1866-1956.
Nearly 2,800 stamps mounted in two binders with some duplication and United Arab Republic issues for Egypt issued
in the 1958-85 period, beginning with XIX Century representation, followed by 1914 (50-59, used) & 1921-22
(61-74, used), 1922 (78-88 & 90-91, used), and then by
1927-27 King Fuad (128//149, used), plus many other sets,
part sets, blocks of four, first day covers, souvenir sheets,
semipostals, postage dues & officials, condition is for the
most part F-VF.
Estimate $500 - 750
2393 Hm
Egypt, Mostly Used Collection, 1870s-1920s.
Mounted on Yvert & Tellier pages, starting with Sphinx and
Pyramid representation, and followed by several better
(used unless noted) such as 1923-24 (92-103), 1925
(105-07, latter two mint) & 1926 (C1 mint), plus other sets in
the modest range, condition F-VF. Estimate $100 - 150
2394 HH
Equatorial Guinea, Sheetlets Accumulation.
Literally hundreds upon hundreds of sheetlets of eight with
plenty duplication, highly recommended for topical dealer,
including art, butterflies, ducks, flowers, airplanes and Sir
Rowland Hill stamps, condition Very Fine., o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
2395 Hm
Estonia, Mostly Used Assortment. In a stock
book and several presentation cards with majority of singles & sets up to $10, including some better such as
1922-25 (65-75 mint), 1928 (84-88 mint) & 1925 (C14-18
mint), condition is F-VF.
Estimate $150 - 200
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2396 Hm
Ethiopia, Mint & Used Collection, 1895-2000.
Approximately 750 stamps with better noticed including
1895 (1-7 mint), 1905 (51 mint), 1906 (64-66 mint), 1907
(71, 73, 75-76 mint), 1919 (120-34 x2, mint), 1921-22
(136-39 mint), 1928 (155-64 mint), 1928 (165-74), 1930
(180-89 mint), plus many other sets, including semipostals,
airmails, special delivery stamps, postage dues and some
issued under Italian Occupation, mostly Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
2397 Hm
Finland, Mostly Used Collection, 1856-2006.
About 1,500 stamps in a three-ring binder, starting with a
couple of 10k rose examples (2 x2 with pen cancels), followed by 1866-74 issue (7-10 used), plus many perforated
stamps issued in the 1870s-1910s period, and then by
1917-29 Helsinki Issue. We also noted many modern sets,
part sets, first day covers & blocks of four, including
semipostals, airmails & parcel post stamps, condition is a
little mixed among earlies but overall F-VF.
Estimate $400 - 600
2398 Hm
France, Attractive Mostly Mint Collection,
1860s-2000s. Mounted in six Lindner hingeless albums,
better noted (mint unless noted) include 1863-70 (33-34),
1869 5fr (37 with Marseille circular datestamp), 1900-29
Liberty & Peace (121-32, plus 121b, 122b, 123b & 125b),
1906-37 (156//184), 1917-19 (B3-10), 1918 (B11), 1922
(B12-19), 1925 (226 sheet & 226b single), 1926-27
(B20-23), 1926-27 (227-40), 1927 (C1-2), 1928-30 (B27 &
B34 never hinged), 1928-29 (B28-30 & B31-33), 1930
(B35-37), 1929-33 (247, 247A, 247B with Pinchot certificate, 248, 251, 253 & 254), 1931 (B38), 1935 (299 & 300c
never hinged), 1935 (B43), 1936 (315-20), 1936 (C8-13),
1936 Banknote (C15 used), 1936 (C16-17), 1937 (329
sheet), and highly complete from 1930s onwards, condition
is mostly Very Fine, a pleasure to see. (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
2399 Hm
France,
Mint
&
Used
Collection,
1850s-1990s. Mounted in four Lighthouse hingeless albums with some duplication, starting with XIX Century representation, followed by many desirable sets & part sets
issued in the XX Century, including many never hinged in
the 1950s-70s period, condition appears to run F-VF
throughout, excellent as a basis for future expansion, an
attractive lot, worth a look.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2400 Hm)
France, Massive Mint and Used Collection
To 2008. Composed of almost 7,000 stamps as well as
many covers and FDC’s from a large number of classics including used high value frank issues, useful Art series issues, numerous booklets including some Red Cross
booklets, as well as many mint and used multiples, excellent range of clean material, F.-V.F., viewing suggested.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2401 Hm
France, Attractive Mint and Used Collection
From Classics 1849 Onwards Including Postal History.
An impressive collection with many hundreds of stamps, as
far as we can see all one of a kind, well filled with few empty
spaces, housed in on specialized album pages and including interesting postal history from the 19th century onwards. Starting with the classics including used Napoleon
25cts ‘B’ under neck and imperfs to 80cts, Bordeaux Ceres
heads to 80cts and 1870s perf Ceres heads to 80cts, then
the peace and commerce types to 5fr, Mersons complete to
20fr, 1926/27 orphans semi-postals complete used to
5fr+1fr, the Guynemer and Rouen air labels, thru 1937 Louvre winged victory complete used, the 1938 Ader 50fr mint,
also non Scott listed WWII volunteer force stamps, the
1943 se-tenant strips inc. Petain birthday strip used, as well
as the good post-war semi-postals series of 1954 complete
used and 1955 complete mint, etc, etc. A strong collection
needing only a little to complete with condition generally far
better than normally encountered as well as real potential
for discoveries. Well worth spending time on, please
inspect.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2402 Hm
France, Mint & Used Starter Collection,
1849-1983. In Scott specialty album, starting with a representation of earlies, followed by 1870s-90s Peace & Commerce issue, and then by many sets or singles issued in the
XX Century, including semipostals, airmails, postage dues
and a couple of Red Cross booklets, condition is F-VF,
good as a basis for further expansion. Scott $6,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2403 Hm
France,
Mint
&
Used
Collection,
1840s-1990s. Mounted in four albums and two stock books
with value concentrated in the XX Century, former starts
with some classics, followed by Peace & Commerce representation & other used XX Century examples. We noted a
virtually complete section of never hinged issues in the
1940s to 1990s period, plus stock books with 1990s never
hinged issues, condition is a little bit mixed on some earlies
but otherwise appears to run F-VF. Estimate $600 - 800
2404 Hm
France,
Mostly
Mint
Collection,
1850s-1990s. Mounted in four hingeless albums, starting
with some classics & XIX Century examples, value of the lot
concentrated in the mostly never hinged issues from 1930s
onwards. We noted a wealth of fresh singles & sets up to
$20, including semipostals, airmails & some postage dues,
condition is mostly Very Fine, ideal for continuation, worth
viewing.
Estimate $600 - 800
2405 Hm
France, Substantial Used Collection.
Housed in a bulging lighthouse album, with many 100s of
stamps, all one of a kind with the 20th century particularly
well filled from the 1940s onwards. There is however still
plenty of useful pre-WWII to enjoy, as well as classics such
from 5cts green Napoleon imperf four margined and various other issues to 80cts, followed by a good range of
peace and commerce issues through to the Mersons, etc
etc. Completely uncataloged, please view page for page,
much more here than described.
Estimate $600 - 800
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2406 H
France, Modern Stamps and Covers
Through To Euro Zone. A very extensive holding with the
stamps housed in 2 large stockbooks of which 1 is absolutely bulging at the seams of material. Virtually everything
mint and as far as we can see all in complete series. There
is also a section of a few dozen booklets virtually all one of a
kind for the 1970s onwards including definitives. Much of
the commemoratives are either in strips or blocks of 4, as
well as singles again with nothing in excess quantity. Good
early paintings here also seen again in blocks of 4 - the best
way to get a handle on this modern accumulation is by viewing it! Also accompanying the stamps are many 100s of very
attractive covers through to euro zone, the overwhelming
majority are the so called silks, again one of a kind through
to special edition miniature sheets such as Mozart etc. No
doubt all of this has a corresponding huge retail value potential as well. This is clearly ideal for a dealer looking to replenish modern stock inexpensively, a recommended
viewing.
Estimate $600 - 800
2407 Hm
France, Specifically Non-Scott Listed Collection Including Essays, Airmails, Postal Forgeries,
Etc. A seriously specialized selection of scarce and unusual Items, housed and written-up on Scott album pages.
Starting with a rejected design of the 10c Ceres head, as
well as accompanying explanation for its rejection through
to a mint booklet pane for the Marshall Petain 1f50, dated
18.8.42 with interest in the advertising on the selvage, then
1941 “Contre le Bolchevisme” airmails with 3 different examples of the set of 2 including missing overprints, the
same again with selvage, as well as the “Front de lEst
Ostfront” overprint also present. Then there is the Czech
volunteer 1917 labels in which the collector explains how
“for all intents and purposes (these issues are) a semi
postal”, followed by an excellent study of the 1939-1942
London Propaganda forgeries. Issued to aid the French underground, these scarce postal forgeries are accompanied
by the genuine issues, again the collector has approached
this in a scholarly manner and highlights the subtle differences between the two. Next is a newly discovered variety
on #477 and #488, leading on to Guynemer semi-official (as
listed in Maury) air post labels, mint and with postmark, described as scarcer than #C1 and #C2, worth further investigation. Also seen, a study of the 1936 Radiodiffusion block
of four, as well as double surcharge (Yvert #34a),followed
by, proofs, etc. A fascinating studious collection that makes
an absorbing viewing. Although not all in chronological order, this well worth spending time on with specialist
literature, as virtually every stamp could make an individual
item in its own right.
Estimate $500 - 750
2408 HHHm France, Virtually All Mint Collection To 1996.
In two volumes, composed of many hundreds strongly mint
from the 1950’s and good never hinged value starting about
1975. Plenty of good mid-range complete set value to be
found here, virtually all clean and fresh, F.-V.F., viewing
invited.
Estimate $400 - 600

2410 H
France, Mostly Never Hinged Collection,
1940s-80s. In two springback albums with abundant
amount of fresh sets, and high degree of completion for the
period, we noted regulars, semipostals & airmails, condition is Very Fine, an attractive collection not to be missed!
Estimate $300 - 400
2411 H
France, an Interesting Volume of Mint
Stamps 20th Century. Starting slowly and builds up
quickly. There is also much never hinged, often when you
least expect it, i.e. in the late 1930s/40s. Beginning with various odd value early definitives of the Sower types needing
further identification, followed by the 1924 Olympic series
complete and virtual completion from the 1930s Congress
pair overprints onwards, including “Pour lart et la Pensée”
mint, then page after page of better series of the 1930s including the Intellectuals, through to the 1940s including
definitives leading on to back of the book with the 1950s and
1960s with comprehensive UNESCO “Conseil de lEurope”,
etc. Then the early Affranchis including mint never hinged
45 Merson and various complete series thereafter all the
way through to the musical instruments, ending with further
non-Scott listed back of the book. Ideal for a dealer looking
to replenish stocks inexpensively.
Estimate $300 - 400
2412 Hm
France, Useful Collection of Mint and Used.
Housed in a Lighthouse album commencing with the Bordeaux imperf through to various Napoleon heads, Peace
and Commerce types etc. 20th century with considerable
mint never hinged in both commemoratives and definitives
from the mid 1930s onwards although there are better earlier such as surcharge orphans to intermediate values etc.
There are also a few good booklets from 1955 to 1957 and
the distinct probably much more as this is only an outline
description.
Estimate $300 - 400
2413 HHHm France, Mint and Used Collection,
1924-1992. Attractive organized collection, better mint includes 297, 348, 414, 624, B66-B67, better used includes
329, C16-17, then mint definitives and semi-postals from
1970-1992, most appear NH, with many mint complete sets
this should prove a winner for the intrepid dealer, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2414 Hm
France & Colonies, Mostly Used Collection.
In album, beginning with 1849-50 (1, 3 & 6 used), 1852 (11
used), 1853-60 (12-13 & 19-20 used), 1862-71 (22-23
used), 1863-70 (29-36 used), followed by Peace & Commerce issued in the 1870s-90s period, and then by 1900-29
(109//132 used), also offices abroad in China, Turkey &
Egypt, plus French Congo, French Equatorial Africa,
French Guiana, French Guinea, French India, French Morocco & French Oceania representations, condition is a little
bit mixed on some earlies but overall F-VF.
Estimate $400 - 600

2409 HH/H
France, Useful 20th Century Mint Collection
To 1958. Composed of several hundred well filled from
1936 with many complete sets and strong mid-range individual value, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F., viewing
invited.
Estimate $350 - 500
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2415 Hm
France & Colonies, World War I Propaganda.
A fascinating specialized collection, written up on Scott
pages, housing over 100 items including an interesting
range of red-cross including union des femmes de France
with postmarks, etc. The majority of the collection is focused on militaria including items promoting French African
companies such as 37e Bon Seneglais, 2e Regiment de
Tiralleurs Seneglais, 5e Genie Madagascar. Yet more regular militaria including Napoleon quotes, battle scenes,
ships such as cuirasse Charlemagne and French regiments including the 249 de Ligne, 364 Regiment infanterie
1914, 1915, 1916, etc, etc. One of the more unusual items
seen is the entrance ticket for the Exposition Universelle de
1900 held in Paris. There is more exposition related material including a companion piece for the 1900 ticket, Lyon
1914 labels, La grande Semaine de Tours 1934, Jeanne
DArc inspired Rouen, 1931, etc. A very attractive collection
with much more here than described. Estimate $200 - 300
2416 Hm
French Colonies, Thousands of Stamps Mint
and Used. Housed in a very well filled album, chaotically
presented from the classics onwards. For example, in the
classic colonial generic types there are some attractive four
margined Ceres examples. Similarly with the ‘peace and
commerce’ types with some superb used franc value noticed. In the 20th century, virtually every country represented yet almost consistently with 19th century
interspersed, again in good condition. For example Reunion with 5c overprint on 30ct Napoleon with blue cds concentric circle type stuck in the middle of the page of various
different of the 1930s stamps. Further countries seen include New Caledonia, Madagascar, Indo-China, Ivory
Coast, Guadeloupe etc, even good French Polynesia with
lots of extensive series from the 60s and 70s noticed. Virtually every country represented here, occasional blocks of 4
etc. Probably the region that is the strongest is French Africa - in any event, if you don’t mind wading through chaos,
you will enjoy this lot which also includes lots of good mint
late 19th/ early 20th century post offices abroad to high values tucked away etc. A recommended viewing, a most
enjoyable collection to study.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2417 Hm
French Colonies, Old Time Collection. A
crusty dusty old time collection of 1000s of stamps, virtually
all one of a kind, housed in one well filled substantial volume, both mint and used. Somewhat chaotic in presentation with the vast majority housed stamp on stamp. Material
ranges from the 19th century through to the 1950s with, as
far as we can see, nothing later than that time. Apart from
French Colony generic types and French Post Offices
Abroad, we have noticed and in no particular order, Gabon
Oubangui-Chari, French Guiana, Upper Volta, Martinique,
Obock, French Establishments in Oceania, French Equatorial Africa, Tchad, St Pierre and Miquelon, etc, etc. Much of
this is definitives from the 1910 to 1930 period, although we
have noticed later 19th century peace and commerce
types, as well as back of the book, non-Scott listed. The
French colonial holding ends with dated wing corner marginal blocks of 4 mint inc Madagascar, New Caledonia, etc.
There is also considerable value in the non-French area inc
from 19th century Germany to Third Reich, even US again
from the 19th century onwards, the French part however is
the best and a slow viewing will no doubt yield many more
discoveries, a much recommended viewing.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2418 H
French Colonies, Imperfs and Proofs, From
the 1960 Onwards. Specifically French Africa, commemoratives, definitives as well as airmails, all mint never hinged
housed in 1 volume consisting of imperfs including plenty of
high values, as well as Epreuves de Luxe etc. Some of the
countries represented here are Togo, Niger, Cameroons,
Central Africa, Madagascar, Tchad, Mali, Gabon etc.
Plenty of material here not often seen in this format, a recommended viewing for a dealer with knowledge on printing
numbers etc.
Estimate $300 - 400
2419 Hm
French Colonies, Modern Assortment. Including several fresh never hinged sets from French Antarctic Territories issued in the 1970s-80s period and
mounted on hingeless pages, plus several sets from Algeria, Benin, Chad, Guinea, Mali, Mauritania & Viet Nam. We
also noted some France early XX Century stamps with nice
cancels, condition appears to run F-VF.
Estimate $200 - 300
2420 m)
French Equatorial Africa, Small Assortment,
1940s-50s. Forty used stamps and four covers, better
noted incl. 1940-41 Overprints 1.50fr, 3.75fr & 8.50fr on
registered censored cover to Oran (C9, C11 & C14),
1940-41 2.50fr & 6.50fr showing two different spacings between overprint lines (C10 & C13), additional 2.50fr example with double overprint tied on cover fragment (C10a),
also 1942 first flight cover Belgian Congo to U.S., plus two
1942 registered censored covers, F.-V.F. An interesting lot,
well worth a look. Scott $1,200 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2421 Hm
French Indochina, Mint and Used Collection.
Mounted on well-filled Yvert & Tellier album pages, including 1896 (21, used), 1919 (B8-13 & O17-32, mint), condition is F-VF.
Estimate $500 - 750
2422 H
French Southern & Antarctic Territories,
Mostly Never Hinged Collection. Mounted in Lindner
hingeless album and several stock pages, including several
better (never hinged unless noted) such as 1960 (16-19),
1963 (23-24), 1966-69 (25-29), 1968 (30-32), 1969-70
(35-36), 1971 (37-44), 1972 (46-51), 1976 (58-63), plus
1956 (C1-2 x2, one mint, other never hinged), 1959 (C3),
1963 (C4 & C6), 1965 (C7), 1965 (C8), 1968-69 (C13-14),
1969 (C17-18), 1969-71 (C19-23), 1972 (C26-27) and several other useful sets or singles, condition is Very Fine to
Extremely Fine, a pleasure to see.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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2423 Hm
German Area, Old Time Collection To 1945.
A very handsome, primarily used oldtime collection, collected 70 years ago, including Saar, Danzig, Memel and
Allenstein, written up on large individual pages with accompanying old fashioned ink descriptions for the various periods, territories and categories. The whole collection is
completely uncataloged yet will be very considerable. Furthermore, virtually all the quality is far better than normally
encountered with much superb all the used of course being
contemporaneous cancels. Starting with various shields
from 1871 onwards, through to the pfennig and pfenniges
complete, including different shades on the 50pf, then eagles complete, Reichspost to high values, followed by lots
of Germanias through to inflation issues with good used
here, as well as earlier Deutsche Luftpost airmails complete
series, listed in Michel etc. Then a good range of Weimar
Republic through to Third Reich with Chicago flight 4rm
zeppelin superb, 1931 zeppelins 1rm and 2rm pair,
Wagners complete, and virtually all the other series complete to the 40pf purples etc, as well as the good horses in
1938 onwards. Then follows immense diversity of se-tenants with pages loaded to the gills with different types to be
explored with Michel, followed by an interesting range of
perf-ins, with definitely scarce types here especially in Third
Reich. Also seen General Gouvernement occupation of Poland virtually complete, a good range of Allenstein, lots of
Danzig used, again requiring a Michel, similarly with Memel
and Saar with 100s of stamps to investigate with a specialized catalog, again all one of a kind. Also seen out of position various German States at the end of the collection.
Time and space do not permit further description, other
than stating the overall character of this collection will become very evident very quickly on first inspection a
splendid old time grandfathers collection, seldom available
nowadays and definitely an opportunity for a dealer or
collector..
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2424 HH
German Area, Never Hinged Dealer’s Stock
With Bonus. Hundreds of sets & singles in two red boxes,
better noted include Germany 469 x2, B69-78, B82-89,
B93-101, B107-115, B119 x2, B123-31, B144 x2, B145 x4,
B146 x5, B177-85 x2 & C59-60 x3, Germany Federal Republic 698-701, B325-26, B332-33 x2, B334-37, B338-41,
plus Berlin regular and semipostals and some DDR examples. Also as a bonus group of covers used in the Third
Reich period, including several fieldpost usages, condition
is Very Fine. Scott $6,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2425 Hm
German Area, Pot Pourri With Certificates.
Schlegel, Zierer, etc. From the 19th century to modern,
there is no doubt about it, it is as very unusual and complicated lot, representing a dealers pickings of unusual material inc items with certificates. Michel #40I present, #41,
#42Ib and #44Iba, all present mint with original gum on the
eagle pfennig definitive, similarly Reichspost never hinged
multiple through to various shades of Germania Deutsches
Reich types with values to 80pf inc better Michel numbers
such as #86Ia, #92Ia, etc. These issues continue from 1919
to 1920s on to Third Reich, again with various errors. However possibly the main value is in the modern, often accompanied by certificates with Michel #948uf imperforate on
cover, through to back of the book Aschaffenburg
Wiederaufbau special post WW2 issues including 16 +
84pf, accompanied by Hanns Zierer certificate, also further
modern, this time with Schlegel certificates with a clearly
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miss-cut sheetlet on Michel #1954 child issue and again
similar on cover. Also present various other issues inc the
Mendelssohn #1953l showing the misplaced values from
the sheetlet on cover, revealing the autograph of Mendelssohn as part of the stamp, again with Schlegel certificates.
Further issues including 1953 breaking free from chains
Berlin series complete on cover, further German Locals,
even some foreign with French Colonial issues again with
expensive pedigree. A very interesting lot, hard to value as
much of this is not seen on the market often, offered intact
as received. Ideal for a collector or dealer looking for
different material from the norm.
Estimate $600 - 800
2426 Hm
German Area, Mint & Used Collection. Approximately 4,000 stamps presented in two binders with
some Germany early airmails, officials & franchise stamps.
We also noticed useful Federal Republic & Berlin sections
with some better stamps, plus small group issued under
Russian occupation, condition is a little mixed on some but
for the most part appears F-VF, inspection is suggested to
appreciate.
Estimate $500 - 750
2427 Hm
German Area, Mint & Used Collection,
1872-1989. In four Lindner albums with slip cases and
mostly never hinged from 1960s onward, includes regulars,
airmails, semipostals and some officials. We also noted Hitler & Olympic mint souvenir sheets, condition is F-VF, excellent basis for further expansion. Estimate $400 - 600
2428 Hm
German Area, From the Ridiculous To the
Sublime. From modern to non-Scott listed 19th century locals. Hundreds of modern mint series housed in a large volume including a little used, also plenty of m/s. However the
main value is in the 19th century back of the book, with for
example some late 19th century locals, with several dozens
of these, all one of a kind i.e. Essen, Bochum, Chemnitz,
Hammonia, Anstalt, Luebeck,Hamburg, Frankfurt on Main,
etc, even a lost Colony propaganda, Saar, interesting
SBZ,etc.
Estimate $250 - 350
2429 HH
German Area, Accumulation of Sheets &
Part-Sheets, 1943-47.
Including 1943 half sheets
(B241-42), 1943 (B247-48 x2), 1947 2pf Planting olive
sheets (557-58 x2), 1947 Sower part sheet (564), 1947
Heinrich von Stephan sheets & part sheets (578-79 x2),
1947 Leipzig Fair sheets (B296-97 x5), o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
2430 Hm
German Area, Collection of Mint & Used.
Thousands of stamps, locals, souvenir sheets and postal
stationery in two binders, one binder holds semi-postals
with used items such as B70 and B105, and mint items like
B91 & B92, the second album has German colonies including German East Africa occupation N122 with “Specimen”
overprint, German States including postal stationery and
Hamburg local and German definitives, some mixed condition and there may be some identification problems, but
with tremendous catalog value, a bit of work should result in
big returns, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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2431 Hm
Germany, Third Reich Complete Used. Was
it perhaps the great playwright Oscar Wilde, who made the
statement “I have the simplest of taste, I only like the best”!
If so, look no further, here is Third Reich complete used, as
filled page for page replete in a Safe/dual album including
the Chicago Zeppelin flights, the Ostropa miniature sheet in
particularly nice condition for this issue, the Wagners and
all the rest of them, above all the 1923-1933 miniature sheet
with neat concentric cancels, made by favor by the NSDAP
for party day celebrations on the 16th Sept 1934. Notwithstanding that observation, this collection has the lot!.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2432 m)
Germany, Airmail Collection, 1919-55
(C1//67). Seventy used stamps, better noted incl. 1922-23
Carrier Pigeon (C3-14), 1923 Carrier Pigeon (C15-19),
1924 Carrier Pigeon (C20-26), 1929-27 German Eagle
(C27-34), 1928-31 Zeppelin (C35-7), 1931 Polar Flight
(C40-42), incl 4m tied on cover fragment, 1933 Chicago
Flight (C43-45), incl. 2m & 4m tied on different cover fragments, also 1943 fieldpost cover & 1944 postcard with 6pf +
4pf semi-postal (B252A), F.-V.F. Scott $2,500 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
2433 Hm)
Germany, Stadtpost Collection, 1888-98. 32
stamps, 3 covers, 3 letter cards & 21 postal cards all commemorating various royal events or anniversaries mounted
on pages with a number of scarce items, must be inspected,
Very Fine.
Estimate $600 - 800
2434 Hm
Germany: Saar, Mint and Used Collection,
1920-1957. Composed of several hundred on pages including some mint multiples, overall clean and fresh,
F.-V.F., viewing invited.
Estimate $300 - 400
2435 Hm
Germany: Belgian Occupation, Specialised
Collection Specifically of WW1 Stamps and Postal History. A well-integrated highly specialized collection housed
in one substantial album with much identified by Michel,
mint and used, as well as some important postal history
commercial as well as philatelic, covering this interesting
period of Belgiums history while under the Kaiser. There
are over 3 dozen items of postal history covering the gamut
from registered, advertising, censorship markings and a variety of other strikes, as this collector went out of his way to
get different material with every cover having its own story
to tell. There is not enough time to detail all the Michel numbers here for the stamps, save there are many subscripts,
roman numerals and A and B numbers for the collector to
enjoy. A first class collection of its type, yet still with room for
further expansion for the specialist looking for further
elusive material.
Estimate $400 - 600
2436 m
Germany: Danzig & Memel, Airmail Collection, 1920-37 (C1//40, C1//29). 85 used stamps & two souvenir sheets, better noted including. Danzig 1924 Plane
(C26-30), 1932 Surcharges (C31-35) & 1938-39 Plane
(C42-5), plus two souvenir sheets, Memel 1921 First Airmail Issue (C1-7) & 1922 Airmail Surcharges (C20-29),
F.-V.F. Scott $700 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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2437 Hm
German Occupation of Bohemia & Moravia,
an Extensive Specialised Collection. A substantial well
researched collection housed in 4 substantial albums, mint
and used with considerable depth of the different permutations according to Michel and even some here beyond
Michel. There are many 100s of stamps often in multiple format, usually blocks of 4. This is unquestionably a very engaging collection which would keep the specialist occupied
for many hours, with or without Michel. While this collector
has attempted to identify everything buy drawing squares
and rectangles with corresponding Michel numbers where
appropriate pencilled in, some of the items have freed
themselves from the original places, so please study carefully. As far as we can see, virtually every stamp of Bohemia
and Moravia is here including se-tenants, strips with
bridges, again with double bridges, fancy cancels on the
definitives with and without swastikas, corner marginal
blocks of 4 showing plate numbers on the back of the book
and much more, way beyond the remit of this description.
An outstanding collection yet with room for further
expansion.
Estimate $500 - 750
2438 Hm)
Germany: World War II Occupation Issues, a
Specialised Well Researched Collection. A very attractive collectors collection housed in one large album, well
written up, specifically focusing on the gradual acquisition
of territory by the Third Reich especially in the early 1940s.
There are many colorful items here and there are also some
useful stamps, with for example Alsace on the Hindenburg
series complete on registered cover and then unusual large
straight line cancels off cover in multiples, as well as commercial correspondence and then further covers with violet
straightline Walbach and Gimbasick, as well as different
postal stationery types with some very colorful military, ie.
parachutes, the different flags flying, some with eagles,
some with swastikas as well as ships, boats, special missions etc. Similarly with Lorraine, registered letter complete, then commercial and a most attractive straight line
cancel Reichersberg (Lothr) in large gothic strip on a strip of
4, etc. Also seen, various other commercial covers violet
and straight line Toterchen and black rectangular straight
line Montluy, also Grossbliteedorf, etc. Then good postal
stationery and a similar pattern of military propaganda,
again in excellent condition, etc. Finally there is a useful collection of German occupation of Luxembourg including joint
occupation combination Third Reich and Luxembourg
Monarchy stamps in the early days of uncertainty, followed
by a similar pattern of the complete set of Hindenburgs registered usage, the winter help series, interesting postcards
with new currency in Reich pfenniges, the industries cachet
overprints, etc, etc. Condition far better than normally
encountered and unquestionably one of the best
collections of its type of WW2 postal history.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2439 Hm
Germany: Soviet Zone, Specialised and Important 1945 Onwards Collection. An excellent mint and
used collection of 1000s of stamps, virtually all one of a kind
housed in a well filled Schaubek album with hardly any
empty spaces. There is much more here than first meets
the eye, as the used are often hidden behind the mint never
hinged stamps. Highlights include the 1945 Brandenburg
bears with the rouletted issues on white paper complete
mint never hinged with the dark gray violet shade on the 6pf
(Mi#2Bb), East Saxony 12pf red mint, signed by Richter
(Mi#41), and shades and varieties on the numerals including the experimental perf 11 on 6pf mint never hinged
(Mi#43C), followed by West Saxony with perf 40pf magenta
shade mint with falling watermark, through to large format
and numbered Leipzig fair souvenir sheet used in original
presentation booklet. Saxony Province shields follow including perforate 15pf with falling watermark lower marginal
example mint never hinged in scarce brown carmine shade
(Mi#80Xb, €2,400), leading on to Thüringen including
Christmas souvenir sheet with 4pf cliche slightly shifted
down mint never hinged and signed by Dr. Wittmann
(Mi#Bl. 1xaI, €2,700), as well as the bridges souvenir sheet
type III with economy gum and mint never hinged (Mi#Bl.
4ayyI/III, €2,400). Later material includes ‘3 Berlin’ district
overprints, 1948 ‘Sowjetische Besatzungs Zone’ overprint
including 60pf brown red used (Mi#195b), the 1949 Goethe
souvenir sheet mint never hinged, then DDR appearing
complete including 1950 personalities complete used with
virtually all commercial cancels, DEBRIA souvenir sheet,
1952/53 personalities all the Marx souvenir sheets mint,
etc, etc. There will be far more here to discover when studies carefully. Please see some of the pages on the internet
to get a flavor of this wonderful collector’s collection with so
much material seldom seen, 1945 to 1948, with very
substantial value for these years alone, 2441 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2440 Hm
Germany: Federal Republic, Power Packed
Mint Accumulation. From the late 1940s onwards with the
overwhelming part in complete mint series, with the vast
majority in blocks of 4 and often between 8 and 12 individual
series of each in this format. Virtually everything we
checked is mint never hinged and there must be thousands
of sets here, of which a new issue cost at the time must also
have run into many thousands of dollars. The topical range
is enormous, as well as having an ordered stock with much
emphasis on the 60s, 70s and 80s. Ideal for a dealer to
replenish stocks inexpensively.
Estimate $400 - 600
2441 Hm
Germany: Federal Republic, Nearly Complete Collection. Complete as far as we can see from
posthorns to late 1960s with the overwhelming part parallel
mint and used, the mint being from our spot check never
hinged and the used similarly superb with contemporaneous cancels. Please note however that the posthorns are
only used and most of the early semi-postals that are present here are mint lightly hinged. Nevertheless, a very well
filled album, if not overfilled, with no empty spaces as it is
housed “stamp on stamp”.
Estimate $200 - 300
2442 Hm
Greece, Gainful Collection, 1862-1990.
Mostly mint, and mounted in a Minkus album, starting with
some Hermes coarse examples, followed by small Hermes
heads issued in the 1886-95 period. The XX Century section includes many better (mint unless noted) singles & sets
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such as 1933 (C5-7), 1939-40 (427-36), 1946 (472-81),
1946-47 (490-97), 1950 (525-34), 1956 (587-600), 1956-58
(587-600), plus a fair number of first day covers issued in
the 1970s and some Crete, Icaria, Lemnos & Samos examples, overall condition is Fine to Very Fine, a collector’s collection that deserves your attention.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2443 Hm)
Greece, Mostly Used Collection To 2006.
Composed of couple thousand stamps and a few FDC’s
housed in a single binder. Begins with a nice range of Hermes Heads and runs to useful back of the book with a bit of
Epirus and a number of larger multiples here and there,
overall clean and F.-V.F., viewing suggested.
Estimate $600 - 800
2444 m
Greece, Airmail Collection, 1926-58 (C1//80).
86 used stamps, better noted incl. 1926 First Air Mail 2d to
10d (Scott C1-4), 1933 Graf Zeppelin Issue 30d to 120d
(C5-7), 1933 Airmail Issue 50L to 50d (C8-14), 1933 Second Airmail Issue 50L to 50d (C15-21), 1940 Youth Organization 2d to 100d (C38-47), plus Ionian Islands 1d to 7d &
50L issued under Italian Occupation (NC7-11), F.-V.F.
Scott $1,963 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2445 Hm
Greece,
Mostly
Mint
Collection,
1880s-1990s. Housed in Scott album, beginning with
some XIX Century examples, followed by a large amount of
sets in the modest range issued in the 1920s-90s period,
plus some airmails 1926 (C1-4), postage dues, postal tax &
occupations condition is F-VF, excellent as a basis for
expansion.
Estimate $350 - 500
2446 Hm
Greece, Mint and Used Collection. Housed in
Scott album leaves with at least two dozen large Hermes
heads, mostly 4 margined with values to 80L, identified by
various international printings. This is followed by small
Hermes heads, perf and imperf to 4d, as well as those with
watermark Greek characters in the sheet, also the 1896
Olympic games to 1d, various surcharges on further surcharges on Hermes heads, large and small, perf and
imperf. There is also distinct double overprint, definitely not
a kiss, on the 25L on 40L violet Scott #160, then the 1901
Olympic games complete to 5d used, the 1902 to 1d, the
1906 to 2d, the 1911 to 10d latter value mint, the 1912 to
1923 to 25d complete, further overprint studies in the 1922
Angels definitive to 25d and much more for the specialist to
enjoy. A collection that gets better on each inspection,
completely uncatalogued.
Estimate $300 - 400
2447 m)
Honduras, Airmail Collection, 1925-64
(C1//316). 250 used stamps & four covers, better incl. 1925
First Airmail Issue 5c, 50c & 25c on 1c (C1, C8 & C10
signed Kessler), 5c, 10c & 20c (C2, C4 signed Diena & C6),
1930 Surcharge 5c on 20c (C22 signed Kessler), 1931 Surcharge 15c on 1p vertical pair imperforate horizontally on
cover to Long Island, NY (C59a), 1932 Surcharge 15c on
10c (C76 signed H. Bloch), 1933 Airmail Official 40c on 2c
green surcharge block of four, imperforate between
(Sanabria 1966, 130var), also two 1945 registered censored covers to the U.S. & several souvenir sheets, F.-V.F.
Scott $1,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
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2448 Hm
Hungary, Nearly All Mint Collection,
1870s-1980s. Presented in two Scott Specialty albums
with abundant amount of sets and several souvenir sheets,
including regulars, semipostals, airmails, postage dues and
occupation issues, condition is a little mixed on some
earlies but otherwise F-VF, an attractive collector’s collection that deserves your attention.
Estimate $600 - 800
2449 Hm)
Hungary, Mint & Used Collection, 1871-2001.
Approximately 5,000 stamps in three binders with some
earlies but strength in the XX Century, including a large
amount of sets, part sets, singles, blocks of four, souvenir
sheets & first day covers. We also noted semipostals, airmails, postage dues and some occupation stamps, condition is F-VF, definitely worth a look. Estimate $600 - 800
2450 Hm
Hungary, Very Interesting Range of Material.
Mostly mint, occasionally chaotic in presentation, nevertheless with plenty of good items to find. For example, very
modern mint miniature sheets from the 1990s onwards, accompanied by lots of good mint series, definitives as well as
commemoratives with many 100s of these with a tremendous range of themes, virtually all one of a kind. Also
sheetlets/se-tenants, again with much emphasis from the
1990s. There are also volumes dedicated to the 1960s and
1970s as well as the volume of 19th century onwards, however even the latter is laden with lots of miniature sheets at
the side and back of the book late 20th century. The airmail
book is also well filled, ending with lots of back of the book
including non-Scott listed. 5 large volumes all in all, worth
spending time on, ideal for a dealer. Estimate $400 - 600
2451 Hm
Hungary, Interesting and Diverse Accumulation. Many 1000s if stamps, completely uncatalogued,
housed in one volume, from the first issues of Hungary onwards. The latter with 18 Franz Josef types, then follows
much 19th and early 20th century through to the modern
era, with many pages stuffed to capacity ‘stamp on stamp’.
There are also imperf series noticed as well. Another interesting part includes the back of the book with Arad under
French Occupation, Banat Bascka, Temesvar, Dzebrecen,
Nagy-varad, Kolosvar, various occupations inc Hungarian,
Romanian, Austrian, etc. The more you look at this holding
the better it comes, much tucked away, a recommended
viewing.
Estimate $400 - 600
2452 Hm
Hungary, an Extensive Used Range of Material, housed in 2 old fashioned Borek albums, both well
filled. As far as we can see, there are very few empty spaces
and includes better miniature sheets such as the Budapest
perf series of 3. Also seen parallel mint and used Bridges of
1949, as well as 1956 costume miniature sheet on registered cover and much much more among the many 100s of
stamps here, all one of a kind, including back of the book.
Please inspect carefully.
Estimate $300 - 400
2453 Hm
Hungary, Mint & Used Collection, 1871-1954.
Mounted on album and stock pages with some duplication,
starting with earlies representation, and followed by many
XX Century (mint unless noted) sets, part sets or singles
such as 1920 (B69a-71), 1923 (B72-76), 1924 (B77-79),
1924-25 (C6-11), 1947 Roosevelt (B198A-D &
CB1-CB1C), 1949 imperforates (861-63 & C64-65 used),
1951 (973, B207-08 used), plus many other in the modest
range, condition F-VF.
Estimate $150 - 200
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2454 Hm
Iceland, Mostly Mint Collection, 1876-2006.
In two hingeless albums with some useful earlies, followed
by several XX Century better sets such as 1920-22
(108-28, used), 1930 (182-64 & 166, mint), 1930 (C4-8,
mint), 1931 (C9-11, mint), and highly complete from 1940s
onwards, plus officials such as 1930 (O53-62, mint). Also
stock book with duplicates in the modest range, condition is
mostly F-VF.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2455 Hm
Iceland,
Mint
&
Used
Collection,
1870s-1990s. Mounted on Scott album pages, including
some better classics such as 1873 (1 & 3 used with small
faults, plus 5 unused no gum & 7 used), 1876 (13 used), followed by several better XX Century sets such as 1931-32
(170-75 used), 1939 (213-16 mint), 1940 (232-34 used),
plus 1930 (C4-8 mint) & 1931 (C9-11 mint), plus many other
mint sets issued in the 1940s-90s period, condition F-VF, a
nice opportunity not to let fly by.
Estimate $600 - 800
2456 Hm
Iceland, Mint & Used Assortment. Arranged
chronologically in stock pages & glassine envelopes with
duplication, former starting with some classics, followed by
1902-04 King Christian IX issue and 1902-03 overprints,
and then by 1907-8 Two Kings & 1920-22 Christian X examples, also several useful (mint unless noted) sets such as
1935 (195-98 x4), 1938-47 (203-08B), 1939 (213-15 blocks
of four), 1939-45 (230 x2), 1944 (240-45 used), 1952
(274-77, one set mint, plus used pairs), plus officials,
semipostals & some airmails, small box with glassines
loaded with used stamps issued in the 1948-78 period, condition is slightly mixed on some earlies but otherwise F-VF.
Estimate $600 - 800
2457 Hm
Iceland, Useful Collection, 1873-2001. About
1,400 mint & used stamps in a three-ring binder with some
earlies, followed by 1902 black & red overprints, and then
by sets, part sets, covers, blocks of four and souvenir
sheets issued in the XX Century, plus some semipostals,
airmails & officials, condition is a little mixed on some
earlies but overall F-VF.
Estimate $400 - 600
2458 Hm
Indonesia, Handsome Collection. Housed in
a Lighthouse album, mint and used, all one of a kind from
the first issues of the republic 1949 onwards, including the
25rup RIS overprint, the 1951 Sukarnos again to 25 rup,
plenty of semi postals and regular commemoratives series,
as well as a useful range of ‘back of the book’, high value
with RIAU 25 rp mint 1954, West Irian straight line overprints etc etc. A good collection including non-Scott listed.
Estimate $150 - 200
2459 Hm)
Iran & Iraq, Collection, 1900s-80s. Approximately 1,300 mint & used stamps in a binder with value concentrated in the Iran section, and including semipostals,
airmails, officials & parcel post stamps, plus a couple of
aerogrammes, Iraq with some better earlies, a couple of
censored covers to the U.S., plus some officials & postal tax
stamps, overall F-VF.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2460 HH
Iran, Dealer’s Stock, 1955-82. With many
blocks of four, and housed in counterbook with duplication
up to eight, some highlights include 1957 (1079 x8), 1962
(1230-31), 1963(1265-66 x8), 1964 (1297-98 x4), 1969
(1516), 1970 (1542-46), 1972-73 (1650-61B), 1974-75
(1827a x8) & 1977 (1924-40), condition is Very Fine
throughout, ideal for the internet seller., o.g., never hinged.
Estimate $400 - 600
2461 Hm
Israel, Mostly Mint Or Never Hinged Assortment, 1948-82. Better with tabs in presentation cards, and
including many sets or singles (never hinged unless noted)
such as 1948 (1-6 & 1a-3b), 1948 (7-9 x3; one with tabs
mint, other without tabs never hinged & last one without
tabs used), 1948 (10-14), 1949 (16 x2), 1949 (27 x2), 1949
(28-30 mint), 1950 (31-32, singles with tabs & tete-beche
pairs), 1950 (34), 1952 (55), also 1950 (C1-6), 1953 (C16)
& 1948 (J1-5 x2), plus a wealth of modern blocks of four,
sheets, aerograms & first day covers, condition a little bit
mixed on some but overall Very Fine, recommended for
dealer or collector, please inspect, much more here than
described.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2462 HH
Israel, High Quality Never Hinged Collection
With Tabs, 1948-75. Mounted on two Lighthouse hingeless albums, better noted include 1948 (10-14 with tabs &
10-14 horizontal gutter tete-beche pairs), 1949 (15 x2 & 27
x2), 1949 (25 & 28-30), 1950 (33-34), 1951 (48-50), 1952
(55) & 1950 (C1-6), and virtually complete for the 1952-70
period, including 1963 Yehuda sheet and some officials,
condition is Very Fine, take a quick glance, o.g., never
hinged (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2463 H
Israel, Mint Collection With Tabs, 1950-70.
Mounted in Minkus album, better noted include 1949-50
(25), 1950 (37), 1951 (48-51), 1951 (46-47), 1950 (C1-6) &
1953-57 (C9-17), plus some postage dues and Palestine
examples, condition is mostly Very Fine, ideal as a starter
collection.
Estimate $400 - 600
2464 HH/H
Israel, Mint Collection 1948-1989s. Comprehensive early collection mounted on handsome homemade
pages, starts with 1-6, 7-8 mint NH with tabs, 9 NH, 10-14
mint NH with tabs and in gutter pairs, 16 souvenir sheet NH,
and continues through 1952, there are also dozens of sets
still in there mailing glassines, a wonderful lot that could be
the basis for an expanded collection, or broken up for retail,
please review, o.g., hinged or never hinged, Very Fine. Bale
$4,491 (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2465 HH/H
Israel, Mint Collection. With a little bit of everything, includes 33-34 NH plate number blocks, 42a-63a tete
beche gutter strips of six, 1041 imperf souvenir sheet,
C1-C6 NH plate number blocks and 35-36 NH plate blocks,
with singles, sets mint postal stationery and even coin sets,
useful grouping, inspection recommended, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2466 H
1908 Messina Earthquake Austrian Relief
stamps, 11 stamps: 8 diff. 2¢ + 2-2¢ imperfs & 5¢ values,
Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150
2467 Hm)
Italian Area, Mint & Used Collection. Approx.
3,500 stamps in two well-filled three-ring binders, starting
with mostly used XIX Century representation, and including
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some better such as 1890 (58-63), followed by many desirable sets (mint unless otherwise noted) such as 1911
(119-22), 1922 (140-42), 1938 (400-409), plus a large
amount of sets, part-sets, singles issued in the
1940s-2000s period, we also noted 1923 (B17-19), airmails, special delivery stamps and some offices abroad examples, Italian Social Republic, Aegean Islands, Rhodes
and Trieste Zone A, plus some covers, condition is mixed
on some but generally F-VF.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2468 Hm
Italian Area, Varieties Grouping. Mostly mint
and housed in Lindner album with better including Italy
1947 airmails with shifted surcharges (C115vars x20), followed by an interesting Socialist Republic section with offsets on reverse, and also including. inverted & shifted
overprints. We also noted Trieste Zone A 1950 gutter pairs
(103 x5), plus group of 1947 airmails with shifted overprints
(C2vars x70), plus many other saleable singles such as Italy Victor Emmanuel forgeries made in the 1920s, postage
dues with inverted numerals, Somalia 1934 airmail with
“saggio” overprint, a couple of Italian essays made in 1972
by “Istituto Poligrafico dello Stato” depicting Giovanni
Battista Tiepolo painting and several others, condition appears to run Fine to Very Fine, this is a lot the like of which is
seldom seen, making this an absolute must see.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2469 Hm
Italian Area, very interesting range of material. Mint and used, with several 100s stamps housed in 3
volumes including better Aegean Islands airmails from the
1930s to the 10 lire, similarly other commemoratives, a useful range of post offices abroad, colonies seen including
Eritrea, again virtually one of a kind, also Trieste through to
Italy with much back of the book with the likelihood of pleasant surprises tucked away in this chaotic holding, yet clearly
with enormous potential. Also seen Malta and other Western Europe, yet overwhelmingly this is an Italian accumulation, much recommended.
Estimate $500 - 750
2470 Hm
Italian Area, Extraordinary Range of Material. Many thousands of stamps, mint and used with duplication in both categories, generally up to a dozen or so of
each. Very diverse and comprehensive in scope, virtually
all the value is in the 20th century and nearly everything is in
complete series and when mint it is never hinged, primarily
from the 1950s to the 1970s. Also seen earlier Italian Somaliland, Italian Libya with Cyrenaica, Trieste, Fiume, the various Italian Aegean Islands etc, even some mint Spain seen
from the 1920s onwards, again all in complete series
through to high values. Everything is completely uncatalogued and includes non-Scott listed, well worth spending
time on for a dealer, especially those looking to replenish
stocks inexpensively.
Estimate $400 - 600
2471 Hm
Italian Area, substantial holding. Mainly Italy
and Vatican, housed in 2 large stockbooks, occasionally
chaotically presented. Starting with Italy with booklets as
well as dual currency euro zone, not insubstantial face
value. a similar pattern for the stamps of Italy from the 80s
and 90s with everything we can see one of a kind, again in
complete series. Also seen Vatican, virtually everything in
complete sets m.n.h., often in blocks of 4, as well as miniature sheets, etc, ideal for a dealer looking to replenish
stocks inexpensively. Huge new issue cost at the time,
running into many 1000's of dollars. Estimate $300 - 400
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2472 HHHm Italian Area, Fantastic Accumulation of Errors & Varieties. A wonderful and highly uncommon selection of a couple hundred or so items on stockcards
comprised almost exclusively of Sassone listed errors, including overprint & surcharge varieties, misperfs, watermark types, fantails and other perforation varieties, missing
colors, ect., includes coverage for Italy proper, plus Aegean
Islands, Socialist Republic issues, San Marino & Vatican,
Colonies & occupations & more, with a very substantial
number of items in the 100€ to 3000€ catalog range, enormous aggregate Sassone catalog value, be sure to see the
web scans, which show a solid section of this lot, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
2473 HHHm Italian Area, Excellent Accumulation of Varieties. Assembled on a group of 3x5 stockcards, with good
A.M.G. varieties, Italy proper, Vatican, G.N.R. overprint
types ect., we note perforated & overprint varieties ect., with
a fair range of items in manageable duplicated quantities,
ideal lot for the internet trader, huge aggregate Sassone
catalog value, examine, o.g., hinged or never hinged,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2474 m)
Italy, Airmail Collection, 1917-48 (C1//125).
120 used stamps, better noted incl.1926-28 Third Airmail
Issue (C3-9), 1927 Surcharges (C10-11), 1930 Ferrucci
(C20-22), 1930 Virgil (C23-26), 1930 Rome-Rio de Janeiro
Flight (C27), 1932 Leonardo (C28-33), 1932 Garibaldi
(C35-39), 1933 Zeppelin (C42-47), 1933 Balbo Flight
(C48-49), 1934 Rome-Buenos Aires Flight (C52-5), 1934
Soccer (C62-5), 1934 Military Medal (C66-72), 1934 King
Victor Emmanuel (C73-8), 1935 Bellini (C79-83), 1936
Quintus Horatius (C84-8), also 1925 picture postcard with
Livorno semi-official stamp (Sanabria 1966, S2), F.-V.F.
High catalogue value. Scott $14,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
2475 Hm
Italy, Mint and Used Assortment, 1862-2004.
Mostly mint with plenty of never hinged in eleven stock
books plus two more books of mostly 1960s-70s never
hinged Vatican City, duplication to 10 each and with premium as (mint unless otherwise noted) Italy 1890 (58-63,
used), 1911 (119-22), 1921 (130-35, used), 1950 (544-46,
used), 1953-54 (626-33, never hinged), 1985 (1623a x2,
never hinged), 1990 (1797-1802, never hinged), 1992
(1883-88, never hinged), etc., mostly F-VF.
Estimate $500 - 750
2476 Hm
Italy, Useful Collection.
Housed in a
Schaubek, with several hundreds of stamps, all one of a
kind, with everything as far as we can see used, from 1863
onwards, leading on to turn of century Victor Emmanuels,
through to the mid 20th century with virtually complete post
WW2 with good contemporaneous cancels, for example
the risorgimentos, The Vascello Rome, etc, etc, as well as
back of the book Trieste Zone A, including non-Scott listed
and Campione.
Estimate $250 - 350
2477 Hm
Italian Colonies: Eritrea & Somalia, Airmail
Collection, 1934-36. About 100 stamps, better (used unless otherwise noted) including., Eritrea 1934 Colonial Arts
Exhibition set mint (C1-6), 1936 Plane 25c to 10L set
(C7-16) & 1934 King Victor Emmanuel air semi-postal set
(CB1-10), Somalia 1934 Colonial Arts Exhibition set mint
(C1-6), 1936 Plane 25c to 10L set (C7-16), 1950-51 Air-
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plane 30c to 10s set (C17-27) & 1934 King Victor Emmanuel air semi-postal set (CB1-10), F.-V.F. A nice lot which
should not be missed. Scott $1,600 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2478 m
Italian Colonies: Libya, Airmail Collection,
1928-41.
Fifty used stamps, better noted including.1928-29 First Air Mail Issue (C1-2), 1932 Seaplane
(C4-7), 1933 Seaplane at Tripoli (C8-13), 1934 Eight Sample Fair (C14-18), 1935 Ninth Sample Fair (C19-24) & 1941
Overprints (C46-9), F.-V.F. Scott $1,800 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2479 Hm)
Japan, Massive Mostly Used Collection.
Composed of thousands on pages with nice selections of
covers. Starts with a few genuine Cherry Blossoms and
continues with strong mid-range value, nice runs of souvenir sheets including some Parks sheets, numerous multiples, a bit of face mixed in throughout and some interesting
back of the book, a number of faults noted otherwise overall
clean a F.-V.F., viewing suggested.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2480 HHa
Japan, Never Hinged Selection of Blocks,
Sheets and Souvenir Sheets. Interesting and useful
group including Scott 502-04 blocks of 16, 531 block of 14,
537 block of 8, 539 sheet of 20, 555 block of 12, small format Park souvenir sheets, philatelic week sheets, New
year’s sheets, letter writing wee sheets etc., o.g., never
hinged, fresh and F.-V.F., viewing suggested.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2481 H
Japan, Related Mixed Up Almost All Mint Accumulation. A valuable holding composed of Japan all NH
Scott 293a & 311a both with folders with some useful park
sets and 105-06 H, 108 H, 517a, Manchukuo with a selection of commemorative cancels and some MLO’s, Scott,
NH unless noted 1-18 H, 19-22, 30 used, 101-07 & 109
(12), Ryukyu Islands C9-13 and C14-18 (2 less one 9c
on15y) all NH, fresh, clean and overall Very Fine, viewing
suggest to appreciate
the value to be found here.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2482 Hm
Japan, Miscellaneous Selection of Mint Park
Sheets and Mostly Mint Stamps on Counter Pages.
Composed of 30 mixed condition to clean and F-VF, about
40 counter pages with a few better like Scott, 371 H in salvage, 407 mint, 422 NH, 423 mint, 457 NH and C11 NH,
overall fresh and F.-V.F., viewing strongly recommended.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2483 Hm
Japan, Mint & Used Collection, 1870s-1980s.
Mounted in a Minkus album with used XIX Century representation, followed by several better (mint unless noted)
sets, part-sets & souvenir sheets such as 1938 set & souvenir sheet (280-83 & 283a), 1940 (303-06), 1948-49 (422),
1949 (479, used), 1950 (C9-13, used), 1950-52 sheet of
one (519a), 1951 souvenir sheet (545a), plus Japanese occupation of China issues, Manchukuo & Ryukyu Islands examples. We also noted some picture postcards, condition is
F-VF, excellent basis for further expansion.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2484 H
Japan, Mint Collection, 1894-1965. Mounted
in Scott album, better noted include 1947 (385a souvenir
sheet of 15), 1947 (400a), 1948 (422), 1949 (479), 1949-52
(480-97) & 1950 (508a), plus semipostals and some airmails, condition is mostly Very Fine, great as a basis.
Estimate $500 - 750
2485 Hm
Japan, Mostly Mint Stock on Stock Cards
From 1963. Many hundreds with a useful range of complete sets with most mint never hinged and useful group of
face. You will find nice quantities of park issues, some high
value definitives and numerous multiples, nice clean assemblage and overall Very Fine, viewing suggested.
Estimate $400 - 600
2486 Hm
Japan, Very Interesting 19th Century Reference Collection Including Many Genuine. Make no mistake, if this collection only had genuine copies it would be
worth tens of thousands of dollars, as it is there are still dozens of genuine examples here among the stamps. As far as
we can see all the revenues are original and of course very
colorful with high denominations. Starting off with the dragons, there are 10 imperfs and 5 perforated, further reference copies through to the birds issues with rare syllabics
on the 45sen, etc, presumably forgeries. However, some of
the Koban and chrysanthemum issues present are genuine
and this is all housed within a very good range of revenues,
on a chronological basis. This holding needs careful inspection as those with knowledge will definitely make many
finds here. A most enjoyable lot to go through with huge
potential.
Estimate $300 - 400
2487 Hm)
Korea, Mint and Used Collection. Korean
Kingdom and South Korea, on handmade pages and well
filled to about 1970 then a bit sparse from there to 2002,
with many miniature sheets and a bit of postal history as
well as FDC’s, overall F.-V.F., viewing suggested.
Estimate $350 - 500
2488 Hm
Korea (North), Occupation Issues, 1950.
Scarce group of 25 stamps, including several examples unpriced in Michel, and comprising 65w with handstamp in red
(Michel unlisted, never hinged), 10w, 20w & 30w blocks of
four (1-3, mint), 10w block of four with blue-violet
handstamps (1var., mint), 20w block of four with black
handstamps (2var., mint), 30w with inverted handstamp
(3var., never hinged), 30w with regular handstamp and
postally used (3, used), 400w with red handstamp (7, never
hinged) & 150w airmail with bottom margin (9, never
hinged), condition is Very Fine. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2489 HH
Korea (South), New Issues Accumulation,
1999-2010. Mounted in six binders with duplication up to
five each, including large amount of sheetlets and souvenir
sheets in never hinged condition. We also noted a binder of
mint & used earlier Republic issues with nice group of souvenir sheets, Highly recommended for dealer., o.g., never
hinged.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2490 Hm
Korea (South), Useful Almost All Mint Collection. From late 1940’s to 1983 with good mint from the
1960’s including some better souvenir sheets plus a couple
North Korean stamps, generally clean and Very Fine, viewing a must.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2491 HHHm Laos, Mostly Mint Collection To 1999. On
handmade pages and loaded with excellent often duplicated mint topical complete sets, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, nice clean collection F.-V.F. viewing suggested.
Estimate $300 - 400
2492 Hm
Lebanon, Mostly Mint Collection, 1924-74.
Highly complete, and mounted on album pages, better
(mint unless denoted) include 1924 (18-21), 1924-25
(45-48), 1928 (86-95A), 1930 (108-13), 1948-49 (210-19),
1952 (256-65), followed by several air mail sets such as
1924 (C1-4 & C5-8), 1928 (C21-24), 1929 (C36), 1936
(C49-56), 1947 (C119-28), and then by semipostals
(B1-12, CB1-4 & CB5-9) & postage dues. We also noted a
nice assortment of souvenir sheets, including 1946 two imperforate sheets, each with 189-96 & C101-06 in changed
colors: one with sepia inscriptions, other with blue inscriptions, condition is mostly Very Fine, please view this meaty
collection.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2493 m
Lebanon, Airmail Collection, 1924-61
(C1//308). Approximately 250 used stamps & four souvenir
sheets, better noted including 1924 First Air Mail Issue 2p
on 40c to 10p on 2fr (Scott C1-4), 1924 Second Air Mail Issue 2p on 40c to 10p on 2fr (C5-8), 1928 Overprints 2p to
10p & 50c to 25p (C25-28 & C33-35), 1928 Surcharge 15p
on 25p (C36), 1936 Tourist Publicity Issue 50c to 25p
(C49-56), 1937 Lebanese Pavilion imperforate pairs 50c to
25p (C57-64 vars priced in Yvert [e]370) & 1944 Overprints
25p to 500p (C91-96), also 1949 UPU sheet (C149a),
F.-V.F. Attractive collection, offered intact as received from
consignor. Scott $1,350 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2494 HH
Liberia, Assortment of Varieties, 1949-76.
Mounted in several stock pages, including 1949 Issue imperforates& progressive proofs, 1952 Issue imperforate
singles, blocks of four with omitted centers & C68-69vars
blocks of four with inverted centers, also 1956 (355-57vars
& C100-02vars) imperforate proofs in black, 1975 imperforate vertical pairs (703-08vars), 1976 imperforate vertical
pairs (742-47vars), plus many others, condition is Very
Fine, viewing will be an enjoyable experience., o.g., never
hinged.
Estimate $500 - 750
2495 Hm)
Liberia, Useful Mint and Used Collection.
Composed of about 2,500 stamps and souvenir sheets in
two albums with many multiples including many complete
sheets, nice range of topical material, a few specialty
pieces and a nice showing of souvenir sheets., clean, fresh
and F.-V.F., viewing invited.
Estimate $500 - 750
2496 Hm
Liberia, Mostly Used Collection. Mounted on
Yvert & Tellier pages, including many complete sets up to
1920s, including airmails & officials, mostly F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
2497 Hm
Liechtenstein, Mint Collection, 1910s-90s. In
two Lindner hingeless albums and a couple of binders, including some early sets such as 1917-18 (4-9), 1920
(11-16) & 1920 (18-46), followed by many sets from 1950s
onwards, including a binder with many sheets issued in the
1960s-70s, condition is Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2498 HH
Luxembourg, Postage Dues in Full & Part
Sheets, 1907-20. Including 10¢ Coat of Arms (40 sheets of
100) & 50¢ Coat of Arms (five sheets & several large multiples), plus 1920 15¢ on 12-1/2¢ multiples, condition is Very
Fine, ideal for plate specialist, catalogue value exceeding
$6,000., o.g., never hinged.
Estimate $600 - 800
2499 Hm
Luxembourg, Mint & Used Collection,
1880s-1990s. Nearly 1,600 stamps in a three-ring binder
with some early stamps, and benefit concentrated in the XX
Century, including regulars, semipostals, airmails, officials
an some occupation stamps, overall condition is F-VF.
Estimate $300 - 400
2500 Hm
Luxembourg, Useful Mint and Used Accumulation To 1949. Composed of several hundred on album pages and a small stock book with nice mint Royal
family issues and BOB, clean and F.-V.F., viewing invited.
Estimate $250 - 350
2501 H
Luxembourg, Mint Collection, 1895-2000.
Mounted in Scott album, and including many fresh sets up
to $24 such as 1895 (70-74), 1928-39 (191-93), 1936
(200-205), 1939 (206-15), 1947 (242-45), 1948-49
(250-60), 1949 (261-64), also 1927 (B20-29), 1928-29
(B30-44), 1937 (B79-84), plus some officials & postage
dues, condition is Very Fine, excellent starter collection.
Estimate $150 - 200
2502 HH/H
Luxembourg, Mint Collection, 1895-1965.
Beautiful collection presented in glassines in album, includes 70-74, 97-111, 125A, 139a, B50-B54, B55-B59,
B60-B65, B65A-B65Q, airmails complete, with much NH
material, an excellent start on this popular country, please
inspect, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2503 HH
Luxembourg,
Collection
of
Sheets
1964-1980. Generally definitives and semi-postals, includes sheets of 449-450, 466-467, B240-B245,
B258-B263, in two mint sheet albums, excellent retail
value, please investigate, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
2504 Hm
Mexico, Mint and Used Collection. Substantial group nicely laid out on Vario stockpages and in Scott
Specialty album with late 19th and early 20th Century and
much back of book, lots of $10 to $250+ items present,
scarcer items with certificates, note nice mint including University, Airs mint to 10p, regular mint 1p ect., also includes
many hundreds on stocksheets and glassines with possible
sleepers to be found, plus some old documents and
ephemera, catalog value not counting any of the stocksheet
material, o.g., generally Fine. Michel €8,200 ($10,460).
Scott $11,234 (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2505 m)
Mexico,
Airmail
Collection,
1922-60
(C1//257). Approx. 250 used stamps, better noted incl.
1922 First Airmail Issue 50c (C1), 1929 Plane 20c & 40c
(C26-7), 1931 Plane 25c imperforate single with top selvage (C37a), 1930 Overprints 5c to 1p (C31-6), 1932 Overprints 5c to 50c (C40-44), 1931 Surcharge 15c on 20c
inverted & double surcharges (C39a-b), plus 15c on 20c
vertical pair, one without surcharge (C39c), 1934 National
University 20c to 10p (C54-60), 1940 Penny Black 5c to 5p
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(C103-107), 1929 Air Official Overprints 2c to 40c (CO3-9),
also three 1945 covers to the U.S. & several sets in the
modest range, F.-V.F. Scott $2,250 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2506 Hm)
Mexico, Mint & Used Collection, 1856-1979.
Approximately 2,900 stamps in two thick binders with XIX
Century representation, including Juarez, Hidalgo & Numeral issues, strength of the lot in the sets, part sets & singles issued in the 1940-79 period. We also noted 1968
Olympic souvenir sheets, “Exporta” issues, and some
cover to the U.S., plus airmails such as 1938 (C85-90),
1942 (C123-25), 1946 (C158-62), and special delivery
stamps, insured letter stamps, postal tax stamps & officials,
condition is slightly mixed but overall F-VF.
Estimate $500 - 750
2507 Hm)
Monaco,
Mint
&
Used
Collection,
1880s-1980s. In binder with some better (mint unless
noted) such as 1891-94 (24 & 27), 1938 (159), 1948
(204-08), 1948 (209-13), 1956 two first day covers
(354-57), 1956 Princess Grace & Prince Rainier issue in
blocks of four & first day covers, plus many other sets & covers, also 1950 (C34-35), 1953 (C36-39), condition is F-VF.
Estimate $300 - 400
2508 H
Mongolia, Assortment, 1940s-50s. Including
1951 (102 block of four), 1951 (103 x4), 1953 (114 x4 & 155
x3), 1956 (134 x4) & 1958 (144-48 x4), plus other sets with
duplication up to four each, condition is mostly Very Fine,
catalogue value exceeding $2,000. Estimate $500 - 750
2509 Hm)
Mongolia, Mint & Used Collection,
1920s-90s. About 1,600 stamps in a three-ring binder,
starting with some early examples but with value concentrated in the many sets issued in the 1959-94 period, we
noted many animal topical stamps, condition is F-VF.
Estimate $250 - 350
2510 Hm
Netherlands,
Interesting
Collection,
1852-1979. Mounted in an old-time springback album with
used stamps in the 1852-1923 period and mint onwards.
The collection starts with nice examples of the 1852 King
William III issue depicting different plates and shades, including 5¢ x7, 10¢ x6 & 15¢ x2 (1-3), followed by 1864 perforated stamps in distinctive colors, and then by a valuable
representation of XIX Century issues with some useful duplication: 1867 (7-12 type I & 9-10 & 12 type II), 1869-71
(17-22), 1872-88 group of perforation varieties (23-33),
1891-93 Wilhelmina group with scarce numeral dotted cancels & usual circular datestamps used from 1896 onwards
(40-49), 1893-96 (51-54), 1893 (53), 1898-1924 Numerals
& Queen Wilhelmina issue, 1913 King William (90-100). We
also noted several better mint such as 1924-26 (142-60,
incl. extra 10¢ & 15¢ with plate flaws), plus many other modern issues in blocks of four, condition appears to run F-VF
throughout. Time will be well spent checking this collection.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2511 Hm
Netherlands, Extraordinary Range of Material. Virtually everything 20th century, mint and used, with
everything stacked “stamp on stamp” making this an interesting but difficult viewing, as there are many 1000s of
stamps here. We have not had time to go through this properly, yet clearly there is much never hinged from the 1930s
through to the 1950s including key high value definitives, for
example the 1953/71 62cts dull lilac definitive with at least a
dozen mint never hinged examples. A similar pattern with
the commemoratives from the 1930s with for example
better series such as Scott #206 to #208, #212 and #213,
#B94 to #B97, #B103 to #107 and much more of this era
with dozens of series mint never hinged. The used is also
strong from the 19th century onwards, ending in extensive
back of the book. Completely uncatalogued and gets better
on each inspection. Look carefully, much hidden and more
here than described.
Estimate $400 - 600
2512 HH/H
Netherlands, Mint Collection, 1969-2000. Apparently complete for the period, housed in two lovely deluxe with slipcases DAVO albums (cost a fortune!), a nice
clean collection to build upon or re-sell, original gum, some
never hinged, includes semi postals, huge new issue cost,
Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
2513 Hm)
Netherlands & Colonies, Mint and Used Collection. Of well over 2,000 stamps and many covers with
some cancel interest, multiples and souvenir sheets and
colonies that include Netherlands Antilles, Netherland Indies and a small section of Curaçao, overall clean, F.-V.F.+,
viewing suggested.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2514 H
Netherlands & Colonies, Mint Collection,
1930s-50s. Mounted on Minkus pages, better noted include Netherlands 1940 (226-43), 1942 Legion sheetlets
(B144-45), 1947-48 (286-300), Netherlands Antilles 1936
(127-43), 1941-42 (152-63), Netherlands New Guinea
1950-58 (1-21), Surinam 1936 (142-63), plus 1963 UNTEA
overprints, condition is Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
2515 Hm
Nicaragua, an Important Classics Accumulation. A very interesting range of classics specifically from
1862 through to 1880, mostly mint, very disorganized.
Highlights include group of #1, the 2 cts blues in different
shades, then the #2 the 5cts black on yellowish paper unused, the 1869/71s with scarce original 5cts black mint etc,
etc, the lot being to describe as it is all over the place! In fact
the majority of the stamps here are originals and are ridiculously undervalued by Scott. There are also interesting cancellations making an appearance when rummaged
through, for example octagonal numbers on 5cts perf, cds
cancels in black and blue on roulette types etc, etc. Strictly
for stamp workaholics, stuck down to partially stuck down.
Estimate $500 - 750
2516 Hm
Nicaragua, Mint & Used Collection,
1869-1990s. Approx. 1,500 stamps mounted in binder,
starting with XIX Century representation, followed by a
wealth of sets, part sets & souvenir sheets issued in the XX
Century, including some sheets such as 1946 (695-97 &
700), plus airmails, officials & postal tax stamps, condition
is F-VF.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2517 m)
Nicaragua, Airmail Collection, 1929-56
(C1//371). Approx. 500 used stamps & eighteen covers, we
noticed the following better: 1932 Overprints 1c to 1cor
(C32-39), 1932 Surcharge 8c on 10c (C43), 1932 Rivas
Railroad 15c to 1cor (C67-71), 1932 Leon-Sauce Railroad
15c to 1cor (C72-6), 1935 Overprints 15c to 1cor
(C112-16), 1935 Surcharges 30c on 50c to 55c on 1cor
(C117-20), 1935 Air Post Official 15c to 1cor (CO15-19),
1950 UPU 16c to 2.14cor souvenir sheets on registered
covers (C309-15) & 1950 UPU 5c to 2.60cor official souvenir sheets on registered covers (CO45-50), also President
Anastasio Somoza Debayle autograph on 1957 airmail
cover to N.Y., F.-V.F. Scott $1,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2518 Hm)
Norway, Mint and Used Collection. Composed of couple thousand stamps and about 100 covers,
postal history and philatelic, on handmade pages with some
useful mint value, as well as scattered parallel mint and
used sections, overall clean and F.-V.F., viewing invited.
Estimate $400 - 600
2519 H
Norway, Mint Assortment. On stock cards
with duplication, including 1934 (158-61), 1937-38 (177-80
x2) & 1943-45 (259-66 never hinged blocks of four & singles), plus some officials, condition is slightly mixed on
some earlies but overall F-VF.
Estimate $250 - 350
2520 HH/H
Norway, Mint & Used Collection 1863-2000.
Hundreds of stamps in three stockbooks, mint and used, in
one volume is better used with #2(pair & single), 4(x6),
5(x3), 6, 8(x4), 9(x3) and 10, in Scott Specialty album is
mint 16, 17, 19, 22, 57, 96-98, with many blocks, shades
and varieties, semi postals and officials, a wonderful collection of this popular, please review, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2521 Hm
Panama, Mint & Used Collection, 1878-86. In
four albums with some duplication and value concentrated
in the XX Century issues, including many better (used unless noted) such as 1939 (322-30 & C54-61 mint), 1942
(342-49 x2, never hinged), 1942 (C74-79 x3, mint) & 1943
(C80-81), plus postage dues, postal tax & some too late examples, condition is mostly Very Fine, ideal for collector.
Estimate $300 - 400
2522 HH
Panama, Souvenir Sheets Assortments,
1938 (C47a). Group of sixty showing soccer, baseball, basketball, boxing & swimming, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Scott $1,080.
Estimate $150 - 200
2523 H
Paraguay, Useful Mostly Mint Collection To
1990. Composed of well over a thousand stamps beginning with a nice group of often parallel mint and used classics, nice topical material with numerous mint multiples and
nice back of the book, clean and F.-V.F. +, viewing suggested to appreciate.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2524 H)
Philippines, Interesting Mint Collection,
1947-98. Mounted on pages, and housed in three-ring
binder, including many better items such as 1947 Quezon
vertical pair imperforate between (511var), 1948 Boy
Scouts 2¢ block of four imperforate between, 4¢ horizontal
pair imperforate between, 1952 Milkfish vertical pair imperforate between (578var), 1986 People Power imperforate
pairs & uncut vertical pair of souvenir sheets and many
other varieties such as imperforates, missing colors and
specimen overprints. We also noted a rare cover autographed by Ramon Magsaysay and 1957 first day cover
signed by Carlos Romulo (Philippine ambassador) & Arthur
Summerfield (Postmaster General), condition is Very Fine.
Far more here than described, recommended for collector
or dealer.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2525 Hm
Poland, Mint & Used Collection, 1919-2005.
Presented in two thick binders with approximately 4,500
stamps, including sets, part sets, souvenir sheets & first day
covers. We also noticed semipostals, airmails, officials,
postage dues and some occupation stamps (General Government), overall condition is F-VF. Estimate $500 - 750
2526 Hm
Poland, Extensive Holding. From the first issues onwards, with many 1000s of stamps mint and used,
housed in one substantial volume. Much of this is presented
not to best advantage, i.e. ‘stamp on stamp’, with much
tucked away including key values. Starting off with 1919
‘eagle and fasces, symbolic of United Poland’ through to
higher denominations, the 1921 polish eagles, 1925 ‘arms
of Poland’, as well as semi-postals such as ‘salute to P.T.T.
Casualty’, all mint. Also seen in the used section, lots of the
earlier issues including Warsaw Issues #11 to #15, 1919
‘for Northern Poland perforated seemingly complete, then
1921 ‘Polish eagle’ to 500m, surcharges, etc trough to the
modern era, ending with extensive back of the book including an interesting range of Port Gdansk, through to Upper
Silesia, all completely uncataloged, well worth viewing.
Estimate $500 - 750
2527 Hm)
Poland, Locals Assortment. Housed in stock
book, including Sosnowice 1916 (Michel 1-4 mint), 1916
(Michel 1-2 with overprinted dates) & 1916 (Michel 5 x4,
used), Tarnow 1918 (Michel III a-b sets, each stamp tied on
cover fragment), also as a bonus group of first day covers
issued in the 1960s-80s period, condition is mostly Very
Fine, recommended for the specialist.
Estimate $300 - 400
2528 Hm
Portugal, Useful Almost All Used Collection
To 1990. Filling 4 well filled Safe Albums with a bit of better
mint, normally from mixed mint or used sets, and used modern including miniature sheets of 6, with a few on FDC’s.,
clean and overall fresh, F.-V.F. viewing invited.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2529 Hm
Portugal, Mint & Used Collection,
1850s-2000s. Nearly 2,200 stamps in a thick three-ring
binder, starting with a nice mostly used XIX Century representation, followed by a large quantity of sets, part sets, singles and some first day covers, also officials & postal tax &
parcel post stamps, condition is F-VF.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2530 Hm
Portugal,
Mostly
Used
Collection,
1850s-1920s. Mounted in Schaubek album, staring with
1850s Queen Maria II & King Pedro V representation, followed by 1870s-80s King Luiz perforated issues, and then
by King Carlos examples issued in the 1892-1905 period,
we also noted some better XX Century sets such as 1923
(299-314 x2, one mint, other used), plus 1910s-20s Ceres
issues, including 1928 surcharges, plus parcel post, postage dues and some benefit stamps, small faults on some
earlies but otherwise appears to run F-VF.
Estimate $300 - 400
2531 Hm
Portugal,
Mostly
Used
Collection,
1850s-1980s. Mounted in Schaubek album, XIX & XX
Centuries representation with some better (used unless
noted) sets & part sets such as 1928 surcharges
(457//487), 1940 (595-602), 1946 (662-69), 1947 (675-82),
and many other in the modest range, condition is slightly
mixed but overall F-VF.
Estimate $250 - 350
2532 Hm
Romania, Classics Hoard With Rarities. Outstanding assortment of 19th century material, loaded with
high value classics and many scarce to rare items including
possible unique items, with approximately 200 stamps here
of which over a third of are the bulls and Moldavia-Walachia
classics with the rest bring the Cuza and Carol imperfs.
Some of the better items we noted include the 1859 80pa
red mint signed (#10) as well as a few genuine used 40pa
blues on bluish paper, 1859 5pa blacks unused and mint requiring expertization, followed by an excellent showing of
eagle types including 6pa red on laid paper mint (#13) large
margins so corner fault clear of the design, 3pa yellow superb used (#15) and extremely scarce 6pa carmine mint
showing full double impression (#16), as well as multiples
including mint blocks of 15 of the 1864 typographed 6pa
and 30pa, etc. Then the Prince Cuza issues of 1865 including further mint blocks with two blocks of six of the 2pa orange and a used example (#22), leading on to impressive
Prince Carols including 1866/67 5pa black on indigo mint
(#30a), 2p and 20p thick papers, 1868/70s complete used
including both 18b shades and many mint including 18b
rose shade signed and scarlet unused (#36/36a), as well as
highly unusual non Scott listed perforated 3b violet (#34
var.), then 1869s complete used and with the rare 15b vermilion on vertically laid paper which was never officially issued, nevertheless with postmark, possibly unique. Then
follows the 1871/72s full beard types follow complete used
including the 15b red tied on piece by superb strike of Braila
cds and the 50b red and blue with blue straight line postmark. Also a few better perf issues inc. #58 mint, #59 unused signed, #65 mint, #120a cliche error in block of four
with normal, 1891 3b lilac bisect tied on large piece, through
to even some 20th century with the 1920 journalists’ conference unusual private overprints combined on part cover
front, etc. The Romanian specialist will thoroughly enjoy going through this spectacular holding and identifying further
items. This description being just an outline with no doubt
many sleepers present. A much recommended lot, please
study the scans to get a flavor of what is here.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
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2533 Hm
Romania, Mint & Used Collection,
1860s-2000s. About 2,000 stamps in two thick binders,
and including an attractive section of stamps issued in the
XIX Century such as Prince Carol imperforate examples,
followed by a large section of sets, part sets, cancel-to-order multiples, souvenir sheets, first day covers & some imperforate sets, plus semipostals, airmails and officials,
general condition appears F-VF, need I say more?
Estimate $500 - 750
2534 Hm
Romania,
Mostly
Used
Collection,
1870s-1940s. Mounted in a Schaubek album, starting with
XIX Century representation, including postage dues, followed by many XX Century sets & souvenir sheets, plus a
fair number of 1950 souvenir sheets with Philatelic Exhibition cancels, condition appears to run F-VF, recommended
as starter collection.
Estimate $250 - 350
2535 HH
Russia, Collection of Sheets, 1960s-90s.
Housed in six binders, including 1958-60 (2290-93), 1962
(2687), 1963 (2772-74), 1964 (2919), 1965 (3029 & 3085),
1967 (3359), 1968 (3500 & 3563-64), 1970 (3715), 1976
(4481-84), 1977 (4619-23), 1977 (4626-27, 4629-30 &
4633), 1978 (4657-58 & 4660-61), 1978 (4679-81 & 4683),
1960 (4760), 1979 (4765-67 & 4769), 1979 (476-78), 1979
(4791), 1980 (4858) & many others, including some airmails & semipostals. We also noted several singles & souvenir sheets issued in the period, condition is mostly Very
Fine., o.g., never hinged.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2536 m
Russia, Airmail Collection, 1922-49 (C1//90).
Approx. 140 used stamps, better noted incl. 1931-32 Zeppelin imperforate set (C15-19), 1931-32 Zeppelin 50k gray
blue error (C23a), 1931-32 Zeppelin 15k perf. 10-1/2 & 14
(C25a-b), 1931 Graf Zeppelin & Icebreaker imperforate &
perforated sets (C26-33), 1932 Map & Airplane perf. 12
(C35a), 1935 Moscow-San Francisco Flight 1r on 10k tied
on cover fragment (C68), 1937 souvenir sheet (C75a),
F.-V.F. Definitely a useful collection with many desirable
singles & sets. Scott $3,400 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2537 Hm
Russia, Mostly Used Collection, 1858-1989.
Mounted in eleven stock books and binder, starting with
nice representation of early examples such as 1858-64 (9
used), 1865 (12-15 & 17-18 used), 1866-70 (19-25),
1875-82 (26-30), 1883-88 (31-38), 1889-92 (46-54) & many
others, the XX Century section also includes several better
sets (used unled noted) such as 1933 (487-88) &
(489-509), 1934 (540-45), 1935 (546-50), 1935 (551-54),
1935 (559-68), 1938 (666-77), 1938 (678-860), plus several better airmail sets such as 1933 (C37-39), 1933
(C40-49), 1934 (C53-57) & 1935 (C58-67), condition is a little bit mixed on some early examples but otherwise F-VF,
be sure to see.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2538 HH
Russia, Accumulation of Topical Sheets
1970s-90s. Including several hundreds of sheets, miniature sheets & se-tenant strips, topicals noted include animals, art, flowers, sports & ships. We noted for example:
1987 Naval Commanders (5623 x100) & 1989 Admirals
(5850 x100) & 1989 Soviet Culture Fund (B160-64 x100),
condition is Very Fine., o.g., never hinged.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2539 Hm
Russia,
Mostly
Used
Collection,
1860s-1990s. Nearly 3,000 stamps in four thick binders
with some earlies but value concentrated in the XX Century,
including sets, part sets, souvenir sheets, covers, imperforates, semipostals and some examples for use in Russian
offices abroad, plus an abundant amount of multiples and
complete sheets, condition is mostly F-VF, an interesting
holding that deserves your attention. Estimate $500 - 750
2540 Hm
Russia,
Mint
&
Used
Assortment,
1870s-1980s. In two three-ring binders with duplication,
and including a nice representation of XIX Century examples, and some multiples, followed by several blocks and
multiples such as 1922 (201 blocks of ten), 1922 (211 block
of fifteen & 212 block of twenty), 1959 (2270 block of ten),
and then by a group of Polish banknotes issued in the
1910s-40s period, condition is slightly mixed but overall
Fine to Very Fine, viewing invited.
Estimate $500 - 750
2541 Hm
Russia, Mint & Used Postal Stationery Collection. 125+ mint & used postal entires, lettersheets and
postal cards, 19th century to 1930’s, neatly arranged in albums, rare opportunity, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
2542 HHHm Russia, Highly Comprehensive Collection,
1959-2006. Comprised of thousands of stamps & souvenir
sheets all neatly assembled in mounts on Scott Specialty
pages in five binders, overall the large majority of coverage
is mint, with lengthy runs of sets for the period, clean & routinely VF, a lovely collection for the era, o.g., hinged or
never hinged.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2543 HH
Russia, Duck Stamps, 1989-2006. Lovely collection of Russia duck stamps, starts with 1989 and continues to 2006 missing 1998, 2002 and 2007, with singles,
miniature sheets, artist signed sheets and many unlisted
items, enormous catalog value, a chance to get in on the
ground floor, much of this material is difficult to acquire,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
2544 Hm
Ryukyus, Mint and Used Collection, 1946-72.
Mounted in three-ring binder & some Lighthouse album
hingeless pages, beginning with 1946 Tomiyama seal provisional overprints (3X8, 3X12, 3X13, 3X17, 3X19 3X25,
3X29, 5X7 mint), followed by several better such as
1948-49 (1-7 never hinged), 1950 (8-13 never hinged),
1951 (14-15 mint), 1952 (16 horizontal pair with both types),
1952 (18 mint), 1952-53 (19-26 never hinged), 1958 (44-53
never hinged), plus 1950 (C1-3 mint), 1951-54 (C4-8), 1957
(C9-13 never hinged) & 1959 (C14-18 never hinged), condition is Very Fine.
Estimate $600 - 800
2545 Hm)
Ryukyus, Mint & Used Collection, 1948-1972.
Old time collection featuring mint 1-7, 8-13, 14, 15, 18,
C1-C3, C4-C8, C9-C13, better used includes 1-7, 8-13, 14,
15, 16, 16a, E1, with FDC’s, souvenir sheets and complete
sheets to round out the lot, should be profitable, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500
2546 Hm
Salvador, Mint & Used Collection,
1860s-1990s. About 1,600 stamps in a thick binder, including an abundant amount of sets, part sets, singles, plus several souvenir sheets and postal card to Detroit used in
1947. We also noted officials, parcel post & postal tax
stamps, condition F-VF.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2547 Hm
San Marino, Useful Collection. Housed in a
Schaubek album, from 19th century onwards, all one of a
kind, mint and used, the value however in the late 1940s,
early 1950s including the airmails such as Franklin the
100L, the 100L and 300L Stagecoach, the mountain scene
Giornata Filatelica San Marino Riccione mint never hinged
#C78 the 300L on 500L, #C76a, the Riccione complete
#C82 to #C87, mint never hinged (cat $80), both mint and
used Fiera de Trieste red overprints 200L high value, the
Skaters 1953 to 100L mint never hinged, the 1000L Plane
and Arms of San Marino #C91 (cat $150), as well as the
second skater “Giornata Filatelica” overprints 100L again
mint never hinged through to 1954/55 athletics with both
200 and 250L Gymnastics #345 to #355 (cat $80), then
complete through to the 1960s, again all never hinged including winter Olympic games, Pointer and Arms, etc. also
back of the book, again well represented again particularly
with 1950s to 1000L mint never hinged, there is also sporadic modern from late 1970s early 1980s but main value is
in the post WW2 era with many elusive mint never hinged
series.
Estimate $500 - 750
2548 Hm
San Marino, Mostly Mint Collection,
1870s-1980s. Nearly 1,600 stamps in a thick binder with
value concentrated in the XX Century, and including many
sets, part sets & souvenir sheets, including some first day
covers, also semipostals, airmails, postage dues & parcel
post stamps, condition is F-VF.
Estimate $400 - 600
2549 Hm
Spain, Mint & Used Collection & Assortment,
1852-1979. Former in Davo hingeless album with some
classics, an XIX Century representation, we noted 1928
Catacumbas (Toledo Issue), and value concentrated in the
sets, part sets & singles issued in the 1940s-70s period,
plus some airmails & officials, stock book with duplicates,
including earlies, XX Century & modern examples, condition is a little mixed on some but overall F-VF.
Estimate $400 - 600
2550 Hm
Spain, Useful Mint Or Used Collection To
1956. Composed of several hundred on album pages, nice
coverage and overall F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
2551 m
Spain, Interesting Virtually All Used Kingdom Period Issues. Composed of couple hundred with
some duplication on album pages, F.-V.F., viewing
suggested.
Estimate $300 - 400
2552 Hm
Spain, Interesting Mostly Mint Selection. Of
maybe a couple hundred on album pages, stock cards and
an approval book, overall clean and F.-V.F., viewing suggested.
Estimate $250 - 350
2553 Hm
Spain, Interesting Collection, 1850s-1990s.
In two binders, starting with some XIX Century examples,
followed by several fresh sets & part sets such as 1930
(386-402 x2, mint), 1930 (447-48 mint), plus several imperforate varieties (435-37 & 443), 1938 censored cover to Colombia, plus a wealth of sets, including souvenir sheets &
covers. We also noted airmails, semipostals, officials, Barcelona locals & Charity stamps, condition is F-VF.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2554 Hm
Spain, Mint & Used Collection, 1850-1989.
Mounted in Majo-Pelayo album, starting with some XIX
Century representation, followed by many XX Century sets,
part sets & singles in the modest range, and highly degree
of completion in the 1950s-80s period, plus some modern
booklets, condition is slightly mixed on some earlies but
generally F-VF.
Estimate $400 - 600
2555 Hm
Spain & Portugal, 20th Century Mostly Mint
Accumulation. Album, stock book and some loose album
pages loaded with many desirable items, we noted a Portugal collection, including (mint unless noted) many items
such as 1894 (97-109), 1895 (132-46), 1926 (377-97),
1927 (422-36), 1928 (437-52), 1931-38 (497-519), 1931
(534-39 x2), 1943 (615-31 x2) & 1948-49 (702-10),
1940-49 sheets (594a, 602a, 614a, 641a, 657a, 661a, 667a
& 701a), plus Macao 1898 (67-74), 1913 (187-94), 1934
(268-86), 1942 (316-23), Spain 1929 (358-70), 1930
(406-14), 1931 (478-87), 1936 (623-34), 1938-39 (672-77
never hinged), 1950-54 (772-75, 781-85, 787-91, 799-800
never hinged), condition is mostly Very Fine, viewing invited. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2556 H
Spanish Colonies, Revenues Assortment,
1890s. Group of 53 in two stock pages, including several
with top margins reading: “Facturas principales de
Exportacion,” “Facturas principales de Cabotaje,”
“Facturas duplicadas de Exportacion,” “Papeleta de
Levante,” “Relaciones de Viaje,” “Solicitudes de Alijo”, gum
slightly disturbed as usual F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
2557 Hm)
Spanish Colonies: Philippines, Recommended Valuable Collection, 1854-1945. Mounted on
pages, we noted many better (used unless noted) such as
1854 (1a, 2a, 4a-b & 5), 1855 (7), 1856 folded letter cover to
Madrid with 1r gray green (8), 1856 (9 tied on cover fragment by Manila cds), 1863 (18), 1873 (27, unused no gum),
1879 (74, mint), 1888 (84), 1877-79 (62-71, mint) &
1925-31 vertical pair (E6, mint), 1937-38 block of ten showing period after “B” raised (OB25b, position 4), 1943 censored cover with N2 & N6-7, plus two extra N7 mint
examples. We also noted telegraph stamps issued in the
1874-96 period, and 1898 Aguinaldo issues, including
Scott Y2e vertical pair, imperforate between & YF1 imperforate pair, condition is slightly mixed among earlies as usual
but otherwise F-VF.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2558 Hm
Sri Lanka, Very Colorful and Extensive Holding. With many 100s perhaps 1000s of stamps, mint and
used, housed in 1 substantial volume often including mint
blocks of 4 as well as miniature sheets. Much of this is from
the 1980s onwards and as far as we can see virtually everything is in complete series. Interesting items noted apart
from the obvious huge range of topics is misplaced and
missing denomination overprints, both bars and numerals
on the Sri Lanka bird issue etc. The new issue cost here
must be very considerable and for dealers or collectors interested in this area this is a great opportunity to buy material seldom offered in this format of Sri Lanka. Please
inspect page for page you will not be disappointed.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2559 Hm
Sweden, Mint & Used Collection, 1858-1992.
About 4,500 stamps in four binders with some duplication,
better material that we noticed include 1858-62 Coat of
Arms & 1862-69 Lion grouping with legible cancels, followed by 1870s Numeral issue, incl. 4o gray, 24o orange &
50o rose (18, 24 & 26-27 used), and then by King Oscar examples issued in the 1880s-90s period and a large number
of sets, part sets, coil stamps, covers & booklets, plus some
semipostals, officials & first day covers issued in the
1969-74 period, overall condition is F-VF, a careful inspection is recommended to see what really is here.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2560 Hm
Sweden, Mostly Used Collection, 1855-2003.
Mounted in three albums with some duplication, starting
with XIX Century representation with some better (used unless noted) items such as 1855 (2), 1858-62 (6, 8-9, 10 x2 &
11-12), 1866 (16), 1872-77 (17//27), 1886-91 (40//49),
1889 (50-51), followed by 1903 (66), 1910-14 (67-73), and
then by many other sets & part sets such as 1920s Crown &
Post Horn coils & 1921-36 King Gustaf V issue, also 1936
(248-62), plus some officials & postage dues, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2561 H
Sweden, Specialized Coil Collection. In mint
condition, and mounted on album pages, including 1925
(145vars x2; type II), 1920-23 (146 x2; types I & II), 1922-25
(147 x5; types I & II), 1920 (148 x4; type I & II), 1922 (149
x2), 1920 (150 x9 different types), 1921 (153 x3 different
types), 1920 (154 x5 different types), 1929 (155 x3 different
types), 1933 (157 x2 different types), followed by 1921 King
Gustav V issue depicting a fair number of distinctive varieties, condition is Very Fine, highly recommended for
dedicated collector.
Estimate $400 - 600
2562 Hm
Sweden, Nicely Filled Collection To 1969
With Good Mid-Range Value. Several hundred often parallel mint and used housed in a Safe album and appears
complete mint from 1942 including useful face value, clean
and fresh, almost Very Fine appearance, viewing invited.
Estimate $400 - 600
2563 H
Sweden, Mint Collection, 1889-1964. On
Scott pages, including 1889 (50-51), 1920-25 (115-25),
1932 (230-35), 1935 (239-47), 1936 (259-62), 1938
(268-74) & 1920 (C1-3), plus many other sets in the modest
range, officials & parcel post stamps, condition Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
2564 Hm
Sweden, Mint and Used Collection. Housed
on Scott album leaves with 100s of stamps, mint and used,
starting with the 1858 ore issues complete, 1862s, 1872s
complete with stamps tucked away stamp on stamp underneath, as well as different perforation studies by the collector. Then various values from the 1885s, 1891/1904s, this
continues through to the 1938 issues. Also seen, back of
the book including semi-postals 1928s, official stamps
1874-93, airpost stamps 1920s onwards, 1874-77 postage
dues and 1910-19 official stamps with different watermarks
identified. A surprisingly strong collection with better items
present, as well as considerable potential for postmark interest that will no doubt reward the careful viewer, spending
time on this collection.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2565 Hm
Sweden, Mostly Used Collection, 1858-1963.
In a Lindner hingeless album, starting with some classics
such as 1858 (6 x2 & 10 used), 1862-69 (13 x5, 16 x7), followed by many other issued in the XIX Century, including
1891-1904 King Oscar II (52-65 used), 1918 (B22-31
used), 1928 (B32-36 mint), and many other sets, part sets &
singles, plus some postage dues & officials, condition is
slightly mixed on some but for the most part is F-VF.
Estimate $250 - 350
2566 Hm
Sweden, Mint & Used Collection, 1858-1955.
On album pages with nice XIX Century used representation, also some better sets such as 1920 (C1-3 x2; mint &
used) and some semipostals & officials, plus 1938-54 mint
issues, condition is F-VF.
Estimate $250 - 350
2567 m
Sweden, Specialized Coil Collection. In used
condition and mounted on old-style album pages, starts
with Heraldic Lion stamps issued in th 1920-25 period, followed by King Gustav & Gustav Adolphus issues, and then
by many Crown & Post Horn coil stamps, plus 1921-36 King
Gustaf V examples. We also noted several interesting pairs
& horizontal strips, condition appears to run F-VF, recommended for the devoted collector.
Estimate $200 - 300
2568 HH/H
Sweden, Mint & Used Collection, 1868-1942.
Wonderful collection presented on black display cards,
better mint includes reprints of the 3 sk, 4 sk, 6 sk and 8 sk, 6
no gum, 7, 8 no gum, 9, 13 no gum, 11, 12 no gum, 14B, 16
no gum, 28-35, 40-49, 52-65, 66, 167-188, 197-211,
213-227, 248-262, J1-J6, J8-J11, J12-J22, with loads of
other mint sets and some used, a fabulous lot that can be
broken up for multiples of our low estimate, please spend
time to ascertain this lot’s true value, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2569 Hm
Switzerland, Mint & Used Collection,
1850-1990. Approximately 3,700 stamps in two three-ring
binders, starting with Zurich & Geneva forgeries, followed
by “Strubel” examples such as 1854 (16, used) & 1858-62
(39, used with APS certificate), and then by seated & standing Helvetia issues, plus a large amount of sets, part sets,
blocks of four and first day covers. We also noted a useful
semipostal section with many sets, some airmails and postage dues, condition varies on some but generally F-VF, inspection is advised and could prove to be rewarding.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2570 Hm
Switzerland, Mint & Used Meaty Assortment.
In several stock books & sheet book with duplication, we
noted the following better (mint unless noted), 1937 (B89
x12), 1940 souvenir sheet (B105 x2, one used, other never
hinged), 1943 (B132 x4), plus many semipostal blocks of
four & multiples, we also noticed a stock book with
semipostals used stamps issued in the 1915-51 period, including 1915 (B2 x6), 1916 (B4-6), 1917 (B7-9 x4), 1918
(B10-11 x2), 1919 (B12-14 x2), 1920 (B15-17 x7) & many
others, condition is slightly mixed on some but overall F-VF,
ideal for dealer.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2571 H
Switzerland, Group of Better Sets, Officials
and Souvenir Sheets. Composed of 15 items including,
mint NH unless noted, 242 on FDC, 352a (2), B116, B144,
B229b sheet of 4 booklet panes, 3O83-93, 4O1-21,
5O6-25, clean, fresh and F-VF, viewing invited.
Estimate $600 - 800
2572 Hm
Switzerland, Mint & Used Collection.
Mounted in Scott album, starting with 1850s “Strubel” issues, followed by many other XIX Century examples, including a nice used selection of standing Helvetia types
issued in the 1880s-1900s period, and then by William
Tell’s Son stamps issued in the 1907-30 period, we also
noted several 1936-38 tete-beche gutter pairs, plus a nice
semipostal section, airmails, officials & postage dues, latter
including distinctive shades and inverted frames, condition
appears to run F-VF, viewing invited. Estimate $500 - 750
2573 Hm
Switzerland, Mostly Used Collection,
1850s-1960s. In four albums and binder with some
“Strubel” examples & many perforated Helvetia stamps and
followed by numeral issue, and then by standing Helvetias,
better (used unless noted) include 1945 Pax issue
(293-305, used except 2fr, 3fr & 5fr mint), also nice
semipostal section with B1-76 stamps, B131-32 & B144
souvenir sheets in used condition, plus official sets: 1944
(3O62-82), 1950 (3O83-93), 1950 (4O29-39 mint) &
1948-50 (5O6-25), F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2574 H
Switzerland,
Specialized
Collection,
1908-60. Mounted in Biella spring back album, better
(Zumstein numbers) include K1, K9, K11 x2 (tete-beche
pairs), Z1, Z3, Z8-9, Z13-14, Z17-18 (se-tenant vertical or
horizontal pairs), S2-3, S5, S14, S17 & S31 (gutter pairs
with hole), plus 1953 “pro juventute” issue in multiples on
plain & luminescent papers, condition is mostly Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
2575 Hm
Switzerland, Mint and Used Collection. All
one of a kind housed in a Biella album. Issues from the
imperf Strubels onwards, with 4 good looking examples of
the 5,10, 15 and 20rp, then the Sitting Helvetias including
better stamps on the 40ct green, the very scarce 40ct grey
and the 60ct lilac, all correctly used from the 1862 series on
white paper, followed by the 1881 silk papers complete to
1fr, good Numerals issues of 1882, followed by plenty of
Standing Helvetias including good perfs through to 20th
century with much more here, somewhat more obviously
than the 19th century with Pro Juventute as far as we can
see complete, and similarly the Pro Patrias, without miniature sheets. The definitive also reasonably comprehensive
from the William Tell issues onwards, ending with useful
back of the book and non Scott listed material. Please inspect carefully page for page, especially the classics there
is considerable potential.
Estimate $300 - 400
2576 Hm
Switzerland, Mostly Used Collection,
1850s-1960s. In Scott album with some “Strubel” examples, followed by standing Helvetia stamps issued in the
1880s-1900s period, and then by many XX Century sets in
the modest range, including semipostals, airmails, postage
dues & officials, condition is slightly mixed but overall F-VF.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2577 m
Switzerland, Used Dealer’s Stock 1851-2000.
Attractive used stock neatly arranged in stockbooks and in
glassines, identified and priced, better includes 10, 41-50,
160a, 181-185, B1-B3, B4-B6, B7-9, B10-B11, C12,
C15-18, with light to heavy duplication throughout, a quality
stock that will be a pleasure to view and own, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2578 Hm)
Syria, Almost All Mint Collection To 1961.
Composed of about 750 stamps and a few FDC’s. Begins
with a useful showing of French Mandate period then well
filled mint from the founding of the Syrian Arab Republic.
You will also find over 100 different mint issues of the UAR
appears complete also through 1961., overall clean, fresh
and F.-V.F., viewing invited.
Estimate $200 - 300
2579 Hm
Thailand, Useful Mostly Mint Collection To
1983. Of a few hundred on album pages with a number of
better 1960’s to mid 1970’s mint sets like 414-17, 442-49,
460-63, 469-76, 477-84, 501-08, 509-12, 764-71 plus other
mid-range issues from the period., overall clean and Very
Fine, viewing invited.
Estimate $600 - 800
2580 HH
Thailand, Souvenir Sheet Accumulation,
1973-2000 (679a//1927a). In two binders with some duplication up to four each, better include 1973 (679a), 1985
(1120a), 1987 block of four (1211) & 1990 (1348a x8, incl.
four imperforate), condition is Very Fine., o.g., never
hinged.
Estimate $500 - 750
2581 Hm
Turkey, Interesting and Useful Mint and
Used Collection. Composed of about 1,500 stamps beginning with nice range of classics to some useful back of
the book with good mint value to be found throughout, overall clean and F.-V.F., viewing suggested.
Estimate $400 - 600
2582 Hm
Turkey, Useful Almost All Used Collection
To About 1945. Composed of several hundred with some
nice early 20th century on album pages, F.-V.F., condition
can vary so a careful review is suggested.
Estimate $250 - 350
2583 m
Uruguay, Airmail Collection, 1929-64
(C1//267). Approx. 250 used stamps, better incl. 1921-23
First Air Mail Issue (C1-3), 1928 Albatross (C14-25),
1929-43 Pegasus (C27-53), 1935 Pegasus (C63-82),
1937-41 Power Dam (C83-90) & 1939-44 Plane (C93-105),
also 1934 Airmail Overprints (C61-2) on registered first day
cover, F.-V.F. Scott $1,200 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2584 Hm
Vatican, Mint and Used Collection,
1929-2000. Approximately 2,000 stamps in two binders, including 1936 (49 x2, mint & used), and then by a large
amount of regular sets, part sets, first day covers, sheets,
maximum cards & blocks of four. We also noted an airmail
section with sets & blocks of four, followed by postage dues
and several first day covers used in the 1956-81 period,
condition is mostly F-VF.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2585 Hm
Vatican,
Collection
&
Assortment,
1930s-80s. Former mint and neatly mounted in two Borek
hingeless albums, and including many sets in the modest
range such as 1939 (68-71), 1940 (72-76) & 1945 (91-98),
1946 (102-09, E7-8), plus a stock book with mint & used duplicates, such as 1938 (C1-8 x3 mint), condition is F-VF.
Estimate $250 - 350
2586 HHHm Vatican, Lovely Mint and Used Collection To
1991. Composed of many hundreds virtually complete
mint, mostly never hinged, from 1954 with a number of earlier mint sets as well as often parallel used in an album and a
stock book of 1940’s through 1960’s never hinged blocks of
4, mostly Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350

2592 Hm
Asia, Strong Modern Mostly Mint Central
Asian Country Collections To 1983. With value in mint
sets from about 1960 of Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Bhutan,
Nepal including mint Scott 60-83 and Iran, a clean fresh selection of country collection on album pages, F.-V.F. plus,
viewing suggested.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2593 H
Asia, Interesting and Varied Selections of
Country Collections With Strength in Mint Sets From
1960’s To About 1983. On album pages including very
nice Indonesia, Indo China and Viet Nam, nice Macao,
Ryukyu Islands, Straights Settlements, useful Singapore,
Sri Lanka, strong Philippines and Manchukuo. Useful range
of countries and material with good value to be found,
F.-V.F., viewing suggested.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2587 HH/H
Vatican,
Beautiful
Mint
Collection,
1929-1992. A splendid mint collection carefully assembled
in mounts housed in a like new Scott Specialty album, minus a few of the tougher sets, the collection is substantially
complete including #1-13, 19-34, 55-60, 61-67, C1-C15,
C18-C19, C22-C23, J1-J6, Q1-Q15, ect., fresh, a lovely lot,
o.g., hinged or never hinged, generally Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2594 Hm)
Asia, Useful Group of Four Strongly Used Individual Country Collections. Composed of Hong Kong
(990), Indo-China (490) with some useful mint, Singapore
(590) mostly used with a couple useful mint souvenir sheets
and Thailand (1280) with a few used early surcharges and
high value definitives as well as scattered mint value, overall clean, F.-V.F., viewing invited.
Estimate $500 - 750

2588 Hm
Venezuela, Mint & Used Collection,
1859-1991. Approximately 1,200 stamps in a three-ring
binder, including some classics and several different Bolivar stamps issued in the 1879-99 period, followed by many
sets, part sets, singles & souvenir sheets issued in the XX
Century. We also noted airmails, plus some officials,
condition is F-VF.
Estimate $300 - 400

2595 m
Asia, Airmail Collection, 1930s-50s. Afghanistan 1939 (C1-3), 1951-54 (C7-10) & 1957 (C11-12), Cambodia 1953 (C1-9) & 1957 (C10-14), Korea 1951 inverted
surcharge (C5b), Siam 1930-43 (C1-14), Ryukyu Islands
1950 (C1-3), 1957 (C9-13) & 1959 (C14-18), Viet Nam
1952-53 (C1-4) & 1952 (C5-9), F.-V.F. Scott $300 (photo
on web site).
Estimate $100 - 200

2589 Hm
Venezuela, Mostly Used Air Mail Collection,
1930-54. Mounted on Scott pages, starting with 1930
(C1-16 used), 1932 (C17-40 used), plus many others sets,
including 1940-44 Simon Bolívar (C143-62 used), 1943
(C164-77 & C179-80 used), 1951 Arms of States issues,
plus some officials, condition is F-VF, excellent for
collector.
Estimate $200 - 300

2596 Hm
Asia & Middle East, Far Ranging Collection.
With mint & used stamps and many souvenir sheets, includes Bhutan, Cambodia with 18-37 mint & 38-52, Egypt,
Guinea, Indonesia, Iran, Japan, Korea, Macau, Maldive Islands, Manchukuo, Mongolia, Netherlands Indies, Netherlands New Guinea, Thailand, Timor with C1-C9 mint NH
and Viet Nam, some mixed condition, there are many mint
sets present, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2590 Hm)
Yemen, Mint & Used Collection, 1930-69. Approximately 1,200 stamps in a binder, including sets, part
sets, miniature sheets & souvenir sheets, plus three 1964
first day covers issued at the 1964 New York World’s Fair,
condition appears to run F-VF, recommended for the topical collector: art, space & sports issues.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2591 HH/H
Asia, Strong All Mint Glassine Stock the Vast
Majority Never Hinged. With many complete sets filling a
102 card box with nice runs of Bhutan, Cambodia including
18-37, 53-58, Indonesia, South Korea 582-84, 635-53,
C27-30, strong value in Souvenir sheets, Laos, Philippines,
Ryukyu Islands including 1a-7a, C1-3; Thailand including
361, 362A, 397-411A, 442-49, 469-76, 501-08, 605-16,
617-19, 658-61 and Viet Nam including 1-13. A lovely clean
and fresh lot that also includes large amount of good
mid-range value. Overall very fresh and F-VF, an excellent
lot for the E-bay seller.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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2597 Hm
Benelux, Mostly Used Selection of 60 Items.
Neatly arranged on small stocks including better like used,
Belgium 3 8, 9, 12 (2), 12a (2), 17 (2), 23 (2), 39 roller cancel, Luxembourg 2 (2), 8, 25, 26, Netherlands 1-3 (2), 6 (2
and pair on piece), 12, 33, 253-54, 83a, 86, overall fresh
and F-VF+, viewing invited. Be sure to see lot on internet
(photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2598 Hm
Europe, Attractive Mostly Mint Assortment.
In two Yvert Tellier albums and several stock books, better
(mint unless noted) include France 1924 (198-201), 1938
(347), 1928 (B28-30), 1929 (B31-33), 1930 (B35-37, never
hinged), 1931 (B39-41), 1935 (B42-43), 1937 (B66-67,
each on Louvre postcard), 1939-40 (B86-89A), 1955
(B285-90), 1936 (C8-13) & 1950 (C27, never hinged), plus
a fair number of Red Cross booklets issued in the 1952-80
period, several stock books loaded with never hinged
blocks of four, incl. many art stamps, and some Deluxe
Proofs, incl. 1935 S.S. Normandie, Luxembourg (318-20,
never hinged), Saar 1950 (C12, never hinged), Vatican City
1929 (1-13, mint), 1935 (41-46, used), 1936 (47-54, used)
& 1952 souvenir sheet(155a). We also noted many saleable Liechtenstein & Monaco sets & souvenir sheets,
mostly Very Fine.
Estimate $3,500 - 4,500
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2599 Hm
Europe, Old-Time Collection To 1950.
Mounted in two Yvert & Tellier albums, better noted (mint
unless noted) include Aegean Islands 1932 (C15-19), Luxembourg 1882 (59) & 1906-26 (92-93 used), Netherlands
1852 (2 x2 used), Nyassa 1903 (44-46), Sicily 1859 (10, 13,
15 & 16-18), Somalia 1934 (156-63), plus many other saleable sets & singles, condition is F-VF, viewing highly
recommended.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2600 Hm
Europe, Old-Time Collection. Mostly used,
and mounted in Schaubek album, better areas include
Great Britain with several saleable XIX Century stamps
such as 1883 QV (96 used), 1887-92 QV (111-22 used) &
1902-11 KEVII (127-38 used), Italy 1863-77 KVE II (33
used), Norway 1867-68 (11-12 & 14-15 used), Russia
1858-83 issues, plus German States, Japan & Straits Settlements representations, condition is slightly mixed but
overall Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
2601 H
Europe, Mint & Fresh Collection. Mounted on
album pages, France section with many saleable sets issued in the XX Century, and including 1924-25 (220-25),
1930 (256-57), plus many other regular sets issued in the
1940s-60s period, plus semipostals such as 1936-37
(B48-53) & 1939-40 (B86-89A), Netherlands section with
sets & part sets issued in the 1900s-70s period, and including many regular & semipostal sets in the modest range,
condition appears to run F-VF.
Estimate $400 - 600
2602 Hm)
Europe, Extensive 17 Volume Stockbook Accumulation. Comprised of many thousands, mint or used,
arranged by country, includes a few volumes of Austria
which are solid throughout, including nice early better
semi-postal & airmail sets ect., we also note nice Switzerland, Germany & area, a bit on non-Europe & more, leave a
bit of time for a close review, o.g., F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2603 m)
Europe (Eastern), Airmail Collection,
1920s-60s. Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Poland &
Romania, approx. 250 used stamps, seven covers & some
souvenir sheets, better noted incl. Bulgaria 1927-28 1L inverted surcharge (C4a), Czechoslovakia 1920 Airmail Surcharges (C1-6), Hungary 1931 Zeppelin 1p & 2p (C24-5)
tied on small pieces of paper, 1933 Allegory (C26-34), 1948
Chain Bridge souvenir sheet (CB1D) on registered cover to
N.Y., 1948 Chain Bridge souvenir sheet (CB2) on first day
cover, Poland 1938 Stratosphere Balloon souvenir sheet
(B31) on registered cover, plus extra example on reverse of
postcard, F.-V.F. Scott $1,200 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2604 Hm
Europe (Eastern), Mint and Used Assortment. Arranged in stock book with some duplication, and
including Albania (232-37 x2, mint), Bulgaria, Hungary
1913 (B15 mint) & 1924-25 airmails (C6-8 & C10 blocks of
four never hinged) & Romania (31 used), condition is F-VF,
recommended for ebay seller.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2605 Hm
Europe (Eastern), Mint and Used Collection.
Immense collection of several thousand stamps mounted in
five Scott specialty albums, includes Bosnia & Herzegovina
with 1-10, Bulgaria with 1, 3, 5, 6-11 and excellent BOB,
Croatia, Czechoslovakia, Epirus, Estonia with C1-C3, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Romania was a favorite with 29-32,
37-42, 53-59, 66-72, and excellent semi-postals, postage
dues, officials and BOB, Yugoslavia with C7-C18, C33 &
C33a, 2NC18-2NC23, some typical mixed condition but
generally fresh & attractive, a great lot for the internet seller
and well worth careful examination, o.g., F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2606 Hm
Europe (Western), Mint and Used Accumulation. Including Vatican City mint collection in Lighthouse
hingeless album with many fresh sets & part sets issued in
the 1933-88 period, Netherlands mint & used collection
mounted in Schaubek album, including some better XIX
Century stamps, and many sets up to 1950s, plus Netherlands Indies earlies and some Netherlands Antilles & Surinam examples, Spain collection mounted in home-made
album with value concentrated in the modern mint & used
sets. We also noted a stock book loaded with Monaco duplicates issued from 1890s to 1950s, condition is a little mixed
on some but mostly F-VF, worth the time for a proper
viewing.
Estimate $600 - 800
2607 Hm
Europe (Western), mint and used collection.
Including Italy, Yugoslavia, Latvia, Luxemburg, Spain and
even a little worldwide. Interesting stock that starts off
slowly but gets into its stride, starting with Eurozone Italy including miniature sheets, better Yugoslavia with some of
the colorful sets from the 1950s i.e. the plants, the animals,
the reptiles all through to 100d top values, useful miniature
sheets, etc. Other countries across the board, with high topical interest, high likelihood of finds when looked at carefully, much of this is housed stamp on stamp and makes a
challenging viewing.
Estimate $150 - 200
2608 )
Latin America, First Flights, 1925-29. 7 covers: Haiti (#15, 20); Canal Zone (#10 x2); Costa Rica(#7);
Panama (#8) & Suriname (#1), clean and useful lot, Very
Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150
2609 Hm
Middle East, Massive Largely CTO’ed Topical Collection of Trucial States. Composed of thousands
on album pages and a couple stock books of a comprehensive country group of Ajman, Fujeira, Manama,
Mutawakelite Kingdom of Yemen, Ras Al Khaima, Sharjah,
Yemen Arab Republic, Umm Al Qiwain with the whole
range of material from imperfs to large foil stamps. Condition a bit mixed but overall clean and, F.-V.F., tough lot to
view but well worth the time and price.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2610 Hm
Scandinavia, Mint and Used Collection. Including Denmark, Finland, Greenland & Faroe Islands,
mostly used and mounted in two Schaubek albums, Denmark with stamps issued in the 1851-1999 period, and including the following (used unless noted) better 1851 (2),
1854-57 (3, mint, 4 & 6), 1858-63 (8-9), 1864-68 (11, 13 &
15), 1870-71 (19), 1875-79 (25-34), 1904-05 (65-69), 1912
(79-81), 1912 (82), 1913-28 (97-131), 1918 surcharges,
1924 se-tenant blocks of four (167a, 171a & 175a), 1925-29
(C1-3 & C4-5, latter two in mint condition), plus many other
sets, including semipostals, officials, postage dues, newspaper & parcel post stamps, followed by Faroe Islands &
Greenland representations, Finland with stamps issued in
the 1856-1999 period, and including the following (used unless noted) better 1856 (1), 1866-67 (9-10), 1875-81
(17-24), 1889-92 (38-45), 1891 (56 & 58), 1903 (75),
1917-29 (83-108 & 110), 1927-29 (143-52), plus many others sets issued in the XX Century, and also including Aland
Islands, condition is mostly Very Fine throughout, nice
clean collection.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2611 Hm
Scandinavia, Mint & Used Collection. In
three Davo hingeless albums, Denmark section including
many sets issued in the 1870s-1970s period, plus postal tax
& newspaper stamps, Finland with many sets up to 1980s,
including regulars & semipostals, Iceland with many sets in
the 1920s to 1960s, plus airmails & officials, Norway starting with a nice representation of XIX Century issues, followed by many sets issued in the XX Century, plus airmails,
officials & postage dues, Sweden with some earlies and
value concentrated in the 1910s-40s issues, we also noted
some Greenland & Faroe Island examples, condition is
F-VF, worth alloyting time to view.
Estimate $600 - 800
2612 H
Scandinavia, Mainly Never Hinged Dealer’s
Stock, 1930s-70s. In glassine envelopes, and housed in
red box, including Greenland, Finland, Iceland, Norway &
Sweden sets, part sets & singles, condition is Very Fine,
recommended for ebay seller.
Estimate $500 - 750
2613 Hm
Scandinavia, Collection To 1970s. Mostly
used, and mounted in Scott album, including Denmark
1851 (2, used), followed by Coat of Arms examples issued
in the 1870s-90s period, and then by many sets & part sets
in the modest range, including semipostals, officials and
Danish West Indies representation, Iceland section with
some singles & sets up to $25, Finland with some better
earlies such as 1866-67 (9 x2 & 10, used), Norway with
most in the modest range, Sweden with some better such
as 1903 (66, used), 1920-34 (145-62, used) & 1924 (217-20
& 222-24, used), condition is mixed on some classics but
overall F-VF.
Estimate $400 - 600

Worldwide Topical Collections
2615 H
Worldwide Topicals, A Splendid Range of
Gold Stamps From Staffa. Housed in 3 albums, the first
focusing on the tomb of Tutankhamen with large gold (and
accompanying certificate!) with over 40 different examples
including the special presentation pack. Then there are 2
silver binder albums which also includes multiples, yet only
different se-tenants with 430 examples including the kings
and queens of England, Olympics sports, flags of different
nations, seals of the different states etc. Interestingly these
pieces each cost a fortune at the time they were distributed
from Staffa - and perhaps with the price of gold going up further than the heights today, could have just made being a
good buy! All in all over 470 examples, certainly seldom
seen today in collection format and an opportunity for a
dealer, especially on Ebay! Individual cost equivalent, as
new issues approximately $4700.
Estimate $500 - 750
2616 Hm
Worldwide Topicals, With Much Mint Switzerland. One well filled volume predominantly Swiss including many mint blocks of 4 in complete series, as well as
singles m/s etc with considerable face value, among the
many 100s of stamps here. Also present Greece, China,
Monaco, French Colonies, Italy, GB etc, mint and used.
Many different topics seen including architecture, mountains, musical instruments, artefact, dolls, churches, aviation, flowers, trains to name a few. Please inspect.
Estimate $250 - 350
2617 Hm
Worldwide Topicals, Christmas/ Madonna
Collection. Several 100s of stamps, mint and used, virtually all in complete series, often in large pictorial format,
specifically for the topic of Christmas and Madonna. There
are certainly some very attractive stamps here, ranging
from countries such as Dubai, Togo, Belgium, St Vincent,
Antigua, Spain, Bhutan, Gabon, Upper Volta, Dahomey,
Dominica, Malta, New Zealand, Gilbert and Ellice islands,
Burundi, Brazil to name but some. If this is your area, particularly at this time of year, then you could hardly do better.
Also seen, a little postal history at the book of the book from
the 1950s onwards.
Estimate $150 - 200
2618 Hm)
Worldwide Topicals, Excellent Collection.
With many better sets, includes winter sports, American
Revolution, Franklin Roosevelt, felines, triangle stamps,
dogs, general sports and automobiles, lighthouses, stamps
on stamps, and boats, trains and airplanes, undoubtedly
worth several times our low estimate, plan on spending sufficient time to ascertain this lots true value, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

2614 Hm
Scandinavia, Mint and Used Accumulation.
Several 100s, possibly 1000 of stamps housed in a well
filled volume, mint and used from the 19th century onwards.
Denmark begins with the crown and scepter issues through
to minor duplications in the mid to latter part of the 20th century, ending in Thule and other ‘bob’. Then 19th century Finland to the shield issues to the mark, a similar pattern again
to modern. Then some Iceland, far more interesting Norway
with various 19th and early 20th century posthorns to 60 ore
to research, on to Sweden that ends with various mint booklets etc etc. Non Scott material noticed periodically, please
inspect, preferably with a Facit.
Estimate $200 - 300
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sued in the 1960s, condition is mostly Very Fine, it’s a
no-brainer investment, frankly. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide Cover Collections
2619 )
Worldwide, Massive Postal History Collection. Thousands and thousands of covers stuffed in several large cartons, with the prospect of literally anything
showing up, a quick look revealed Philippines, Poland Canada first flights and first day covers, Germany, Mexico first
flights, Egypt, Newfoundland, with dozens of better items
sure to be discovered, there are also registered, ads, and
picture postcards, since we don’t have enough time to inspect this lot some lucky bidder will do quite well, inspection
is necessary, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2620 )
Worldwide, Incredible Airmail & Flight Cover
Selection, 1918-1970. A vast and valuable holding, a majority of the covers are from the Netherlands, Netherlands
Indies and Suriname, but also includes covers from Austria,
Belgium, Danzig, Denmark w/ C1 & C3, France with C1-C2
and many Sanabria listed such as S3-S7 and S22-27, Germany, Greenland, Iceland w/C2, Italy w/C4, Latvia, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, with picture postcards, photos
and ephemera, the value adds up quickly, set aside plenty
of time to enjoy this lot, bid early bid often, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2621 )
Worldwide, Cover Extravaganza. Thousands
of covers in twenty-one cartons, US and foreign, includes
first days with many better cachets, first flight, commercial,
advertising, zeppelin, mint & used postal stationery and picture postcards, foreign includes British Commonwealth,
Eastern Europe, Germany, Israel, Japan, US Philippines,
with an amazing array of frankings, also some philatelic
ephemera including a nice group of Tasco folders, the
sheer volume of material should make this a bargain for
some lucky bidder, please set aside enough time to peruse
thoroughly, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2622 )
Worldwide,
Assortment
of
Covers,
1930s-90s. Approximately 4,000 items in two cartons,
better countries include France, Germany, Great Britain &
Mexico. We also noted many Switzerland & Liechtenstein
first-day covers in several cover albums, overall condition is
F-VF, a worthwhile opportunity not to be missed.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2623 )
Worldwide, First Day Covers & Postal History Accumulation. Many hundreds of covers in three cartons, including many better items such as Belgium 1952
registered cover to Rochester (435, 437-38, 441 & 443-45),
Brazil useful group of thirty postal cards to send money
(Vale Postal Nacional) used in the 1915-21 period, Czechoslovak Legion 1920 cover, Danish West Indies 1903 cover
with 4¢ diagonal half used as 2¢, Curacao 1930 three first
flight covers to Maracaibo, Hong Kong 1937 three first flight
covers to San Francisco, Hungary many first day covers
with imperforate stamps, Iceland 1952 first day cover (273),
Japan 1947-52 first day covers (400a, 421a, 508b & 519a),
Mauritius entires with “specimen” overprints, Sarawak
1947 first day cover (159-73), Spain 1950 (776-79), Sweden registered cover with 1924 UPU 20¢ & 40¢ stamps
(200 & 204). We also noted two Panama covers signed by
Franklin D. Roosevelt Jr., two Philippines covers signed by
Jean MacArthur, and a couple of Nicaragua covers signed
by Cardinal Spellman, plus a wealth of first day covers is-
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2624 )
Worldwide, Zeppelin Cover Collection. Fifteen covers, includes Brazil with Sanabria Z3, Germany(x3) one with C44, Italy with C43, Liechtenstein(x9)
with C7-C8 and C15-C16 and Russia with C27 & C29, with
many better flights please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2625 )
Worldwide, Postal History Collection,
1790-1990. Collection of a few hundred covers and cards,
highlights too numerous to mention but does include foreign first day covers with many British Commonwealth &
Iceland, US first day covers, US internal Revenue tax forms
for peddler 2nd class and retail liquor dealer, 1864 Civil War
naval discharge, Civil War CSA fractional currency, worldwide first flights with many signed by the pilot or postmaster,
Alaska Emergency Mail Flights, paquebot and naval covers, space covers and rocket mail, ad covers with many illustrated, cacheted event covers, RPO’s, Mount Everest
expedition covers, arctic and antarctic covers and
stampless covers, condition is usually fine plus, much more
in the collection than we could describe, please set aside
time to ascertain lot’s true value, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2626 )
Worldwide, Crash Covers, 1929-54. 8 covers
including 1937 Cygnus; 1938 Calpurnia; 1944 Hong Kong
Clipper; 1931 Hawaii; 1938 Pt. Reyes; 1929 France, a fascinating lot, 2 with explanatory letter or write-up, unlisted,
usual condition, inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2627 )
Worldwide, Large Miscellaneous Cover Accumulation. Composed of about 50 binders, a few cover
boxes and loose covers housed in 8 large cartons. As expected the largest segment is composed of United States
with a number of better segments like Canada, Great Britain, Germany and Sweden. With everything from early
postal history to a nice and interesting postal card unit this is
a lot that deserves a careful review, overall F.-V.F., viewing
suggested.
Estimate $500 - 750
2628 )
Worldwide, Commercial Or Commemorative
Flight Covers, 1927-85. 61 covers: notes 1937 25¢ single
frank air cover from North Borneo to GB; 1927 Leviathan
ship-to-shore; 1931 Justice for Hungary flight, etc., well
worth inspection, Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
2629 )
Worldwide, Zeppelin Covers, 1909-36. 9 covers incl. 1909 Zep II card; 1936 Hindenburg London to Hong
Kong, Tide Water card + DZR luggage tag (rare), a useful
lot, Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
2630 )
Worldwide, Space & Concorde Covers,
1975-87. Concorde (7); HASPA; EZ-Rocket, 2 Voyager
flights (July 9, 1986 & Dec. 14, 1896 with certs. + pair of
Colorano cachets, a rare group, Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2631 )
Worldwide, First Flight Cover Collection,
1926-1980. Intriguing group of a few hundred first flights
with many CAM, Clipper and foreign, better includes New
Caledonia #206 on 1940 1st flight to San Francisco, Canada C1 on 1929 airmail cover, with covers from Japan,
Newfoundland, Sweden, Switzerland, about half pre WW2,
inspection is invited, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
2632 )
Worldwide, Cover Lot, 1953-2000. A few hundred covers and cards, some US but includes Australia,
Belgium Congo, France, Germany, India, Portugal and Turkey, with mint & used postal stationery, stampless, registered, ad cover with some illustrated, and some ephemera,
better includes Blackjack on Providence RI cover, Akron
Coast to Coast trip cover, chrome picture postcard of Busch
Stadium, and some inaugural covers from Reagan & Johnson, some enough saleable material to make this lot
profitable, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
2633 )
Worldwide, Around-The-World Flights,
1936-85. 13 covers incl. 1936 to and from DEI; 1946 Australia vis U.S.; two-ocean cover from U.S. via Hong Kong,
an excellent lot and basis for further development, Very
Fine.
Estimate $350 - 500

2641 )
Worldwide, First Flights, 1928-67. 40 covers
incl. misc. U.S. CAMs & FAMs, Japanese modern, etc. inspect, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
2642 )
Worldwide, Airmail Covers, c. 1955-72. 28
with airline meter slogans incl. Qantas, MISR, Sabena, Pan
Am, etc., some with appropriate airline etiquettes + 3 more
airline ad. covers, an excellent lot, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
2643 )
Worldwide, Balloon Flights, 1965-2002. 13
covers from Australia, Canada, GB, Hungary, Switzerland
and the U.S., various flights, cachets, some signed, inspect, Very Fine.
Estimate $75 - 100

Worldwide Collections

2634 )
Worldwide, Cover Selection. Group of 25
covers and cards, includes five Zeppelin covers, five catapult or flight covers, four Iran first flights and the rest miscellaneous, better frankings, inspection is invited, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

2644 Hm
Worldwide, Massive Assortment. In 35 cartons loaded with three-ring binders filled with mint & used
stamps, better countries noted include Austria, Andorra,
Bulgaria, British Commonwealth, Czechoslovakia, France,
Germany, Hungary, Italy, Monaco, Poland, Romania, Russia, Scandinavia, Spain & Latin America (Argentina, Ecuador, Colombia, Mexico, Nicaragua, Chile & Venezuela),
plus U.S., China, Japan and some other Asian countries,
condition includes anything from mixed to Very Fine, a nice
lot that will break up into hundreds of ebay lots, be sure to
see.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

2635 )
Worldwide, Lufthansa Flight Covers. 200+
covers mounted in two albums, covers 1966-1973 and
1980-1988, first flights and flights to all parts of the world, includes 1971 postal strike cover, wide range of frankings,
great lot for the aerophile, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

2645 Hm
Worldwide, Dealer’s Assortment. Literally
thousands of mint & used stamps in glassines, and housed
in twelve cartons, including sets, part-sets, sheets,
part-sheets and souvenir sheets, overall condition is F-VF,
a truly worldwide representation that should be useful to an
internet seller, well worth viewing.Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

2636 )
Worldwide, Wafer Seals on Cover, 1865-83.
16 covers with wafer seals on front or back: Belgium (1);
France (9); Italy (2), Netherlands (1), Russia (2) & Switzerland (1), a difficult lot, Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350

2646 Hm
Worldwide, Useful Mint & Used Assortment.
We noted the following better Great Britain (1, used),
Greenland 1945 (10-18, mint), New Guinea 1932-34
(C28-42, latter five mint), Netherlands 1852 (2-3, used),
1864 (4-6, used), 1867 (7-9 & 11, used), 1946 (278-81,
mint), 1949 (319-22, mint), Norway (B1-3, used), Romania
1868-70, 1869 & 1871-72 Prince Carol imperforate issues,
followed by 1872 Prince Carol perforated issues, 1906 Exposition (196-206, mint), Spain 1930 (518-32 & E8, mint),
Sweden 1855 (2, used), 1858-62 (6-8 & 10-12, used),
1862-69 (13-14 & 20, used), 1916 (B1-10, used), 1924 UPU
sets (197-211 & 213-27, mint), plus many stock books filled
with worldwide stamps. We also noted a large group of
1919-21 Switzerland covers with full letters exchanged between two individuals, plus Austria blocks of four issued in
the 1960s-90s period, interesting holding with some earlies
in mixed condition but overall F-VF, presents a wide scope
of potentials, viewing welcome. Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

2637 )
Worldwide, First Flights, 1931-37. 5 covers:
Kenya (Canopus FF to India); Johore to Australia; Palestine
to Straits Settlements (scarce destination) & Straits Settlements to Kuala Lumpur (2), lovely lot, 4 with cachets, Very
Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
2638 )
Worldwide, Covers To Or From Clara Adams, 1936-40. The well-known air traveler, a number of
covers signed by her, an interesting lot incl. Canton Island,
Around-the-World, etc., + signed Zep leaflet, inspect, Very
Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
2639 )
Worldwide, Zeppelin Flown and Commemorative Covers, 1925-87. 49 covers and 2 postcards, mostly
from U.S. but some from Germany, France and GB, a wide
range of commemorative covers and a few early flown covers, inspect, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
2640 )
Worldwide, First Day Cover Accumulation,
1960s-80s. Several hundreds in one carton, including
mostly European countries, condition mostly Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2647 Hm
Worldwide, Assortment With British Commonwealth Bonus. Including many desirable items (mint
unless denoted) such as Bulgaria (237-43) & 1932
(C12-14), France 1935 (B43 never hinged), 1954 (B285-90
never hinged), 1955 (B294-99 never hinged), 1936 (C15
used), 1949-50 (C23-27), Ireland 1922 (1-11), 1922 (15-18)
& 1922-23 (65-76), St. Kitts-Nevis 1903 (1-5, 7-10 & 18-21),
1920-23 (28-36), 1921-29 (37-51), 1923 (56-62) & 1923 (63
with “Specimen” overprint), plus twelve stock books with
British Commonwealth issues in the modest range, condition is Fine to Very Fine, dealers should take a look.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2648 Hm
Worldwide, Mint & Used Assortment. In six
stock books containing sets, part sets & singles mostly issued in the XX Century, including Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Denmark, France & Colonies, Egypt, Hungary, Iran,
Italy, Germany & German States, Liechtenstein, Poland,
Romania & Switzerland, plus some others such as Finland,
Greece, Luxembourg, Portugal, Sweden & some Latin
America representation, condition is F-VF, ideal for internet
seller.
Estimate $500 - 750
2649 Hm)
Worldwide, Stamp & Postal History Assortment. Delightful group of covers and stamps, better includes 1849 stampless letter sheet from Galveston TX to
London, cover with eagle fancy cancel Cole Bi-1 on reverse, and a Great Britain #100 mint NH, as well as Russia
and British Commonwealth stamps and dozens of other
better items that would make single lots, please inspect,
o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. Estimate $500 - 750
2650 Hm
Worldwide, Mint and Used Assortment.
Thousands of stamps, including sets & parts sets housed in
nine stock books with better China, People’s Republic of
China & Japan sections, condition appears to run F-VF,
worth a look at our estimate.
Estimate $400 - 600
2651 Hm
Worldwide, Better Mostly Used Assortment
on 3x5 Stock Cards. On about 75 cards, covers a period
from strong classics to maybe about 1950. Huge potential
catalog value; condition is all over the place, still much useful, clean F.-V.F. material, careful examination is called for.
Estimate $400 - 600
2652 H
Worldwide, Assortment of Souvenir Sheets.
In two binders with some duplication, and including Bolivia,
Brazil, Colombia, Cuba, Dominican Republic, El Salvador,
Hungary, Russia, San Marino, plus several others, condition is Very Fine, viewing will be quick.
Estimate $400 - 600
2653 HHHm Worldwide, Clean Mostly Mint Stockbook
Assortment of Hundreds. Chock full of useful & better
items, including strong British Omnibus issues, the best being 1935 Silver Jubilees, plus good 1948 Wedding,
UNESCO and others, we also note nice British Pacific,
Antigua, Scandinavia, France and much, much more, nice
holding, worthy of a closer inspection, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

Shah Qajar reprints with inverted centers mentioned and
priced in Scott (24ch, 26ch, 5k & 10k), Lombardy-Venetia
1850 (6 used), Somali Coast 1894-1902 (15 used), Laos
1956 (C20-21 mint), Sweden (11 used) and several other
saleable examples such as New Caledonia 1881-83 (3
used) & 1924-27 (134-35 mint), Netherlands 1896 (51-52
used), Italian Colonies 1933 (B30-31 mint), small faults on
some but overall F-VF.
Estimate $350 - 500
2655 Hm
Worldwide, Mostly Mint Assortment.
Mounted in stock pages, including several better (never
hinged unless noted) such as Austria (C32-46 mint),
Cyrenaica (C24-29), Germany (B144 & B146 pair), Greece
(568-73), Kedah 1924 (42 mint), Somalia (164-69) & Spain
(491-500), plus some covers, including 1936 cover franked
with Brazil stamps, and transported by the Hindenburg, we
also noted some Canal Zone earlies, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2656 Hm
Worldwide, Mostly Used Assortment. In a
stock book with most stamps issued in the XIX Century, we
noted Canada large Queens representation, plus 1898
Map issue examples in distinctive colors, followed by Latin
America examples, and then by British Caribbean examples from Guiana, Barbados, Bermudas, Jamaica, Trinidad
& St. Vincent, also several Hawaii stamps issued in the
1880s-90s period, condition slightly mixed but for the most
part appears F-VF.
Estimate $250 - 350
2657 H
Worldwide, Mint Assortment. Including Italy
Scott 832-34 blocks of four, Liberia 102a inverted center,
Japan 109, Spain C37 gutter pair, United Nations 38 souvenir sheet & Viet Nam 20-26, plus couple of China presentation folders issued in 1995-96, ideal for the internet seller,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
2658 Hm
Worldwide, Mostly Mint Assortment. In
glassine envelopes, better noted include Andorra 1943
(36), Bulgaria 1934 (253-58 & 259-64 mint), China 1940-41
(C31-40 blocks of four), Denmark (79-80 mint), India Korea
Custodial Unit 1953 (M44-55) & Southern Rhodesia
1931-37 (25-30 mint), plus several Costa Rica blocks of
four & 1912 Russian offices in Turkish Empire (211-12
blocks of 15, never hinged), recommended for dealer.
Estimate $200 - 300
2659 Hm
Worldwide, Mostly Used Assortment. Hundreds of stamps in several binders and stock books with
sets & part-sets in the modest range, condition varies but
overall Fine, recommended for dealer.
Estimate $200 - 300
2660 Hm
Worldwide, a Peculiar Assortment! . Interesting range of 100s of stamps housed in 1 volume, including
mint Spanish Andorra various euro series, French Colonies
with Wallis and Futuna m/s sheetlets into the 2000s, similarly with New Caledonia with booklets, as well as 1965
se-tenants satellites mint never hinged, as is the vast majority here. Also seen a few other series from Albania, Bhutan on to Switzerland etc. A good number of elusive modern
issues here, please inspect.
Estimate $100 - 150

2654 Hm
Worldwide, Useful Assortment. Mounted on
stock pages, including France 1849-50 (6 used) & 1877-80
(96 used), Belgium 1861 (10-11 used), Germany 1872 (1-3
& 6-8 used), Ifni 1943 (27& C37 mint), Iran 1911-13 Ahmad
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2661 Hm)
Worldwide, Monster Country Collection Accumulation. Composed of well over 75,000 items in 85
binders and a few envelopes housed in 12 large cartons
with the main value in Commonwealth and European Colonies running through Independence. Better countries include Afghanistan, Albania, Antigua, Azores, Barbados,
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Burkina, Burundi, Cambodia,
Cameroun, Canal Zone, Cape of Good Hope, Cayman Islands, Ceylon, Congo, Cyprus, Danzig, Dominica, Ecuador, Equatorial Guinea, Eritrea, Falkland Islands, Fiji,
Gambia, Ghana, Gibraltar, Greenland, Guinea, Haiti,
Heligoland, Indonesia, Israel, Jamaica, Jugoslavia, Lebanon, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Malaya, Mauritius, Mozambique, Natal, Nepal, Nevis, New Caledonia, New South
Wales, North Borneo, North Korea, Ryukyu Islands, St. Lucia, Samoa, Serbia, Sierra Leona, Somalia, South Africa,
South West Africa, Straits Settlements, Tonga, Trinidad,
Trinidad and Tobago and Togo with owners catalog value
well in excess of $100,000. Viewers will note many complete mint sets, some good classics, mint and used multiples and an interesting array of covers both postal history
and philatelic, overall F.-V.F., viewing strongly suggested.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
2662 HHHm Worldwide, Desirable Mint & Used Accumulation, 1845-1970. Few hundred mint & used stamps and
sets, arranged by country, includes Argentina, Canada,
Chile, France, French Antarctic Territory, Germany, Liechtenstein, Norway, Romania, Russia, Straits Settlements
and Viet Nam, generally clean with some mixed condition,
god value throughout, viewing is invited, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $20,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2663 Hm)
Worldwide, Remarkably Diverse Basement
Accumulation Lot. Filling numerous large cartons, as this
lot truly was a last minute entry, and its diversity is amazing,
leave some time to discover loads of vintage approval
books, stock books, many different worldwide albums,
sheet files, envelopes, stock cards ect., in fact you will find
material the world over in every imaginable fashion, with
many nice surprises throughout, this holding is real & completely mixed up, but we assure you your viewing efforts will
be well rewarded, o.g., F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2664 Hm
Worldwide, Mint & Used Accumulation.
Housed in 48 cartons with representation of the world’s
countries, including glassines, stamps on loose pages and
cigar boxes, old circuit books, part-sheets, stamps on paper
(kiloware material) & some covers, including, overall condition is Fine; however, as with any accumulation of this magnitude, some mixed condition should be expected. Viewing
recommended, as this a worthwhile opportunity not to be
missed.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2665 m
Worldwide, Revenues & Back-of-the-Book
Accumulation. The perfect lot for the revenue specialist,
besides US revenues and BOB there are thousands of
worldwide revenues with particular strength in China, Japan and Thailand, although South America, Europe and
British Commonwealth are also present, there are also
smaller lots of unusual items such as New Zealand Social
Security stamps, Brazilian money orders and Canadian tobacco and cigar paid revenues, a profitable way to spend
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some cold winter evenings, inspection is highly
recommended, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2666 Hm
Worldwide, Mint & Used Accumulation. In
five cartons, including British Commonwealth issues (Churchill, Coronation of QEII & Princess Anne Wedding), Colombia XX Century collection, Vatican starter collection,
plus some worldwide modern booklets, and hundreds of
glassines with sets, part sets & singles, condition varies but
overall F-VF, recommended for the ebay seller.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2667 Hm
Worldwide, Gainful Accumulation. With the
following better Canada 1897 Jubilee $2 (62 with Toronto
roller cancel), 1928 (C1-4 never hinged), Kenya, Uganda &
Tanzania KGV 1922-27 (34 & 36 used) & 1935 (56-58
used), El Salvador interesting group of imperforate plate
proofs made by Hamilton Bank Note of New York. We also
noted Switzerland collection with nice semipostal mint &
used section, plus 1919-20 (C1-2 mint). Old-time Scott album with many worldwide XIX Century stamps, including
France earlies, Germany 1872 eagles representation,
Great Britain 1840 (1 used), Sweden 1858 examples & Hawaii examples, condition a little bit mixed on some but
overall F-VF, well worth a careful look.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2668 Hm
Worldwide, Mint and Used Accumulation.
Including Global album with nice Ecuador 1949 Roosevelt
imperforates, Scott album with U.S. interesting XIX Century
representation, and useful Washington-Franklins, parcel
post mint & used, officials including specimens, plus some
revenues & Canal Zone examples, also a three-ring binder
with several desirable worldwide issues: Tannu Tuva 1936
commemoratives, 1952 South Moluccas imperforates,
home-made album with U.S. collection of plate blocks issued in the 1960s, condition is slightly mixed on some but
overall F-VF. We didn’t have the time to inspect every single
page, so treasures may be hiding.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2669 m
Worldwide, Philatelic Accumulation. Tens of
thousands of stamps from every corner of the globe, some
on paper but most off, many grouped by country or continent neatly in glassines, includes Eastern & Western Europe, Asia, Africa, North & South America, there can be
anything in this lot, a few handfuls revealed stamps, revenues and labels, enormous value present, a great way to
spend some cold winter nights, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2670 Hm
Worldwide, Vignettes Accumulation, From
the 19th Century Onwards. A vast diverse holding with
scarce items, particularly Central European, a very interesting range often in series format, occasionally se-tenant
strips and blocks, very colorful, covering all kinds of
themes, promotions and the like such as Kaiser Borax
Seife, the early balloon show for the Luftfahrerdank
Wohlfahrtsmarke, Persil Der grosse Erfolg, the industry exhibition series of 6 for Ludwigsburg, Ka-Ha-Vau Edeka, the
early Lowry parallel of stickmen for Erdow, V for Victory, interesting modern designs from the 1910s and 1920 s for
large Kitson and Neuman, various WW1 militaria impressive with all kinds of uniforms, badges, insignias, regiments, etc. Various Spanish and early Judaica, early
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Americana, interesting Hungarian with the Temesvar
Tenyszbaromfi-Vasar, various French including multiples
such as Foire de Lyon, various cultural exhibitions, foire-exposition St Die des Vosges, HG Wells Metropolis visions a
la Francaise for fetes inaugurals du nouveau centre de
Villeurbanne, interesting pre-WW1 french, Scandinavian
Christmas seals from turn of the century, Slovakian Klimt
style Roku 1915, as well as various Esperanto, etc. There
are many items here that are seldom seen. It is the first time
for example we have seen the complete series of 18 of the
Brussels 1897 Exposition internationale of Belgium including scarce multi-colored examples, if Art Nouveau and Art
Deco are to your liking you will love this lot. All in all in
excess of 1500 examples, with many that would easily sell
for $10++ each on EBay. A great opportunity to market.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2671 Hm)
Worldwide, Balance of the Robert B.
Spooner Collection. Filling a few cartons much of which is
what you might expect from a lifelong collector; church envelopes sorted with used U.S., several modest worldwide
albums, ordinary mail & FDCs, ect., but then one must dig
further to find some very interesting & useful Japan with vintage photos & ephemera material, including Russo-Japanese War propaganda material & photos, some nice covers
of the period ect., we also note some better U.S. covers plus
covers from Latin America, general foreign & more, well
worth a careful & thorough perusal, inspection invited, o.g.,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2672 Hm)
Worldwide, Valuable Mishagas. Thousands
of stamps and covers in every container imaginable, one
man’s lifetime accumulation, and as such every envelope,
box, and glassine needs to be checked, there are used US
back to the 1869 Pictorials, mint US, much NH, in large
blocks and part sheets, used and mint foreign, covers and
picture postcards, old stamp and coin catalogs, and a few
albums, one which contains some excellent material, condition ranges from mint NH to indifferent, you’ll need patience to plow through this lot, but it is as sure a winner as
you’ll ever find, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

little mixed but overall F-VF, highly recommended for
dealer.
Estimate $500 - 750
2676 Hm
Worldwide, Mint and Used Accumulation.
Thousands of mostly used stamps, better include Austria
1950-53 (C57 x3 & C59 x8, used) plus a couple of Mozart
die proofs signed by G. Wimmer, Belgium 1932 (251-53,
mint), Bolivia (C5-7, mint), Iceland 1930 (C3 x3, mint), Norway 1930 (B1-3, mint) & Ryukyu Islands 1957 (C9-13,
never hinged). We also noticed a fair amount of souvenir
sheets, plus a wealth of glassines with worldwide stamps,
overall condition is F-VF, a lot with profit potential but don’t
believe me and take a look yourself! Estimate $500 - 750
2677 Hm
Worldwide, Useful Accumulation. Including
Great Britain 1955 QEII blocks of four (309-12, bottom pairs
never hinged), 1976 worldwide first day covers collection issued to commemorate U.S. Bicentennial, plus several Inflation & Hitler sheets, Scott International albums and
cigarettes boxes with used stamps, condition is mixed in
places but overall F-VF, many ideal items for internet sales.
Estimate $500 - 750
2678 Hm)
Worldwide, Excellent Extremely Eclectic Accumulation. With bulk of value in British Asia, we note interesting Brunei with some nice covers, duplicated
forerunner issues, town cancels and specimens, various
stockcards of mint or used Straits Settlements & Malaya,
good Zanzibar, with post offices on Pembra Islands covers,
censored & early airmail covers, plus early Ethiopia overprint issues & more, pleasing mix, inspection invited, o.g.,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2679 Hm
Worldwide, Mint and Used Accumulation.
US and worldwide seals, labels, poster stamps, locals,
you-name-it and if its unlisted in the standard catalogs it
may well just be contained herewith, once you get past the
mundane Christmas seals, there is a lovely and valuable
volume of Netherlands and European labels, a holding that
would be impossible to replicate, sorry no glass slipper,
viewing strongly suggested, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

2673 Hm)
Worldwide, Accumulation, 1870-1990. Accumulation in two cartons, includes British Commonwealth,
Denmark, Finland, Mexico, Russia, a sheet folder of worldwide sheets (some with water damage), blocks of Canadian
revenues and a binder of worldwide souvenir sheets,
mostly moderately priced material, please examine, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

2680 Hm
Worldwide, Useful Although Mixed Up Accumulation. Of many thousands housed in albums or on album pages filling a couple of cartons. Nice range of mint
and used material to be found throughout amongst the numerous albums as well as some useful topical material.
Condition can vary but plenty of F-VF, viewing suggested.
Estimate $400 - 600

2674 Hm
Worldwide, Mint & Used Accumulation. In
several stock books and binders, including British Commonwealth, Monaco, Mexico, French Colonies, Great Britain, Latin America & Vatican sets, condition is F-VF, ideal
for the internet seller, viewing invited. Estimate $500 - 750

2681 Hm
Worldwide, Mint & Used Accumulation.
Mostly mounted in an old Scott album with some better
such as Gold Coast 1884 (14 &17 mint), 1898 2s (26-31 &
33 mint), other in presentation cards such as Italy 1890
(58-63 mint), 1911 (119-22 used) & 1912 (124-25 used),
Liechtenstein 1912 (1-3 used), also some U.S. regular &
revenues mounted in album, plus some 1947 first flight covers carried by helicopter between Winchester and Belmont,
condition is a little mixed on some but generally F-VF.
Estimate $300 - 400

2675 Hm
Worldwide, Mint & Used Accumulation. Including Canada used assortment mounted in stock pages,
also Great Britain assortment in stock pages with many
saleable XIX Century stamps such as 1840 (1 used),
1867-80 (55 x10, used), 1873 (62 x15, pair & block of four,
used), 1880-81 (79 block of four, mint), 1902-11 KEVII (141
mint with creases) & 1951 (286-89 mint), plus Scott worldwide album with stamps in the modest range, condition is a
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2682 Hm
Worldwide, Mint and Used Accumulation. In
several stock books, glassines and some home-made albums, strength of the lot is Germany, including Germania &
Inflation issues, followed by Third Reich representation and
Federal Republic issues, plus two albums with first day covers issued by the Federal Republic & Berlin Postal Administrations in the 1960s. We also noted several other
European countries as Poland, Netherlands & Switzerland,
condition is a little mixed on some but overall F-VF.
Estimate $300 - 400
2683 Hm
Worldwide, Interesting Accumulation.
Better include Israel 1949-50 Second Coins (17-22 with
tabs on two first day covers), 1950 Independence (33-34
with tabs on first day cover), 1950 Maccabiah Games (37
with tab on first day cover), also two Palestine censored
covers sent to North America during WWII, 1962 Zodiac
(Scott 217a & Bale 238a, surcharge omitted), three first day
covers autographed by President of the State of Israel
Shazar in order to be offered at auction to raise funds for research into the cause, prevention and treatment of all crippling diseases, and accompanied with letter dated
November 30, 1950 signed by his assistant Shulami Nardi,
plus a group of French Art first day covers, maximum cards
and souvenir folders from the 1960s-70s period, condition
is Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
2684 H
Worldwide, Mint Accumulation. Nothing but
mint including plenty of Euro Zone from Italy, virtually all
one of a kind, housed in 1 volume. Also various Switzerland
with valid Swiss francs face value, followed by France with
several dozen series inc airmails, interpanneau, se-tenants, etc. Also a useful range of French Antarctic Territory,
New Caledonia and various other French Colonial areas.
Other parts of the globe include British Europe, ie Gibraltar
with sheetlets and m/s etc. Also seen GB various commemoratives, Hong Kong including Year of the Monkey etc.
A very colorful accumulation with many good countries.
Estimate $250 - 350
2685 Hm
Worldwide, Mint and Used Accumulation.
Including Luxembourg mint & used collection in Davo
hingeless album with some earlies and several XX Century
sets, Aland & Faroe Islands, Azores & Madeira sets issued
in the 1970s-80s mounted in a nice Lindner album, plus
some Vatican City & United Nations issues in an International album. We also noted several Germany sheets issued in the 1946-48 period, condition appears F-VF
throughout.
Estimate $200 - 300
2686 Hm
Worldwide, Dealer’s Stock. In four red boxes,
filled with sets, part sets & singles, arranged alphabetically,
and including nice sections of Belgium, France, Germany,
Hungary, Portugal & Azores, Norway & Sweden, we also
noted substantial value in Albania, Austria, Italy, Greece,
Israel, Japan, Liechtenstein, Netherlands, Romania, Russia, Saar, San Marino, Spain, Switzerland & Turkey sections, condition is mostly Very Fine. Scott $33,000 plus.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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2687 HHHm Worldwide, Powerful Dealer’s Stock. Comprised of a wide variety of various odds and ends which the
old timer just didn’t get to! We note a three ring sheet binder
with quantities of early Belgium Red Cross overprint, Peru
and early Honduras sheets and part sheets, Europa material including Spanish Andorra, good offerings of Italian and
German States, Mauritius #4c with APS certificate, lots of
AMG and Italian Socialist Republic multiples showing overprint varieties, with a corresponding huge aggregate
Sassone catalog value & much, much more, ideal lot for
breakdown, inspection invited, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2688 HHHm Worldwide, Valuable Dealer’s Stock. Thousands of stamps identified and neatly arranged by country,
there are hundreds of complete sets and singles from inexpensive to valuable and scarce, includes material such as
Canada mint 45, 46, 100 NH, France mint 1100 with label
and side inscription, B43, C17, C29-32, Italy mint C3-C9
NH, and a group of souvenir sheets with British Commonwealth, Russia, Western Europe and Asia such as PRC
1820 & 2775, the perfect lot for anyone contemplating entering the foreign market, the works all done for you, plan on
plenty of time to investigate, o.g., hinged or never hinged,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2689 Hm)
Worldwide, Diverse & Valuable Dealer’s
Stock, 1860-1980. Intriguing stock of mostly mint material
that you’ll have to check every envelope and glassine to appreciate its true value, includes box of South America with
many mint NH sets such as Argentina 459-466, sheet file of
Monaco souvenir sheets and strips, collection of British
Commonwealth, sheetfile of Canada sheets, sheetfile of
worldwide souvenir sheets with Spain C12-C17(x2), glassines of mint Germany and a stockbook of mint Russia, take
some time with this lot then bid early and bid often, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2690 Hm
Worldwide, Large Mint and Used Dealers
Stock in 9 Counter Books. With a number of useful surprises like 2 counter books of mint Canada and 3 Hong
Kong Scott 502ca NH, as well as a useful bit of other modern Asia, overall F.-V.F., and well worth a quick look.
Estimate $500 - 750
2691 Hm
Worldwide, a Very Unusual Group of Material. With much back of the book, worldwide classics to
modern as accumulated by a self-confessed compulsive
buyer! Offered intact as given to us, very chaotic and as we
started to re-present the lot, we realized this was an impossible task in the time available. There are many interesting
items stuffed on stock cards with lots of hidden surprises all
over the place. This gentleman has been a customer with
us for many years, buying countless box lots and collections, pulling out what he liked and selling the rest and this
is the end result. If you allow yourself a few hours viewing
this, as it deserves, it will increase your chance of being a
successful bidder, so much here to sort and categorize.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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2692 Hm
Worldwide, Valuable Collection 1840-1940.
Diverse collection in three Schaubek albums, there are
thousands of stamps with hundreds of highlights, a short list
of better mint includes Cameroun 7-19, Caroline Islands
7-19, German East Africa 19-21, 22-29, German New
Guinea 7-19, German Southwest Africa 7-19, Greece
165-178, Italy 165-178, Mariana Islands 17-29, Marshall Islands 13-25, Samoa 57-69 and Togo 7-19, better used includes Finland 2, France 2, Great Britain 1, Iceland 1 and
US 119, 240 and 291, with many excellent officials mint &
used, and this is but a fraction of the collection, a lot that’s
sure to prove quite profitable, some moisture issues with
stamps sticking to pages, but most seem to pop off, set
aside sufficient time to peruse this lot, o.g., F.-V.F.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
2693 Hm
Worldwide, 7 Volume Scott International & 5
Volume Minkus Global Collection. Mint & used, Scott Internationals are sparsely filled with strength in Western European countries, Global albums are moderately to mostly
filled with British and French colonies, South and Central
America, Western Europe, Africa, China, Hong Kong and
Asia, with some better items that include 1956 Ascension
Elizabeth II mint set to 10/-, Bahamas 1964 NH New Constitution set, Bermuda 1962 Elizabeth II set, Great Britain Offices 1957 Elizabeth II mint Tangier Ovpt set, Luxembourg
1957 PAX Europa set, Japan 1938-1944 mint parks group,
used 1956 Elizabeth definitive set, ect., o.g., generally Fine
or better centering.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
2694 m
Worldwide, Used Collection, 1840-1940.
Nice lot of a few thousand stamps in two Schaubek Albums,
with excellent Benelux, Bulgaria, Denmark, classic France,
German States, India, Iran, Romania, Russia, Scandinavia, Straits Settlements, Thailand, Turkey, Africa and South
America, useful US, with better such as Great Britain 96
and 173-175, condition mixed as usual in a lot this size, this
lot that will prove worthy of a hefty bid, F.-V.F. Estimate
$5,000 - 7,500
2695 Hm
Worldwide, Recommended Collections &
Assortment. Thousands of mint & used stamps mounted
in albums and abundant amount of stock books, we noticed
a Belgium 1925 (172-84, mint), 1929 (B93-98, mint), plus
several other sets in the $15 to $30 range, Bulgaria collection with many attractive sets such as 1879 (1 x2, mint &
used), 1881 (10, used), 1885 (21B-D & 22, unused, no gum
and signed Drahn), 1927-28 (C1-4, mint), 1931 (237-43,
mint), 1932 (C12-14, mint), 1935 (273-78, mint) & 1935
(288-92, mint), Hungary collection with nice Franz Josef
earlies and many other better (used unless noted) such as
1934 (486), 1914 (B18-34), 1925 (B80-87, each tied on
cover fragment), 1942 imperforate souvenir sheets
(B148a-50a, mint), followed by 1918 (C1-2), 1927-30
(C12-23, used including latter one tied on cover fragment),
1931 (C24-25, each tied on cover fragment) & 1933
(C26-34, used including latter two tied on cover fragments),
Israel collection with tabs issued in the 1951-76 period, Poland 1860 (1, used), 1919 (77-78, used) & 1921 (B11-14,
mint). Also including many worldwide saleable sets in stock
books, overall condition is F-VF. This description is at best
an outline, there is much more here, so please view
carefully.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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2696 m
Worldwide, Used Collections.
Neatly
mounted in seven Biella springback albums, Brazil collection with stamps issued in the 1843-1970 period, and including many better such as 1843 (1-3, former two with
ample margins), 1844 (9-10), 1854 (37-38), 1861 (39-40),
1866 (49), followed by 1869 (53-60) and folded letter cover
with 100r Dom Pedro, and then by 1876-77 (61-66),
1878-79 (68-75 & 77), plus many other sets & part sets, including 1934 (392a-93a tete-beche pairs, unused no gum)
& 1927 (C1-6 & C7-16), Colombia collection up to 1974, including 1864-65 (42 & 42a), 1866 (45, 47-49), followed by
other XIX Century regular & air mail issues, Venezuela collection with some classics and value concentrated in the XX
Century, including airmails, Philippines collection starting
with group of eleven stamps issued under U.S. Administration (213-17, 226-27 & 230), plus many modern sets, condition is mostly Very Fine, a clean lot with nice material of
these popular collecting areas. Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2697 Hm
Worldwide, Useful Collection. Mostly mint &
fresh, presented in two International albums, better mint include Austria 1945 (405-27), Bahawalpur 1948 (2-15),
Cyrenaica (C12-17), Greenland 1945 (10-18), Italy 1930
(248-56), 1931 (258-64), 1932 (280-89 & C35-39), 1932
(290-305), 1933 (C42-47), 1935 (349-54), 1936 (359-66),
1937 (367-76), 1937 (C95-99), 1938 (400-09), Russia
1938-39 (666-77), St. Pierre & Miquelon 1932 (J21-31),
Spain 1930 (C6-11), Wallis & Futuna 1930-40 (43-84), U.S.
1893 (230-37 & 239), plus many other sets in the $25 to $50
range, condition is mostly Very Fine, a truly must be seen
collection.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2698 H
Worldwide, Old Time Collection. In three
huge Schwaneberger albums with a useful scattering of
mint and used ranges of classics and earlier 20th century,
good Europe but also some more unusual countries like
Hawaii, various colonial entities (note Gambia Edward VII
VF complete to 3/-, mint Bermuda George V commemorative set), needs a careful viewing to spot all the goodies,
huge catalog value, o.g., F.-V.F. Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2699 Hm)
Worldwide, Mixed Up Selection of Collections. Many thousands mint and used in binders, albums
ect. filling three large cartons. Better countries to be found
include Ajman, good mint Canada, East Germany, Macao,
Nicaragua, Rhodesia, Tunisia, Tanzania, Tasmania, Uruguay, US face and North & South Viet Nam, condition varies but mostly F.-V.F., viewing suggested.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2700 Hm
Worldwide, Mint and Used Collection. Mint
and used collection (no British) housed in twelve Scott International albums, sparse to moderately fille, some mixed
condition, o.g., overall Fine or better.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2701 HHHm Worldwide, Mint and Used Collection. Mainly
British Commonwealth & Europe, in seventeen
stockbooks, on display cards, thousands of stamps all arranged by country, includes France, Germany, Great Britain, Russia, Scandinavia, with singles, sets and souvenir
sheets, the perfect lot for the internet dealer, generally moderately priced with some mixed condition, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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2702 H
Worldwide, Cinderellas, Late 19th/Early 20th
Century. About 2000 different attractive colorful vignettes,
often in complete long series, housed in one substantial album which instead we believe to have been formed in the
early part of the 20th century. Areas of strength include
Austria, Belgium, Great Britain, Germany & Netherlands as
well as some European colonies. Many attractive items,
most multicolored with a wide variety of themes including
scouts, esperanto, aviation militaria, patriotic, expositions,
propaganda, with zeppelins & early aircraft, to name a few.
As is often the case with old fashioned collections, collected
three generations ago, there is stuck down, so care is
needed. Also, some work needed to present to better advantage, a recommended viewing, valued at $2 a piece
across the board with some worth many multiples more.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2703 Hm
Worldwide, Miscellaneous Array of Collections. Composed of a number of country collections including a useful group of Switzerland, a few stock pages of
classic Spain, small selection of classic New Zealand and a
unused set of the first postage due issue mint, a useful almost all mint Austria 1945-1974 collection, a few souvenir
sheets, a stock book packed with aviation topical material,
useful group of hinged and never hinged commonwealth
and world wide sets and singles, F.-V.F., viewing a must.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2704 Hm
Worldwide, James Fenimore Cooper, Jr.,
Leather Bound U.S. & Worldwide Albums. In two deluxe
gilt-edged large format gold engraved Scott albums, 1902
edition, formed by the son of the famous author and continued by his grandson, not very well filled but interesting and
with pockets of value used such as US 1¢ & 3¢ 1851/7,
1861s, grills, 1869 includes 15¢, 24¢, 30¢, Banknotes with
five 90¢ values, 50¢ small bureau mint, 50¢ Trans-Miss,
small bureau color changes including 10¢ & 15¢ mint, Officials and Postage Dues, Confederates, Telegraphs, Revenues and other BOB, other notable Country selections
include Bermuda, Canada with Beaver and cents issues,
large & small Queens, ½¢-20¢ mint Jubilees (well centered), 1897-8 Leaf and Scroll issue 10¢ values mint, plus
others, Chile, GB, Guatemala, Hawaii, Mexico, Netherlands, Newfoundland, Puerto Rico (Spanish), Switzerland,
there are Italian States and other European issues, an interesting and worthwhile assemblage that one could add to or
disect, some mixed condition as one might expect but some
pleasing examples to be found and we looked quickly— you
should take a closer look, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
From the estate of Paul Fenimore Cooper.
2705 Hm
Worldwide, Mint & Used Collection,
1840-1950. Mint & used collection presented in three Scott
International albums, with Vol I moderately filled and Vol II &
III sparsely filled, many singles and partial sets, the owner
concentrated on British Commonwealth with the 1937 Coronation Issue appearing complete mint, French Colonies
with many complete mint sets, and nice Hawaii, although
there is no United States, there should still be enough saleable material to make this lot useful to the winning bidder,
please inspect, o.g., F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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2706 Hm
Worldwide, Mint & Used Collection,
1840-1940. An impressive collection housed in a Scott International Junior Album, don’t let the Junior throw you, this
is a plum to be picked, just mint highlights include United
States 230-232, 235-236, 238, 328-330, 525, C1-C6, C13,
Barbados 102-104, Canada 21, 50-57, 158, China 25,
France 198-201, Great Britain 185-186, New Brunswick 6,
8-11, excellent Newfoundland and San Marino 111-114,
this should give you a taste of what awaits you, very few
moisture issues, mixed condition, take some time to enjoy
this album, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2707 Hm
Worldwide, Mostly Used Collection.
Mounted in three albums, starting with Sweden collection
with value concentrated in the XX Century, followed by Norway, Denmark & Finland sections with some better earlies,
we also noted a nice Great Britain section with many saleable used stamps such as 1841 (3-4), 1865 (44-45),
1867-69 (49-52), 1872-73 (59-61), 1883 (96), 1887-92
(111//122) & 1902-11 (127-39 & 141), Austria section with
several occupation stamps issued in 1918, German Area
starting with some 1871-72 eagle examples, and including
Bavaria representation, plus many other countries with
some better stamps scattered through, condition is a little
bit mixed but for the most part appears F-VF, highly recommended for dealer, definitely worth checking out.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2708 Hm
Worldwide, Strong Mint and Used 19th Century Collection. Composed of a couple hundred housed in
a 1888 Scott International postage stamp album. You will
find some nice US including, mint unless noted, Scott 217,
218, 234 NH, 238 and then some useful better worldwide.
Condition can vary, many F.-V.F., viewing suggested.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2709 Hm
Worldwide, Mint & Used Collections.
Mounted in twelve Schweizer albums with “A” to “Z” country
representation and many hand-made maps, including
Eastern & Western European countries, Baltic countries,
British Commonwealth, China, Egypt, Indonesia, Latin
America, Russia, Scandinavia, Turkey, plus some French
Colonies. We noted better sections of Germany & Great
Britain, overall condition is F-VF, worth checking.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2710 Hm
Worldwide, Mint and Used Collection,
1842-2000. Worldwide lot with more than the usual Eastern
Europe, with plenty of Great Britain and British Commonwealth, Western Europe, and Asia, generally moderately
priced material but lots of it, great lot for the internet dealer,
o.g., F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2711 Hm
Worldwide, Mint and Used Accumulation.
Many 1000s of stamps housed on a thick stack of very old
fashioned, somewhat ancient album leaves with very little
beyond the 1920s/30s and much 19th/early 20th century,
mint and used. Countries include Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Denmark including non Scott listed, France, Great
Britain with some better surface printed, as well as various
line engraved penny reds and 2d blues, Italy, Luxemburg,
Netherlands, German area particularly Kaiser Yachts with
potential for postmarks, British Commonwealth, South
America, USA, including Columbus 1ct though to 30cts with
the latter almost a jumbo example, etc, all completely un-
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catalogued. This is a collection that gets better on each inspection. For those that like grandfathers collections, you
can hardly do better than this within our valuation range.
Not only will there be enjoyment in the process of going
through this page for page, there will also be considerable
potential for discoveries.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2712 Hm
Worldwide, 19th Century Collection.
Mounted on album pages, and containing a nice representation of Portugal & Colonies (Angola, Angra, Azores, Cape
Verde Islands, Funchal, Guinea, Horta, Lourenco Marques,
Macao, Mozambique, Nyasa, Ponta Delgada, Portuguese
Congo, St. Thomas & Prince Islands, Timor & Zambesi), we
also noticed several British Commonwealth countries, plus
some Italy earlies & U.S. stamps used in Cuba, condition is
slightly mixed on some but overall F-VF, well worth a careful
look.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2713 Hm
Worldwide, Collection “A-Z” To 1970s. Issues in six Minkus Master Global albums, sparse to moderately filled beginner’s collection with best from Latin
America, Belgium, China, Germany, Great Britain, Hungary, Spain, etc., also includes couple worldwide beginner
albums and nine stock books of miscellaneous mostly early
to mid 20th century worldwide used (some better European) and few 100s “on paper”, most F-VF.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2714 Hm
Worldwide, Mint & Used Collection. Mounted
in five albums compiled by Harris with strength in European
countries and stamps issued in the XX Century. We noted
some U.S. examples and many sets in the Hungary, Romania, Russia & Sweden sections, condition mostly F-VF.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2715 HHHm Worldwide, Mint and Used Collection.
Worldwide collection of stamps, revenues and labels, includes group of Hawaii, couple of Newfoundland, South
America, French Southern Territories & Antarctic, and a
few Austrian Telegraph specimens, mixed condition, a delightful book to peruse, plan on spending some time with
this lot, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2716 HHHm Worldwide, Better Selection. Interesting lot
on stock cards and in glassines, includes such diverse
items as mint Tristan da Cunha 1-12, mint Great Britain Morocco Agency 219 & 419, mint Malta 191-205, two cards of
Ukraine & Russia, and Vatican City 155a souvenir sheet,
plenty of surprises, examination invited, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2717 Hm)
Worldwide, Collection in Citation Albums.
Several thousand stamps in eight Citation albums, with
hundreds of mint sets, while there does not appear to be
anything valuable there are dozens and dozens of mint
sets, with particular emphasis on China, Japan & Russia,
the owner also added stockpages and stock cards with numerous souvenir sheets and sets, a prefect lot for the worldwide neophyte or internet dealer, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2718 Hm)
Worldwide, Collection With First Day Covers. Thousands of stamps and first day covers in two
boxes, better includes Israel mint NH with tabs collection
and used collection, Romania book with singles, blocks and
imperf and part imperfs, Brazil, and Vatican City with mint
collection and hundreds of first day covers, huge potential
for breaking down into individual lots, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2719 HH
Worldwide, Mint Collection. A well filled volume from the 1940s into the 2000s including much Euro
Zone and other good currencies. Virtually all mint never
hinged with several 100s GB, commemoratives as well as
definitives with face value to £5 and well over 100 mint series complete all different into the 2000s. Also seen lots of
Vatican euro zone again one of a kind complete, followed by
better French Colonies in particular New Hebrides from the
1940s, onward again including better definitives as well as
commemoratives and better early postage dues complete
series as well. Further KGVI from all over the BC etc. Great
lot!.
Estimate $600 - 800
2720 Hm
Worldwide, Mint and Used Collection. In a
single very well filled Master Global album, with many thousands mostly used with excellent overall balanced coverage, condition as expected varies, much F.-V.F., viewing
strongly suggested.
Estimate $500 - 750
2721 Hm
Worldwide, Mint & Used Collection. In five albums and sixteen binders filled with stamps mostly issued
in the XX Century, better areas include British Commonwealth, Scandinavia (Denmark, Iceland & Sweden) & Italy,
incl. States representation, plus several others such as
Egypt, European countries, India, Iraq, Israel, Latin America, etc., condition is slightly mixed but overall F-VF.
Estimate $500 - 750
2722 Hm
Worldwide, Collections With Germany. In
four volumes, including Mongolia & Tannu Tuva, a smattering of colonies, plebiscites and occupations, strength includes 1902 Germania’s including 3M, Wagner Opera
includes 40pf., Ostropa souvenir sheet (stuck down), various semi-postals including Olympic and Hitler souvenir
sheets, airmails, a useful lot, please inspect, generally
F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
2723 Hm
Worldwide, Old-Time Collection. Mint & used
stamps mounted in a Schaubek album made in the 1920s,
including Austria, Belgium, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Baltic
countries, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Germany &
States, Hungary, Finland, France, Greece, Great Britain,
including 1840 issue (Scott 1-2, used), Italy, Liechtenstein,
Luxembourg, Poland, Romania, Russia, Sweden & Switzerland issues, latter including some “Strubel” examples.
We also noted British India section with several earlies,
China 1898 dragons, plus some other such as Japan, British Commonwealth countries, Latin America & U.S., overall
F-VF.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2724 Hm
Worldwide, Collection With Emphasis on
People’s Republic of China, 1949-72. Mint & used, and
mounted in International album with majority in the modest
range, including People’s Republic of China early reprints
but followed by several saleable (unused, no gum as issued
unless denoted) sets & part-sets such as 1952 (138-40,
151-54, 155-58, 159-62, 163-66, 167-70, 171-74), 1953
(187-89, 194-97, 198-201, 202-205), 1954 (206-13,
222-24, 225-28, 231-33 & 237-40), 1957 (326-29, used),
1958 (337-40 & 355-57, used), 1959 (413-15, used), 1959
(426-37, used), 1963 (716-29, used), 1967-68 (969-70 &
980, used), overall condition F-VF. Estimate $500 - 750
2725 Hm
Worldwide, Collection With Emphasis on
China, 1940s-50s. Mostly used, and presented in three International albums with China section including several
saleable sets (mint unless denoted) such as 1941 (449-64,
used), 1941 (465-70), 1941 (472-81, used), 1945 (593-98,
599-604 & 605-10), 1944 (B4-9), 1940-41 (C31-40), France
1943 (B161-66 & B167-72), 1944 (B179-84), 1946
(B207-12), 1947 (B213-17), 1957 (B312-17), Iceland
1943-45 (230-31), Netherlands 1946 (280-81, used), overall condition F-VF, recommended for the internet seller.
Estimate $500 - 750
2726 Hm
Worldwide, Mint & Used Collection,
1960s-90s. Mounted in twelve International albums with
sets & part-sets in the modest range, condition F-VF, viewing invited.
Estimate $500 - 750
2727 HHHm Worldwide, Mint and Used Collection. Mainly
Africa, Asia and Middle East, thousands of stamps in display cards, all identified and priced, with useful Afghanistan, British Africa, British Asia, China, Egypt, Iran, Iraq,
Japan, Lebanon, Macao, Malaysia, Saudi Arabia, Somalia,
Thailand, Turkey & Viet Nam, mixed condition, most of the
material is modestly priced but with hundreds of mint and
used sets this should prove to be a winner, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2728 HH/H
Worldwide, Mint Collection, 1860-1950. Collection in stockbook, with hundreds of mint stamps and
sets, includes Barbados 257-264, Bermuda 175-191, British Honduras 167-178 and Gibraltar 186-199, along with
many mint complete sets of France, plenty of sale able lots,
please inspect, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2729 Hm
Worldwide, Large Mint and Used Collection
To 1930. Composed of two collections both housed in
Scott Junior International Albums with about 6,500 stamps
with some better US. Condition can be a bit mixed although
there is plenty of F-VF material with catalog values running
to $25 each, viewing recommend.
Estimate $500 - 750
2730 HHHm Worldwide, Collection of Collections. Box of
worldwide collections in fourteen stockbooks or albums,
several thousand stamps, most of the material is modestly
priced but there could be some gems worth picking up,
there is some nice mint France, Hong Kong, Monaco, and
Korea souvenir sheets, please take some time to peruse
this offering, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 751
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2731 Hm)
Worldwide, Sharp Collection. Better includes
group of used Belgium #15, group of Great Britain
aerogrammes, group of German booklets, nice lot of German revenues and mint & used Germany, needs organization but should prove worthwhile, o.g., F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2732 HHHm Worldwide, Mint and Used Collection. In four
volume Minkus Master Global Stamp clean albums to mid
1960s, sparse to moderately filled with many nice sets, souvenir sheets and singles, especially strong in Iceland and
Russia, some mixed condition (with faults mostly in classical period), a nice worldwide collection with plenty of room
for expansion, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2733 Hm
Worldwide, Great Grandfathers Collection.
A most interesting collection, housed in what must be a 19th
century album namely the Hinton Album for English and
Foreign Stamps, as collected by a Mr Manners of Bromley
Stow Attleborough! Needless to say he collected the traditional way by often sticking the stamps into the collection
with glue fixed to the page, as such there is often an element of a gamble here as to what lifts and what will not. The
catalogue value would easily run into tens of the thousands
of dollars with countries such as GB, including some superb
cds cancels inc QV shilling values, Austria from imperfs well
worth researching for different types, Bavaria to the high
value 18kr, Hamburg with plenty of large margin imperfs,
Lubeck similarly with all 4 different denominations imperf,
Denmark spandrels with the high value 16 skillings, Prussia, Thurn and Taxis, interesting Hannover perf and imperf
inc rouletted, Italian States covering the gamut of condition,
Sweden including 9 ore shields with a rather delightful
mauve circular postmark datestamp, through to India with
imperf 1 anna wing marginal and cut square 4 annas with
light diamond grid cancel, other Asia through to Africa ending with USA with various locals to be identified,
Columbians mint stuck down to 50cts, all in excellent colors, various Omahas, better early Newfoundland imperfs,
classic British Guiana and then material that Mr Manners
could not identify at the back of the book. If condition does
not bother you and you like the thrill of the gamble then this
collection is for you. It is as crusty dusty as they come.
Estimate $500 - 750
2734 Hm
Worldwide, Grandfather’s Collection. One
substantial volume collection of approximately 2000++
stamps, virtually all one of a kind mint and used from the
19th century to 1930s, country by country from Aden thru
Zanzibar, on homemade album pages. Includes worthwhile
Austria and Bosnia/Herzegovina with lots of eagles, Canada, China, France with useful four margins Napoleons,
perf Napoleons and Ceres heads, Mersons to 20fr, 1929/33
high values with types identified, GB QV surface printed to
1/-, KEVII to 2/6d and KGV to 5/-, Greece and Aegean area
especially Crete, Hong Kong, Indian Native States, Japan,
Latvia, Austrian, British, French, Italian, and Russian post
offices in the Levant, Turkey, Ukraine, Shanghai, etc, etc.
There could be anything here, with many stamps between
the pages yet to be incorporated into the collection, making
a challenging but recommended viewing. Please inspect.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2735 Hm
Worldwide, Old-Time Collection. In a Scott
Junior album, better areas include Canada, Cuba issued
under administration of the U.S., Germany 1871-72 eagle
issue, Great Britain section with several saleable XIX Century stamps, Hawaiian Islands with 1890s examples, India
QV revenues & Russia 1860s-70s issues, condition is a bit
mixed in places but most are Fine, we inspected the lot
quickly, so probably a keen eye will be able to discover
some treasures.
Estimate $400 - 600
2736 Hm
Worldwide, Mostly Used Collection.
Mounted on album pages with nice Portuguese Colonies
representation, including Azores 1871-76 20r bister, 25r
rose & 50r green (24-26 used), 1875-80 (34 used), Portuguese Guinea 1894 (39-43 mint), St. Thomas & Prince Islands 1869-75 (1-9 mint), 1887 (22-23 used), Transvaal
1870 used examples, Mozambique with stamps issued in
the 1877-86 period, Angra 1893 (12-13 used), Horta 1893
(10-12 unused), Ponta Delgada 1892-93 (7a & 8-12 unused), Funchal 1893 (9 & 11 unused), condition is slightly
mixed on some, with several stuck to pages, recommended
for collector.
Estimate $400 - 600
2737 Hm
Worldwide, Mostly Used Collection. Thousands in a balanced well filled Scott International Album
with some better countries like Austria, Belgium, Canada,
Great Britain, etc., overall F.-V.F., viewing suggested.
Estimate $400 - 600
2738 Hm
Worldwide, Chiefly 20th Century Collection.
With “A” to “Z” countries in a well-filled International album
with most sets and part-sets in used condition, better (used
unless noted) noted include China 1898 (104-07), 1909
(131-33), 1912 (158), 1921 (243-46), 1931 (290-96),
France 1863-70 (32-36), 1924 (198-201), Germany 1936
souvenir sheets (B91-92, mint), Great Britain 1841 (3),
Indo-China (78-79, mint) & Italy (277), condition is a little
mixed on some but overall F-VF.
Estimate $400 - 600
2739 Hm
Worldwide, Mint & Used Collection,
1960s-70s. In seven International albums with majority of
sets & part-sets in the modest range, better mint include
China 1960 (1261-64) & 1962 (1355-58), overall condition
F-VF, worth checking out!
Estimate $400 - 600
2740 m)
Worldwide, Used & Postal History Collection. In two albums, the first is moderately filled with moderately priced material, Eastern Europe, Great Britain,
France, Greece and Turkey, the second album is postal history, with Germany including zeppelin covers, two US zeppelin covers, Greece, Brazil, Turkey, with most of the
covers from the 1930s and 1940s, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
2741 H
Worldwide, Mainly Never Hinged Dealer’s
Stock, 1950s-70s. In glassine envelopes, and housed in
red box, we noted Ireland, Mexico, Tonga, Trinidad & Tobago, Tunisia, Turks & Caicos sets, part sets & singles, plus
several other countries such as Jordan, Liberia, Germany,
Venezuela, etc., and a few booklets, condition is Very Fine,
recommended for ebay seller.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2742 Hm
Worldwide, Mint and Used Collection. In nine
Minkus Supreme Global albums, thousands of stamps in
sparsely filled nine albums, many sets with some CTO,
most of the value in Eastern Europe and Middle East, presented intact as received, excellent lot for expansion, o.g.,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
2743 Hm
Worldwide, Meters & Frama Label Collection. Comprised of many many hundreds of items in three
volumes, we note nice Framas with excellent Greece, Australia, Mexico, New Zealand, useful Hong Kong, Spain etc.,
plus extensive two volumes of meters with Japan, Great
Britain, Germany, plus lesser offerings from Algeria on,
very interesting collection to be sure, examine, o.g. or
without gum, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
2744 Hm
Worldwide, Great Grandfathers Collections.
1000s of stamps, virtually all one of a kind, mint and used,
housed in a crusty dusty old time blue International junior
postage stamp album, formed by Mr Norman Barna of
Harvey, Illinois, many many years ago, Abyssinia all the
way through to Zanzibar. Strength seems to be reasonably
well spread across the board with most countries having
representation from the 19th century through to the 1930s
including back of the book, India and Indian Native States is
well worth researching, some European colonies and even
Russian Area, etc. For those who enjoy old fashioned lots
formed generations ago, this is a recommended viewing.
Estimate $400 - 600
2745 Hm
Worldwide, Mostly Never Hinged Collection.
In three albums with many British Commonwealth modern
sets issued in the 1970s-80s (Australia, Kiribati, New Zealand, Papua & New Guinea, Tuvalu), plus some French
Antarctic Territories & Mongolia zeppelin stamps, condition
is mostly Very Fine, recommended for internet seller.
Estimate $350 - 500
2746 Hm
Worldwide, Mint & Used Collection. In two albums with many saleable sets, we noted Great Britain 1890
QV 9d & 10d (120-21 mint) & 1934 KGV (222-24 used),
Hong Kong KGVI 1941 (168-73 mint), plus many Papua
New Guinea & Pitcairn Islands mint sets issued in the
1960s-80s, we also noted some Rhodesia & South Rhodesia sets and Pakistan representation, condition is a little bit
mixed on some but overall F-VF, worth exploring.
Estimate $300 - 400
2747 Hm
Worldwide, Old-Time Style Collection.
Mostly used and mounted on album pages, starting with
Czechoslovakia earlies, including semipostals &
tete-beche pairs, Hungary XIX Century representation, followed by Serbia & Russia earlies. We also noted Allenstein
1920 (1-14, each tied on piece), & Greece Hermes Heads
issued in the 1860s, plus some Italy, Luxembourg, Romania & Turkey stamps, condition is F-VF.
Estimate $300 - 400
2748 Hm
Worldwide, Cut Squares and Postal Stationery. Useful and unusual collection of many hundreds of
items assembled in a stockbook & three ring binder, the cut
squares are quite extensive with strength in Latin America,
Europe & British Empire, plus wrappers, ect., interesting old
time lot, examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2749 Hm
Worldwide, Mint and Used Collection. Comprising mostly XX Century material, mounted in seven Scott
International albums, and including representation from
British Commonwealth (better noted India), Argentina, Belgium, Bulgaria, Ecuador, French Guiana, Hungary, Netherlands, Paraguay, Peru, Turkey, Uruguay, Vatican City,
Venezuela & Vietnam. Condition is F-VF.
Estimate $200 - 300
2750 Hm
Worldwide, Grandfathers Collection. Old
fashioned collection housed in a battered brown Scott international album, formed many decades ago, with many 100s
of stamps present, mint and used. Some of the countries of
note include Azores, Belgium, Brazil, Chile including airmails, etc through to France, Netherlands Indies,
Montserrat with mint 1932 KGV to 1/-, Poland, Portugal,
Sarawak, Spain, Switzerland including a selection of
semi-postal Pro-Juventutes, mint and used with stamp on
stamp, etc ending with Wallis and Futuna through to Yemen. A bit sparse, however uncatalogued and with the potential to reward the dealer who takes time viewing this
collection carefully page for page.
Estimate $200 - 300

2756

United States Philatelic Literature Lot, thirty
five books or pamphlets, includes The Boston Revenue
Book, Williams’ The Fundamentals of Philately,
Brookman’s The United States Postage Stamps of the 19th
Century Vol 1-3, The United States Two Cent Red Brown of
1883-1887 Vol 1-2, Johl’s The United States Postage
Stamps of the 20th Century Vol 1,3-4, Holcombe’s Patent
Medicine Tax Stamps and Luff’s The Postage Stamps of
the United States, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

2757

American Airmail Catalogue Vol 1-5 & Pricing Supplement, HB, fifth edition, now out of print, the premier source for airmail postal history, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150

2758

United States Postal Stationery Literature
Lot, thirty four books and pamphlets, includes Drakos’ The
2 Cent Recut Dies, UPSS Catalog of the 19th Century
Stamped Envelopes and Wrappers, UPSS United States
Postal Card Catalog, UPSS The Postal Stationery of Hawaii and UPSS The Postal Stationery of the Canal Zone,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150

2759

Hind, Arthur, Collection of World Wide Stamp
Issues, complete run of 11 H. R. Harmer auction catalogs of
one of the greatest collections ever formed less the US,
which was auctioned in 1933 by C. J. Phillips and W. C.
Kennett, with some of the greatest philatelic rarities. Each
catalog with printed prices realized as well as penciled in
next to each description. Nice clean group of catalogs with
just the hint of spine wear.
Estimate $400 - 600

2760

Philatelic Works on Forgeries and Altered
Stamps, seventeen books, includes Vol 1-8 Album Weeds
How to Detect Forged Stamps, Ragatz’s The Fournier Album of Philatelic Forgeries, Schmid’s How to Detect Damaged Altered & Repaired Stamps and Petschel’s Spurious
Stamps, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150

2761

Extensive Aero-Philately Research Library,
housed in many cartons and contains extensive background and related articles, treatises, correspondence, catalogs, photocopies, journals - you-name-it, this is the basis
for any important research project on the topics formed, collected and exhibited by the late Robert Spooner.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2762

Collection of well-over Thirty Airmail Titles,
Mostly Lindbergh-related, titles include: “bring me a Unicorn”; “listen! the Wind”, “Lindbergh, the lone eagle, his life
and epoch making flight”; “hour of Gold, Hour of Lead”, “The
Story of Lindbergh, The Lone Eagle”; “Flying the Andes”;
Under My Wings"; “Listen the Wind”; “North to the Orient”;
“Wings”; “Early Birds”; “The Story of Lindbergh The Lone
Eagle”; “I Remember Lindbergh”; “Famous First Flights
That Changed History”; “Airman’s Odyssey”; “The
Skyracers”; “Charles Lindbergh”; “Legacy of Wings”;
“Aviations Golden Age” and others, great winter reading!
ex- Robert Spooner.
Estimate $200 - 300

Philatelic Literature
2751

2752

2753

British North America Stamps & Postal History Lot, seventeen books and pamphlets, includes Boggs’
The Postage Stamps & Postal History of Canada, Jarrett’s
Stamps of British North America, Howes’ Canadian Postage Stamps and Stationery, Minuse & Pratt’s The Essays
and Proofs of British North America, Argenti’s The Postage
Stamps of New Brunswick & Nova Scotia, and Boggs’ The
Postage Stamps and Postal History of Newfoundland,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150
Philatelic Library, dozens of books and pamphlets, includes works on first day covers, CSA, revenues,
postcards, precancels and forgeries, at a dollar a book
should prove worthwhile to some astute collector, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
United States Postal History Literature Lot,
ten books, includes Hahn’s Postal History Primer, Norona’s
Cyclopedia of US Postmarks and Postal History, Rich’s The
History of the US Post Office to the Year 1829, Hafen’s The
Overland Mail, McDonald’s American Philatelic Miscellany
and Braake’s The Posted Letter in Colonial and Revolutionary America 1628-1790, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150

2754

Bureau Specialists and United States Specialists Runs, a run of the hardbound books, includes Bureau Specialists 1-3, 19, 21-23, 25-41, United States
Specialists includes 42-75, also includes BIA Folded Style
Booklet Checklist, The Great Americans PNC, Bureau of
Engraving and Printing First Hundred Years 1862-1962
and BIA Plate Number Checklist, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

2755

Encyclopedia of the Colors of US Postage
Stamps; Vols. I-IV Roy White 1981-86, 357p with 98 color
plates, LL in 5-ring binder with slipcase. The only significant
work ever done on color for United States postage stamps.,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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